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One EditorAbout Anofher
Paul S. Dunhin
Bob Wedgeworth

showed up one fall in my doctoral seminar

in technical services. He was bright,

he was enthusiastic, he was

easy to like. Best of all, he asked questions and he could defend his
doubts from his own experience as well as from book learning. Such
a student is a teacher's chief reward. He teaches the teacher, he
argues with

the teacher and his fellow students, and they all get

new ideas.
Bob's term paper in that course was published in LRTS. This
was his first conribution

to LRTS;

orhers followed.

I hated the

tedious job of selecting and editing the sometimes jargon-filled and
verbose ERIC/CLIS

abstracts; Bob gladly agreed to take it over,

and only my insistence gave him published credit for his work. I
went on a long summer vacation; Bob filled in and even after I
returned saw the ALA

summer program papers through to publica-

tion. I hated the dirty work of checking proof and arranging details
and wrangling with printers and publishers and sometimes (alas)
authors. I asked Bob to be assistant to the editor and I was mighty
glad when he agreed.
When I retired from my library job it seemed that LRTS might
also need new blood-hopefully,
ommend

younger blood. I was glad to rec-

Bob as editor and was greatly pleased when the RTSD

Board of Directors chose him to succeed me.
In Robert Wedgeworth

we have new blood, younger blood; and

I,RTS will change with a changing world. I wish him well.
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Thingsto Come
Robert Wedgeuorth
With the coming of a new editor to ZRTS the question arises
as to how the journal will change. Change ir musr, for everything
does, and as Paul Dunkin once said, "To serve as Editor of I,RTS
is not to conduct a holding operation." Perhaps the simplest answer
to this question is to reaffirm the scopeof ZRZS and to submit what
I consider to be the role of LRTS as the official journal of the Resources and Technical Services Division of the Amercan Library
Association.
Articles, book reviews, and abstracts which appear in ZRTS
are intended to represent the best in thought as well as practice
in the areas of library acquisitions, cataloging and classification,
reproduction of materials, and serial publications. They are selected
with a view toward reporting new developments,articulating issues,
and raising questions.As a quarterly, little spacecan be devoted to
news items. Letters to the editor, however, are welcomed.
In my opinion, the role of ZRTS is to disseminate information
to the profession about the concerns of RTSD. As such, it is a program activity to be justified within the contexr of orher RTSD programs. While it is easy to take thb divisional journal for granred,
ALA's tight budget and numerous iournal commitments make it
unwise to do so.
Therefore in your responseto the questionnaire inserted in this
issue the Editorial Board of ZRTS would appreciate any comments
you may have as to the importance of ZRTS to your membership
in the division.
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- in-Source
Documentation
for Libraryand InformationScience
Heus Wnr,r,rscn
Visiting Lecturer
School of Library and Information Seraices
Uniuersity of Maryland
College Parh
Prouision of abstracts-in-sou,rce
for all articles in library and information sciencejournals is proposed,similar to the practice nou accepted.
by iournals of the engineeringsocietiesand some foreign library periodicals.Stand.ardsfor the bibliographicalformat of abstractsshould.
be compiled by The American National StandardsInstitute. Keywords for indexing-in-sourceof abstractsshould be tahen from a
thesaurusof libtary and information sciences
to be compiled.

66p)EOPLE ARE BONE LAZY about reading in their own lirerature."
rThis statement, made by David Barry ar the Conference on the
Bibliographical Control of Library Literature (Albany, 1968) when
discussing the reading habits of librarians, and reported by Karl Nyren
in his review, "The Shoemakers' Children," is probably rrue.l Ir is but
a small consolation that it applies not only to l.ibrarians, information
scientists, documentalists, information media specialists, or whatever
the members of our profession like to call themselves at different levels
of sophistication, bul also to technologists and :;cientists in all other
fields. Faced with what they have been told ro br: an "information explosion," most people, including those who rhernselves add new fuel
and explosives to the general conflagration, have to be content to
watch the fireworks from a safe distance: rather than read the literature itself (much of which bristles with hard-to-digest and somerimes
abstruse mathematics or is written in polysyllabic gobbledy-gook or
both), they try to keep up to date with what is going on in their field
by scanning abstracts.
This practice is now so universal that it has been officially recognized in UNESCO's recently published Guide lor the Prepara'tion of
Authors' Abstracts for Publication, wltere it is expressly stated: "In
writing abstracts authors should bear in mind that these may be the
only parts of the papers thar are read."z It is also well known that scientists and engineers frequently make notes of abstracrs possibly relatV o l u m e 1 5 ,N u m b e r 4 , F a I I 1 9 7I
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ing to their present or contemplated work, and that they keep their own
personalized information files.
The question then may be restdted: Are librarians and documentalists, who handle hundreds of abstracting and indexing publications
as part of their daily work, less interested in the abstracts of their
ow.r literut.tre than the scientists and engineers whom they provide
with a large number of such references and abstracts? Do information
people have a blind spot for their own information? Are they really
lazier than their customers?
The answer seems to be that the adherents of the "Principle of
Least Effort" are at least as numerous arnong scientists and engineers

individual abstracts available in a form that lends itself to easy handling, obviates the need for laborious copying of bibliographical data
by hand, may be duplicated quickly and cheaply, and can be filed
according to personal preferences under whatever heading or symbol is
most convenient and useful to its owner-in short, in the form of a card.
But, surprisingly enough, the large-scaledistribution of short, indicative
abstracts in a form other than the conventional journal or bulky volume was first put into effect when the Engineering Index began to
make its abstracts of the literature available to individual subscribers
in the form of 3' x 5" cards carrying a concise subject heading, a complete bibliographical description of the document, and an abstract of
about 100-130words. This service began in 1928 and is still flourishing,
providing tens of thousands of engineers with the raw material for their
personal file of references.
Documentation-In-Source i,n Engineering I ournals
It took thirty-five years until the scientific and engineering comrnunity came to the conclusion that abstracting after publication was
neither fast enough nor convenient enough, and that something had to
be done to make documentation-in-source possible for the busy man
who is not himself an expert in information retrieval. Now, engineers
are mostly very busy people, but they are also used to solving Practical
problems in the most efficient way. T'he Engineers Joint Council (EJC)
devoted itself to the problem in 1962, when it held a conference and
initiated studies as the result of which most of the journals published
by the engineering societies in the U.S. began to include abstracts of
articles and papers published in the same issue in which they appeared, accompanied by indexing aids in the form of keywords.s This
might appear not to have been so much of an innovation, since some of

.
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]IACHRICIITEII
FURD()Iruffi
ilTATIOII
Frankfurt(Main),April 1969
vol.XX.,No.2, p.49-'100

FDll.her3 D€utsdrs Ge3ellsdtaft for Dokumentation
Chlof Edllot: Dr. Hansroadrim Samulowltz, Frankfurt (Maln)
Lltortlulc on Docunenlrtlon (Scfirifttum zur Dokumentatlon):
Ingotraut Dahlbsrg, Frankturt (Maln)
Addr€3s: 60ql FranKud (Main), WestendstraB€ 19, Tol. (611172lm77 l8
Tho articlos contaln6d in thls lsSue roprelent ercluslv€ly the opinions
ot the authoB concernod.
Pleas€, addr€ss any letters or other corGpondsnce
and not lo Indlvldual authors.

lo the Editor

C O N T EN T S

UDC 025.4(G!):001.11:002 ::001.4
Weelg, G.:
Eine neue Definitionvon .Thesaurus"(A new Dellnlllonol
'The.auru.')
Nachr.Dok.20(1969)No.2,p.5$-62 (Orlg.D)
The lmportance and thc forms ot lormlnology work uo oxplained.
A prcglamme tor detlnlng 'lhesaurua' 18 6ot up, Furihor elaboration
of thls doflnltlon ls basod on a systoms-theoretlcal examlnallon of
an 'ompty folmula' ot a dollnltlon. Tho concopt "dellgnatlon" seems
to b€ egsenllal In thg work to follow.

UDC 0O2:658.8.012.1
Uebe!,F.:
MarkwlrtscfiaftlicheUntersucfiungenim Dokumentationsw€sen (Methods ot tarket Analy.b applled to Documentetlon)
Nacfir.Dok.20(1969)No.2, p.64-66 (Orlg.D)
The intormational modsl ot adFrtislng can be uselully applled to ths
ganeral problom ot intormation dis3emlnation. Elaboration ot demand
protilss by means ol mgthods of market analysls could rosult in an
optimum correspondence betweon lntormatlon domand and offer.
Figure l. Combined
contents page and
from
Nachrichten
Dokumnntation
filr
sion) .
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the journals had been printing abstracts at the head of papers for several years. But the decisive step was to publish them in a form that enabled the reader to clip or tear out the abstract immediately after
reading or scanning the article. Even if you are a very tidy and information-conscious person, you might not have your index cards handy
when or where you read an article, or you might be terribly busy and
have to defer making a note about that interesting paper-and then, of
course, you never get around to making it at all, because you forget
it, new papers attract your attention, or another journal appears on
your desk, ancl so it goes. . . . The engineering societies' publications introduced the "instant abstract," printed as a separate page that can be
torn out or cut up without damage to the journal, or easily detachable
3" x 5" slips. At least one of the societies, the American Society of
Civil Engineers, reprints its abstract cards in a special bimonthly publication on card stock after they appeared as part of their journals
(where they are printecl on regular paper). Another society, the Water
Pollution Control Federation, publishes the abstracts of articles in their
monthly Iournal simultaneously in English, French, German, and
Spanish.
Each abstract carcl or slip is accompanied by a number of keywords (taken from the EJC's thesaurus (ZEST) which provides the
engineering community with a common inclexing language), and the
reader may use these when setting up his own reference file by simply
underlining the keyword most appropriate to his needs.a When an
abstract has to be filecl under more than one keyword, modern photocopying mettrods make it easy to duplicate the card or slip and to file
it under all desired keywords; or it may be handled by one of the postcoordinate indexing methods for personal use (such as Peek-a-boo or
edge-punched cards) that can take care of a practically unlimited number of keywords without cluttering up the files with too many reference cards.
In a recent survey of eighteen major engineering journals that carry
their own abstracts in detachable form-there are many more-it was
found that such services were used by almost 70 percent of all indi
vidual subscribers and by more than 60 percent of institutional subscribers.5 About 4l percent of individual subscribers ancl 44 percent
of institutional subscribersalso use the inclex words supplied on abstract cards.
Similar developments took place in other parts of the world, especially in England, Germany, France, and in some East European countries,
where scientific and engineering publications appear not only with
abstracts-in-source,but also in many cases with translations of these
abstracts into one or more languages and with preclassification fin
most instances by the Universal Decimal Classification (UDC) which is,
o[ course,very well suited to scientific and technical topics].
Although we are still very far frorn a state of affairs where every article in the worlcl's main professional journals is accompanied by an
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abstract card and by indexing keywords ancl/or classification marks, the
engineering community is rapidly moving toward such a goal, despite
the fact that there is still some lack of standardization in the arrangemen of data on abstract cards (we shall return to this topic later on).
Abstracts in Library lournals
Librarians-at least those who handle engineering publications and
use abstracting services-must have been aware of this movement, and
one would have thought that the ideas promoted by engineers and so
suecessfully put into practice in scientific and technical information
retrieval would have been applied also to the literature of information retrieval itself. But, none of the established English-language
journals in the field of librarianship and information science began to
print abstracts of their own articles before 1965, excePt for onE
pioneer journal, American Documentation, which began to print abstracts of its own articles in 1960. It is significant that this journal was
launched primarily by people coming from fields other than traditional librarianship-engineers and scientists who became interested in the
problems of information, its gathering, analysis, storage and dissemination.
This, then, is only another aspect of the well-known "Shoemakers'
children" syndrome with which the community of information providers is affiicted. While we urge scientists, engineers, doctors, and lawyers to use abstracts in order to keep up to date, and while some of us
even teach them how to write good abstracts and how to apply indexing aids such as thesauri, we outselves do not have good or even
passable abstracts of our own literature right where we need them
ind in a form that demands a minimum of effort in use and application.
The list of periodicals in Table I is probably not complete and
there may be a few other library and information science periodicals
carrying their own abstracts.* The list is too short for statistically
valid conclusions to be drawn, but it seems that the following trends
can be discerned.

* The term "abstract" is used here in the broadest possible sense. In fact, anything
printed between the title and the first sentence of an article and conveying in con'
densed form the gist of the matter in that article, has been counted as an abstract.
accepted standards of abstract
If only those abstiacts that conform to internationally
writing had been taken into consideration, the list would have been considerably
shorter.2

V o l u m e 1 5 ,N u m b e r 4 , F a l I 1 9 7 1
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TABLE I
solrn Encrrss-LeNcuecn PrnrctDrcers tN LIsRAnv eNn INronnrertoN scrrNcn
PrrNrrNc Ansrnecrs or Tsrrn OwN Anrrcr.rs
Title

Since when

American Documentation*
Bulletin of the Medical Library Association
College & Research Libraries
Information Scientist
Information Storage and Retrieval
fournal of Chemical Documentation
|ournal of Documentation
Journal of Librarianship
.[ournal of Library Automation
Library Association Record
Library Resources & Technical Services
Methods of Information in Medicine
Special Libraries
UNESCO Bulletin for Libraries
i Now
fournal

Remarks

v.Il, 1960
v.53, 1965
v.26, 1965
v.l, 1967
v.l, 1963
v.6, 1966
v.22, 1966
v.l, 1969
v.l, 1968
v.70, 1968
v.12,1968
v.l, 1962 UDC classification
v.57, 1966
v.24, 1970
UDC classification

ot' the Anterican Society lor Inform.ation

Science.

first to recognize the importance of adequate abstracting and
information retrieval at the source. American Documenia,tion,
while starting to print abstracts late in life, was still earlier than
any of the other periodicals in the list.
2. Among the more traditional library periodicals, those catering ro
a specialized or research-oriented community were next in line to
become aware of the need for abstracting-in-source, the annus
mirabilis being 1965/66, when Bulletin of the Medical Library
Associ,ation,.lournal of Chemical Documentation, !ournal of Documentation, and Special Libraries introduced abstracts.
3. The last ones to follow suit were the general library periodicals,
with the most popular one, UNESCO Bulletin for Librarie.r, taking the step only in 1970.
Only two of the periodicals in the list assign a classification mark. (Note
that both are international journals and thar rhey use the UDC, de.
spite the well-known fact that UDC is weak just in the field of librarianship and- documentation.*) None of them print the abstracts in a
form that can be utilized by readers for their own documentation
files, nor do any of the periodicals provide keywords for indexing.
The list is, of course, remarkable for what it does not contain, i.e.,
the dozens of important library and information science periodicals
which do not publish any kind of abstract with articles appearing in
these vehicles of communication intended for the use of people who are
hopefully, presumably, or allegedly information-minded. Not a few of
those abstract-less,keywordless and therefore hard-to-retrieve outpour* Work is at present in hand to construct
a completely new classification schedule
for documentation and librarianship in UDC, by redeveloping classes 03 and 04, to be
published in 1971.
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ings bemoan just the fact that it becomes increasingly difficult to keep
track of the current literature, that abstracting journals in our own
field duplicate and triplicate work that should be done only once, and
that the documentation of documentation is in a generally deplorable
state. . . .
The picture is a little less gloomy when we turn to European and
international library and information science journals. The pioneer
in the field of documentation-in-source was the Reuue Internationale
de la Docunxentation which carried bilingual abstracts of its own articles on the contents page of each issue, printed on translucent paper
in a form that made it easy to cut out and mount individual abstracts
on 3" x 5" cards. The translucent paper was chosen to facilitate duplicating by the diazo process, then the most economic and popular
reproduction process (xerography had not yet become commercially
available). The practice started in 1957 and ceased only with the untimely demise of the journal in 1965.
The German organ of documentalists, Nachrichten. fiir Dokumentation, prints its contents page in a form ready to be cut up into individual slips; it even prints this contents page in duplicate, one page in
German, the other carrying abstracts in English (see Figure l). A similar practice is followed by the East German journals Zentralblatt fiir
Bibliothehswesen and Der Bibliothehar, except that their contents
strip is in German on the recto and in Russian on the verso. Both East
and West German journals also provide a UDC numher with every abstract.
Some Hungarian, Polish, and Romanian library publications-?zdomdnyos is Miiszaki Tdjihoztatds, Ahtualne Problemy Inf ormacji i Dokumentacii, Studii si Cercetdri de Documentare, to name only a fewalso carry abstracts in up to four languages-the national language;
Russian; and either English, German, or French.
All this shows that librarians as a professional group are probably
not much lazier than their colleaguesin other disciplines when it comes
to reading their own literature, but that they (or rather the editors of
their English-language journals) have been terribly slow to catch up
with modern methods of personal information storage and retrieval.
This is the more astonishing since at least some of them, as shown in
Table l, have now embraced the idea of printing absracts for their own
articles, and it would cost almost nothing to present these in a physical form that lends itself readily to personal documentation.
Abstracts-In-Source
Every journal has a contents page. Every abstract has to be printed
somewhere in the journal. The only thing to do in order to make instant individual documentation possible is to bring the two together in
one place and to arrange them typographically in a way that allows individual entries to be cut out and mounted on cards, or even better, to
print them as 3" x 5" frames that can readily serve as documentation
V o l u m e 1 5 ,N u m b e r 4 , F a l l 1 9 7I
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slips in a personal file. A page of this journal could accommodate three
such frames. The latter solution would of course need more space and
paper; but this could probably be compensated for by more advertising space available on the back of the pages carrying the abstract
frames (as done in some of the engineering journals) .
The proposed practice should be considered seriously for speedy
adoption by all editors of library and information science periodicals,
despite the well-known conservatism of our profession that probably
makes it difficult to change the familiar layout of a title page. The "innovation" of printing ready-made abstract slips or card-size frames
would certainly boost the popularity of journals adopting this feature,
and it would also be an incentive to "lazy" readers to keep their own
card files. The "Shoemaker's children" could at least walk in homemade sandals.
A much more ambitious proposal put forward by Atherton and
Greer (also citing as motto the proverbial shoemaker!) to microfilm
author abstractsof papers, reports, etc., reviewed in the Annual Reai,ewof
Inf ormation Science and Technology as well as abstracts frorn Inf ormation Science Abstracts and to distribute them to subscribers has not
been taken up so far; and, it is doubtful whether the necessaryfunds to
launch such a venture will be found in the near future.6 The abstractsin-source proposal, on the other hand, would not be dependent on any
outside funding and could be put into action right now, given only
the goodwill and cooperation of authors and editors. If the AthertonGreer proposal is transformed into reality at some future date-and
one would wish that it could be done, the sooner the better-the resulting microfiche or aperture cards could easily be integrated into
personal files built up from abstract-in-sourcecards.
B ibliograp hical F ormat of A bstracts
There are still two problems to be solved before large-scale documentation-in-source could become truly effective. One is the problern
of bibliographical format, i.e., agreement on a standardized format for
abstract cards printed in periodicals. This problem has not yet been
tackled by the engineering societiesand is a distinct disadvantage of the
system for any scientist or engineer who builds up his own documentation file from more than one source-not to mention librarians in industrial and scientific libraries who use these ready-made abstracts
in their card files. The confusion is great. Some abstracts resemble
closely what librarians have always done when cataloging books or
single papers: They are in the order, title-author-bibliographical dataabstract-keywords. Others put the keywords on top, followed by the
abstract, and relegate the bibliographical reference to the bottom of the
card. Still another variation on the theme is to put the title on top of
the card, with keywords, abstracts, and bibliographical references following. The latter practice makes it rather awkward to read bibliographical"data in a closely packed file, not to speak of the fact that
.
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6520 AIRCRAFT

NOISE: FACTOR IN LAND USE PLANNING

KEY WORDS-: ?ircTaft noise; airports; environmental
use; regional plaming; urban developmenh gggrjlil4&;

I

eng{neering; -lmd
zoninE

l|

^2lr4

Alrcraft nolde, a concomitent of e<pa.ndedoperaflons at maJor alrports,
|ISTR.A!T:
nEs overspread large porflons oJ metropolitan areas. Inlluetrce of alrcraft nots-emay

REFERENCE:
nilg,'
Journal

uP1,

McGrattr, Dorn, C., .Aircraft
Noise:
gf ttre Urban planninA and DeveloDm(

Factor itr Lalxd Use PlanASCE, Vol. 95, No.

Figrrre 2. Abstract-in-souLce frorn Proc. Anrcrican Society ol Ciuil Engineers. (Note rhat
the punching of a hole for the rod obliterates the page ieference.)

when one punches a hole in the card (as librarians do to secure it in a
card drawer) part of rhe reference, having been punched out, may be
made illegible (seeFigure 2).
It seems that here is a field to which the American National Standards Institute Committee Z-39 should devote its efforts as soon as
possible. Librarians could thus make a contribution to documentationin-source at least as far as the standardization of its bibliographical
format is concerned. Such a standard should ideally be identical to
or compatible with the Committee on Scientific and Technical Information (COSATI) standard for reports.? This is nor only a mafter of
convenience (or rather inconvenience) to users of abstract cards who
have to learn to look for the reference in different places depending on
which journal the cards came from. It is a matter of national and international importance, because before long these in-source abstracts
will routinely be recorded on machine-readable input media similar to
what is now being done with books in the MARC project and form
source material for the compilation of specialized or interdisciplinary
abstract services. chemical Abstracts services, the American Institute
of Physics an<I Engineering Index already do that with their own abstracts, and thus standardization and compatibility of formats and arrangement of bibliographical data in abstracts are of great importance
and will become more so in the near future.
Lack of agreement on bibliographical format should, however, not
deter any library journal editor from publishing abstracts-in-source.
Fortunately, librarians have a traditional format for bibliographical
citation, and there is nothing to prevent us from printine our own
V o l u m e 1 5 ,N u m b e r 4 , F a l I 1 9 7t
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abstracts in this accepted form, until committee Z-39 comes up with
an applicable standard.s The main thing is to achieve uniformity right
from the beginning and not to let the innate individualism of librarians ("Anything you can catalog, I can catalog better") spoil the common efforts of various library journals.
The following rules are proposed as an interim standard.
Size:3 x 5 inches (7.5 cm x 12.5cm) for frames.
Text lines not exceeding 4 inches (10 cm) for strips.
Sequenceof bibliographical and indexi,ngdata:
Author(s)
Title
Source (title, volume, issue number, date, Pages[inclusive])
Abstract
Keywords
Thesaurus of Library and Inforrnati,on Science
A more serious problem is the provision of keywords. Unfortunately, no equivalent to the EJC thesautus (TEST) exists for the field of
library and information science. The most exhaustive survey of terms,
thesauri, subject heading lists, and classification schemespertaining to
our own field came to the sad conclusion "that there is no existing
formal structure for the discipline of information science as deterMany of the terms in
mined by an examination of lexical aids.
lexical resources addressing this discipline have originated in other
disciplines. These terms are assimilated into the language of information science with little change in meaning. . . . Each resource examined reflects the viewpoint of the author. This is true even of classification schemesand structured authority files which attempt to represent
the topical universe of the discipline of information science."e
This being so, we might well ask ourselves whether Library Science
or the more recent Information Science can really be considered as
true sciencesbecause, as Ldon Brillouin puts it: "Science begins when
the meaning of the words is strictly delimited. Words may be selected
from the existing vocabulary or new words may be coined, but they are
all given a new definition, rvhich prevents misunderstandings and
ambiguities within the chapter of science where they are used."lo We
seem to be very far yet from reaching that goal, judging from the different and of ten contradictory definitions of "information science"
that appearedduring the last few years.rl,72'7:t'74'15'16'17
Maybe we could again learn from the engineers' experience. They
faced similar difficulties-but on a vastly larger scale because of the
broad range of their field-when abstracting-in-sourcebegan in the late
fifties. This was the period when most "documentalists" still thought
that totally unstructured "free terms" or "natural language" were all
that was needed for an efiective retrieval system. If they had looked
into some of the findings of modern classification and indexing theo-
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ry, they might have avoided many of the mistakes and pitfalls that
beset the first attempts to reinvenr the wheel of alphabetlcal subject
indexing in the more sophisticated form of a "thesaurus." The firsCreinvented wheels were neither very round nor well-oiled. But. lessons
have been learned. Now, merely t"tr yeurr after the first abortive attempts at creating a unified and well-structured list of. standard keywords, the engineers' wheels in the form of the TES? thesaurus are

dreds of scientists and engineers in all fields and distilled rhem into the
present compilation of keywords, nonpermitted terms, and related

must be possible to do a similar thing for our own subject field
- .It
of library and information science. rt must be done by an autlioritative
body, because obviously no personal or individual efiorts could ever

larger community of users, while some general terms are conspicuously
absent.
The task of compiling an authoritative thesaurus must be undertaken by an independent body that is acknowledged by the profession
in general, such as the Council on Library Resources, possibly in close
cooperation with the newly established Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) Clearinghouse for Library and Informarion
Science (operated by The American Society for Information Science in
Washington) which will become a focal point for most of what is being
written in our field and will be in urgent need of a specialized thesaurus
for this body of literature, since the current ERIC thesaurus is not
adequate to cover it in detail.le
If and when such a thesaurus comes into being, it would serve as
the sole source from which authors of articles would be asked to
choose the terms that best characterize their work. Editors would also
use it to supplement the abstract of the article with further terms if
necessary.It need not be emphasized what this would mean for the
standardization of our own documentation, the prevention of duplication in abstracting services like Library and Information Science Abstracts and Information Science Abstracts, and the ease of access to
Vol.ume15, Number 4, FaII 197I
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all articles
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Figure 3. Abstract frame

relevant material in bibliographies based on the original abstracts and

in the leading journals of our pfofession might in time become a valuable basis for- the construction of the envisaged thesaulus of library
and information science.
I hope that it will not take too long before the "abstract frame"
shown in figure 3 will appear in this journal which devotes itself to
problems of libliographicif format and control, as an item in its reguiar feature of contenti page-cum-abstracts,ready to be clipped and incorporated in your own personal information file.

r. K. Nyren,"The shoemake.'-child:.;:;;"

lournat e3:22r5-r7(l June le68)'

2. UNEICO, Guirle lor the preparation of Scientific Papers for Publication (Parist
1968\.
3. Engineers Joint council, Proceed.ingsof the Engineering Inlormation symposium
. . . (New York: 1962).
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Science for the Need,s of Society. . . (New york: lg62) .
--_
, Action Plan loy Improaed, Di,ssemination oi Engineering Information, ed.
by Eugene Wall (New york: lg62-64) .
.
4' Engineers Joint council , Thesaurus of Engi,neering and scientilic
Terms (New
York: 1967).

7. Federal council on science and rechnology, committee on scientific and rechnical
rnformation,
co)sarl
standard, yor oesiiipti.ue cataloging of Gouernment scientific and, Techni.cal Repor.ts_-(Washington: 1966;. (AD 64"1dZ,'pn
fiC Zt4)
'lwashington:
8. ri^b^r1ry of congress, Bibliographichl
proced,uris rrt styre
tss4; ,
p.86-87.
9. P' o. Fuellhart and D. c. weeks, compilation and analysi.s of Lexicar
Resources
in Information
science (washington:
ieorge washington
university, 196g) . (AD
671 148)
I0. L. Brillouin, science and Information
Theory (2d. ed,.; New york: Academic press,
t962) .
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Problemsof the National Library of
for Serials
Medicine Classification
KeNcneNe SopneNooonN
Reference Librarian
Sirirai Medical LibrarY
Mahidol UniaersitY
Banghoh, Thailand

duplicati,onof catalogingefrmt'
T he Classification Scheme

into five categories.l
1. Serial publications of medical importance'
to the LC classi2. Nonmidical serials rvhich are classified according
fication.
3. Serial publications of medical congresses'
or public
+. seriat'publications of hospitals iegardless of private
sponsorshiP.
5. Medical serial publications of governments'
3' WE 3'
When the second edition appeaied in 1956' classesWC
in
together
put
and
omitted
were
Wit
3
and
3,
Wq
3,
WG 3, WH
'b Technical Serui'ces
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category 3 (W 3) of the scheme.2No guidance was given for determining the form of name for congresses or the cuttering pattern to be
used in category I (Serials W l) or category 3 (CongressesW 3). The
procedures followed by the National Library have not been made
available.
In response to the heavy demand by medical librarians for a detailed explanation of NLM's serial numbering policy, Hasting stated in
1959 that the "collection contains a heavy duplication both of titles in
many languages and of title entry words." Therefore, a call number is
used to identify titles and also ro keep them in alphabetical order.
The basic plan for the numbering is as follows.
l. The first two letters of the entry (not an article) are used; e.g.,
ME for Medicine.
2. The numbers l0l-999 are used under each two-letter combination, except when the Library has more than 500 entries under the
same two-letter combination, rwo to five numbers (tl-99999) may be
used depending upon the number of entries involved.
The numbers are used in the same manner as cutter numbers,
being expanded and filed as decimal numbers.s
In the third edition (196a) a new device has been introduced.a Instead of using two letters mnemonically plus two to five Arabic numerals, the NLM uses the two letters plus two or three Arabic numerals
followed by capital letters used just as the additional Arabic numerals
had been used. In this way the numbers can be expanded by multiples
of 26 instead of by multiples of 9.
Problems of SmaII Medical Libraries
At present, publications in the field of medicine and related sciences are innumerable. The organization of this type of material
causes many problems, especially the classification of monographic
series, conferences, and symposia. Examples of serials and congresses
classified according to the NLM scheme are as follows.
l. W I
AD78K

Advancesin pharmacologyand chemotherapy
v.71969(Current Catalog, v.5 no.4, Apr. 1970)

2.Wr
MA492N
v.7, 1970

Smith, David W.
Recognizable patterns of human malformation;
genetic,
embryologic, and clinical aspects. (Major problems in
clinical pediatrics. v.7, 1970)
(Current Catalog, Jan.-Mar. 1970)

3. Wl
PR668W

Progress in gastroenterology
v.l1968(Current Catalog, Annual cumulation 1968)

4.W3
GAI63

International Conference on Gastric Cancer, Nagoya, Japan,
1966
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v. 3, 1966

Epidemiological, experimental, and clinical studies on gasproceedings.
tric cancer; Proceedings.
(Current Catalog, Jan.-Sept. 1969)

5. W 3
sY734K
v.ll, 1968

International Symposium on Rubella Vaccines, London, 1968
Proceedings. (symposia series in immunobiological standardization, v.ll)
(Current Catalog, Jan.-Sept. 1969)

6.W3
IN428
1968a

International Congress of Internal
1968
(Current Catalog, Jan.-Sept. 1969)

Medicine,

10th, Warsaw,

The above call numbers show serials and medical congressesof dif-

City. The five medical libraries which were visited were: (l) New
York Academy of Medicine, (2) cornell university Medical center,
(3) Albert Einstein School of Medicine, (4) Rockefeller university,
(5) State University of New York, Downstate Medical Center.
Sta'tementof the Findings
L All five medical libraries use rhe NLM and the Lc classification
schemesfor medical and nonmedical publications, respectively.
2. All libraries classify monographic series by subject, excePt Albert Einstein Library which uses the word SERIAL rather than a
classification number.
3. None of them follow the NLM in classifying medical congresses:
-New York Academy of Medicine classifies congresses by form
and subdivides by subject.
-Cornell Medical Center classifiesthem by subject.
-Albert Einstein used the word SERIAL followed by the first
454
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letter of the main entry, e.g., Neurochemistry Symposium,
Rome, 1961, is classified "SERIAL N."
-Both Rockefeller Universitv and Downstate Medical Center
classify congresses by subject. They use the number "3"
under each subject class for congresses throughout the classification.
The Curren't Catalog annual cumulation for 1968 stated that Countway Library at Harvard University has also modified its use of the
NLM classification by using form number 3 in any schedule where applicable.
It was found that the method which is used in Rockefeller University, Downstate Medical Center, and Countway Library is based on the
instruction which appeared in the preliminary edition (1948) of the
NLM classification:5
Mnemonic features.Uniformity in order and in notation is provided for general typesof material in each scheduleby the assignmentof the numbers l-32
to the same divisions throughout the classification,as indicated in Table A.
These numbers may be used as is or terminally. Thus 3 stands for congresses
in the uniform assignmentof numbers; a surgical congressis, therefore, classified WO 3, a dental congressWU 3, a congresson orthopedics WE 3, and, a
congresson obstetricsWP 1203.Since 32 standsfor laws relating to a subject,
Wy 32 is for laws relating to nursing, QS 132 is for laws relating to dissection,
and WA 32 is for laws relating to public health.
Adaptation to the NLM Classification for Serials
In order to facilitate use of all material in a small, open-shelf li
brary, serials (periodicals, proceedings, and transactions of societies,
annuals, or other continuations) except congresses,conferences, and
symposia, should be assigned number I under each class throughout
the NLM classification scheme as indicated in Table A of the preliminary edition; e.9., Aduances i.n Pediatrics WS l; Annual Reuiew of
Microbiology QW l, Yearbook of Medicine WB l, etc.
Congresses, conferences, and symposia should be classified by subject, regardless of form. Some librarians prefer to classify them by subject and subdivide them by form of publications. Thus, form diVision
number 3 can be used as is or terminally. In the author's opinion, if
number 3 is used terminally, it may cause some problems in the future
when classification numbers are expanded for new subjects. In this case,
it is suggested that the decimal point be used with number 3 to differentiate the form of congresseson any specific subjects; e.9., a textbook about tuberculosis in general is classified WF 200; Proceedings oI
the International Conference on Tuberculosis would have the classification WF 200.3, instead of WF 203; works on nutrition QU la5; Transactions of the Far East Symposium on Nutrition would be QU 145.3.
'Whenever
form division number 3 or .3 is used as is or terminally, it indicates a congaesson that particular subject. In this way material on
the same subject will be under the same class.

.
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Other serial publications which may not be classified under various schedules throughout the scheme will fall into categories I and 3
or classesW I and W 3 of the classification.
When serial publications of medical imporrance (W l) and medical
congresses (W 3) are classified under individual subject specialties and
subdivided by form, they are distributed to various schedules throughout the scheme. Therefore, the numbering policy of main entry is less
important. In order to distinguish serials from textbooks, rhe first two
letters of the main entry should be used with Cutter-sanborn tables.

ter Library of the State University of New York ar Syracuse (SUNY).
Therefore, call numbers of some congressesare difierent from that of
the NLM, e.g., International Congress of Histochemistry and Cytochemistry, 3rd, New York, 1968,was assigned
DNLM: W 3IN388E 1968s
MBCO, SUNY: QS 504I6ls 1968 (Cit. No. 134707)
The call number assigned by Countway and the Upstate Medical
Center Library is practical. In order that centralized cataloging service be absolutely fulfilled and duplication of cataloging effort eliminated, the National Library of Medicine should revise some of its
classification schedulesto meet the needs of other libraries.
Achnowledgm.ent
The author would lihe to thanh all the li,brarianswho allowed her
to visit those libraries mentioned in this paper while she was a student
at the School of Library Seruice,Columbia uniaersity.
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U.S- National Library of Medicine, National Library
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The FormDisfinctionin the 8OOC lass
of the Dewey DecimalScheme
Lors Mer CneN
Assistant Professot
College of Library Sci'ence
Uniuersity of KentuckY, Lexington
The most frequently recognizedproblem in the arrangementof literary works according to the 800 classof the Dewey Decimal Scheme
basedon form distinction is the scattering of works by and about
singleauthors.Howeuer,there are alsoother problernsnot frequentb
such as the d'ifficulty
mentionedi,n print but keenly felt by catalogers,
in application of the 800 classcausedby the lack of common denominators (or basisof diaision) antong the "forms," by the lack of clear,
workabledefinitionsof the "forms," and by the difiusivenature of certain literary works. The causesof the problemscan be traced back to
the genre origin of Deuey'sform d.istinctionand to certain categories,
especially8-5 to 83, that are questionablein their nature as literary
"forms." In aiew of theseproblems,the aalid,ityof the form distinction
of literature is called into quettion.
in the classif,cation
Introduction
-l-HE
800 (LITERATURE)
CLASS in the Dewey Decimal Classifir cation system is a prime example of the form classes.Yet ironically,
it is this form distinction that has created the greatest problems in the
application of this scheme to the arrangement of literary works in the
library. The most common problems are the following.
l. Problems encountered by the catalogers:
(a) The difficulty in application caused by the lack of clear, workable definitions of the forms;
(b) the problems of treating works of mixed forms or uncertain
forms; and
(c) some of the forms that are questionable in their nature as
literary forms.
2. Problems encountered by the users:
(a) Inconvenience resulting from the separation and scattering of
works written by and about single authors; and
(b) confusion caused by the seemingly arbitrary decisions made
by the catalogersas regards the forms of certain literary works.
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The first section of the article will deal with the four basic forms
(8-l
8-4) with regard to their origins and developmenr. The re.r"
maining categories (8-5 to 8-8) will be diicussed in the secLndsection.
Origin of the Form Disti,nction

870
871
872
873
874

Latin Literature
Poetty
"
Dramatic
Epic
Lyric

880
881
882
883
884

Greek Literature
Poetry
"
Dramatic
Eptc
Lyric

Note that the dramatic, the epic, and the lyric are subsumed under
the heading "Poetry." This classificarion of literature conforms to the

literary "forms," even though similar terminorogy is used in the names
of the forms. In classical literature, all three bisic genres were written
in the verse form. Therefore, the distinction lies notln the medium but

Difficulties of Classification by Form
In adopting the genre distinction to a classification scheme, the
basic supposition must be that every work belongs to a kind. This asVolum.e 15,Number 4, FaII 1971
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sumption is tenable according to the classical theory of genres, which
assertsnot only that genre difiers from genre, in nature and in glory,
but also that they must be kept apart and not allowed, to mix.3 Since
the classical writers adhered to the traditional rules of genres, each of
the Latin and Greek literary works falls neatly into a genre as prescribed. Dewey's divisions work well in those two areas.
Flowever, in dealing with modern literatures, Dewey recognized the
need to modify the genre division slightly to suit the categories of modern literary works. The first draft gives these notations for the four
basic forms in 820-860,
8-0
8-1
8-2
8-3
8-4

(Language)Literature
Poetry
"
Drama
"
f'
Romance (fiction in later editions)
'/
Essays

In this modification, the basis of division has also necessarily shifted. Since in modern literature, drama and fiction (counterpart of
the epic) are not always written in poetic form as in classical litera"
ture, these two categories are no longer subsumed under, but become
parallel forms to Poetry. Because 8-l (poetry) also includes the lyric,
the notation 8-4 (originally occupied by lyric poetry) was reassigned
to essays,a form not recognized in classical literature. With the mbdification of the forms, there was also a shift in the basis of distinction,
which no longer lies in the "manner of imitation," as mentioned above
with regard to the genres, but in other characteristics, although it has
not been made clear what they are.
Based on current practices in cataloging, the basis of distinction between poetry and fiction tends to be a formalistic one. Works written
in metric forms are usually classified as poatry, and works that are
classified in ficti,on are generally prose narratives. Yet this poetryprose distinction is not applicable to the other categories. Drama can
be either in verse form or in prose. Both fiction and essaysare.in
prose form, and the distinction between them must lie in some other
characteristics. There is a lack of common denominators among these
forms. In the Introduction to the lTth edition of the Dewe\ Table, the
editor states:
'classes'
To classify a collection of objects or conceptsis to place together in
those objects or conceptswhich have certain characteristicsin common and to
separatefrom them the objects or conceptswhich do not have those characteristics.a
However, this principle does not seem to operate in the form distinction in the 800 class.
The example of "works combining two or more literary forms"
ffction in verse"-tells more
given in the l6th edition-"Humorous
ibout the ambiguous basis of the classification scheme than the ambivalent nature of literary works. The phrase "humorous fiction in

.
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verse" actually displays three difierent aspects of a work which are
not mutually exclusive, rather than a combination of three parallel or
coordinate "forms." The word "humorous" relates to the tone; "fiction," in this context, indicates the author's approach to his material
(whether it is imaginative or factual); and "verse" is the medium
through which the author expresses his imagination in a humorous
tone. In other words, the "forms" do not have the same basis of divisron.
Lach of Workable Definitions
Part of. the reason for this lack of a clearly defined basis of division
is that since classical times, both the nature of literarv works and the
concept of genres or literary kinds have evolved and changed greatly.
A modern epic is very different from the lliael or the Aeneid. A modern drama is often a far cry from the works of Sophocles. Dante called
his masterpiece a "comedia," but the term is used in a completely different sense from the comedies of Aristophanes, for example. The
term "tragedy" has been used to refer to both form and content. Such
evolutions and changes in the nature of literary works and in the semantics of the names of the forms result in the difficulty in describing
and defining the forms in precise terms.
This difficulty can be illustrared by excerpts from the definitions of
the forms given in the Thtall/Hibbard
ftandboon to Literature, tlte
recognized authority on literary terms.s

Drama: Aristotle called.drama "imitated human action." But since his meaning
of TMITATIoN is in doubt, this phrase is not so simple or clear as it seems
. . Dramatic elemenrshave been combined and emphasized.so difierently in
dramatic history as ro make theoretical definition diffiiult. (p.150)
Fiction: Narrative writing drawn from the IMAGINATION of the author
rather than from history or fact. The term is most frequently associatedwitti
NovELs and sHoRT sroRIEs, though DRAMA
NRRRATIVE po".ra
ETRY are also FORMS of fiction, and fAsI-ES, PARABLES,
FAIRY TALES,
and FOLKLORE contain fictional elemenrs.(p.201)
^Essay:
A
-moderatelybrief prose discussionof a restricted topic. Becauseof the
wide applicationof the tern, no sarisfacrory
definition can be arrived at. (p.1g3)
Neither does the third edition of webstet's International Dictionary
ofter much help in this regard. The definition given fot poetry is "2b.
Inventive or imaginative writing; literary imiiation or'creaiion; the
representation, often, the idealized representation, of nature or history,
V o l u m e 1 5 ,N u m b e r 4 , F a l I 1 9 71
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esp. in verse." Fiction is defined as "fictitious literature; all works of
imagination in narrative or dramatic form." According_to_ these definition"s,poetry does not always appear in verse form, and fiction can be
drama also. These definitions quoted from authorities illustrate the
difficulty of defining the literary forms in precise terms.
Problems of Mixed Forms
In addition to the evolution in the natule of these fofms, there is

duce a new kind."6
The d.evelopment of new kinds or combination of traditional kinds
further obliterites the already vague demarcation lines between the
literary forms. These new or mixed forms pose problems for catalogers

in 863.2 or 862.2.
logically
The editors of the recent editions (l6th and l7th) of t}re Dewey
Table rccognize the problem of mixed forms and deal with it bv a note
at the beginning of the 800 class.
Observethe following table of precedencc{or works combining two or more
literary forms, e.g.,English poetic drama 822
Drama
Poetry
Fiction
Essays
etc.

.
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According to this table, works

such as Milton's

Dramatic poems,

reasons. First, under 811.02-.08in the Dewey Table (l7th edition), instruction is given to divide specific kinds of poerry like 808.812-808.818.
Accordingly, English dramatic poetry would have the number 821.02.
Secondly, the reason for assigning 821 to the drama written by Shelley,
Browning, and Byron may be that the majority of their works are
classedin 821. In the latter case,the form distinction is not operative.
Some Questionable F orms
In addition to the four basic forms of literature, there remain
other categories in the scheme which also raise questions. These forms
include speeches (8-5), letters (B-E), satire anil humor (8-7), and
miscellany (8-8). It is not clear why Dewey included these as "literary
forms," for they are quite different in nature from the four basic forms.
8-5 is the form notation for speeches (the term oratory was used
through the l6th edition). "Speech" or "oratory" as a form of belles
lettres is questionable. The only justification for its being classified in
literature lies in the classical concept of oratory, for "in its original
form, rhetoric was the systematic study of oratory."s This form was
popular in classical times and has pioduced many outstanding examples, such as the speeches of Demosthenes. These orations can be
justified as literature, especially when their rhetorical values are considered to be greater than their subject significance.
Ffowever, to treat speeches or oro,tory as a form in modern literature raises questions, for there are few speeches that would not fit
better in the subject classes, e.g., the presidential addresses. In the
earlier editions of Dewey such authors ai Alexander Hamilton, Henry
Clay, John Caldwell Calhoun, and Daniel Webster were listed under
815 (American oratory), and William Pitt and Edmund Burke were included in 825 (English oratory). Flowever, in practice, due to the contents of their speeches, they have been more frequently classed in
300 (social sciences) or 900 (history). The few examples of speeches
by literary figures, when classified as literature on LC cards, were assigned to locations other than 8-5. For instance, Charles Dickens'
Speeches (publ. 1960) was placed in 828.8. George Bernard Shaw's Religious Speeches (publ. 1963) was also assigned to 828.912. Robert
Grave's Oxford, Addresses on Poetry and On Poetry: Collected, Talks
and Essayswere classified with the subject, 821.09 and 808.1, respectively. As a result, the notation 8-5 is seldom used in practice.
A further weakness in considering speeche.r as a literary form is
that it encroaches on two other forms-essays (8-4) and prose li,tera-
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ture (a subdivision of 8-8). Speeches difier from these, in terms of
form, only in the manner of presentation. Other than the fact that
speeches are addressed to specific audiences, they show little difference
in "form" from essays,prose writings, or even letters. In view of the
fact that "essays and lectures" have been grouped together in the
standard subdivision -04 in the earlier editions of Dewey and included
in -08 (Collections and anthologies) in the lTth edition, to Place
speeches in a separate category from essays or prose literature seems
both illogical and impractical.
The inclusion of le,tters (8-6) as a literary form in the 800 class is
peculiar, to say the least. The one possible justification is to consider
the term in the sense of epistle as appeared in classical literature, particularly the form used by Horace in his Epistles and Ovid in his
Heroides, as well as their later imitations.e Later examples of this
form are found in Alexander Pope's Epistles to Seaeral Persons (Moral
Essays),Epistle to Bathurst, and similar works. Ilowever, in practice,
literary works written in the epistolary form have no place in 8-6.
Florace's Epistles was classified in 877.3, Ovid's Heroides in 873.01,
Pope's "Eloisa to Abelard" and Epistles to Several Persons (Moral
Essays)in 821.5, and his Epistle to Bathurst in 827.5.But Dewey evidently intended the notation 8-6 to be used for personal correspondence,
although, according to the earlier editions, there were certain limitations. As Sayershas pointed out:
Yet it may be added that the placing of letters in the literature classis a Dewey
expedient and it has its justification only when the letters have a strong literary
interest and not always then. The famous letters of Gray, Horace Walpolg and
Cowper, come into the latter category, but those of the Brownings and most
other folk ought not to do so; they are the best illuminants of biography and
ought to be classedthere.lo
This statement is in agreement with the instruction given for 816 in
Guide to Use of Dewey Decimal Classification.
Include here, and in subdivision 6 under other literatures, only those letters
which are compiled to be read for their literary value and enjoyment, and are
not on a specific subject. Class as biography those collections of letters which
are compiled to show the life and personality of the writer; classletters on a
specificsubject with the subject, e.g., letters by an early 20th century American
poet on his own poetry 811.52,on foreign relations of the United Statesand
Great Britain 327.73042.tL
In the earlier editions of the Dewey Table this principle was observed.
Thus, under 826 (English letters) specific numbers were assigned to
the Paston Letters, the Letters of Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, Lord
Chesterfield, Horace Walpole, and Mrs. Elizabeth Montagu.
However, in current practice (based on the evidence of Dewey numbers assigned on LC cards), the tendency is to use the number 8-6 indiscriminately for personal correspondence of literary figures as an
alternative to the biography number. This practice produces a great
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ander Pope's Correspondence was placed in g2B.Z, while his Letters
received the number 82G.5.
rn addition to rhe problem of inconsistency and confusion resulting
from the application of 8-6 to personal correspondence, the fundamen"tal question that should be raised is whethei letters as such entail a
distinctive "literary forrn." If so, what are their characteristics of distinction? But until le,tters as such can be established. as a bona
fid,e
literary type, one cannot profitably pursue a discussion of the characteristicsof this particular "form."

That Dewey originally recognized the form satire in this crassical
sense is evidenced in the fact that, in his first draft, the notation g77
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Since the classical period, the concept of the term "satire" has
evolved and changed considerably. The term has now "broadened to
'satirical'
in tone, but not in form."la Such
include works that were
seemsto be the casein the application of the notation 8-7 in the Dewey
scheme, as evidenced in the lists of authors included under 8-7 in the
earlier editions of the Dewey Table. In this sense, sati,re and' humor be'
come an inner form, as distinguished from the outer fotms poetry,
drama, fiction, etc.15Such a shift in the definition of the form causes
problems in classification. The outer form (specific metre or structure)
and the inner form (attitude, tone, purpose) are not mutually exclusive.lo In this sense satire denotes the author's attitude, but is inevitably written in one of the outer forms-Poetry, drama, fiction,
or essays.Here the question of the so-called "mixed forms" comes to
the fore. In the lTth edition, one note of instruction following the
table of precedence under 800 indicates the editors' awareness of this
problem: "If preferred, give precedence to satire and humor over all
other forms." Such a provision, first of all, gives the catalogers yet
another opportunity to make arbitrary decisions. Second, it further
divides and separates an author's works, even those written in the
same outer form. For instance, such a "preference" would result in
separating Byron's satiric poem Don Juan from the rest of his poetic
works. Consequently, while the classification by form groups together
works written in the same "form," it frequently separates them at the
same time. On the other hand, if the cataloger follows the table of
precedence, nothing will ever filter down to the seventh "preference,"
satire and humor, since no satiric work can be written that is not in
one of the outer forms-drama, poetry, fiction, or essa'ys.In practice,
the outer form often takes precedence over the inner form. Alexander
Pope's Dunciad,, Epistles and Satires, and "Rape of the Lock," the best
examples of satiric poems in English literature, are assigned to 821.5 on
LC cards.John Dryden's Sati.reis also placed in 821.4.
The form 8-8 (miscellany) is another example of confusion. This
form notation has seen an interesting shift since the first draft of Dewey
(1376). Originally, 8-8 (in classes820-860) was assigned to humor as
distinguished from 8-7 satire, and 8-9 was used ftor miscellany. In the
second edition, Dewey combined satire and humor in 8-7, reassigned
8-8 to mi,scellany and B-9 to literature in related, Ianguages.
The scope of 8-8 has also seen some interesting changes. In earlier
editions (through the t4th), the "scope" note under 828 (English
Miscellany) reads: "Anecdotes, ana, epigrams, quotations, etc.,"; in
other words, rninor forms and subgenres not included in 8-l to 8-7. In
the 15th edition, the note is expanded to read: "Includes anecdotes,
anagrams, epigrams, quotations, epitaphs, literary works that cannot
be classified under other literary forms." The last phrase in this note
was probably responsible for the current practice of classifying collected works of single authors not limited to a specific form in the 8-8
number. Thus, the scope of 8-8 has expanded considerably, from a no-
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tation used for minor forms not provided for in 8-I to 8-7 to a number
that is to be used as a general cakhal.rz
The lTth edition saw rhe grearest expansion of the scope of g-g.
General instructions are given for 818 wrrictr are also appiicable to
other literatures.
810.8

Collections and anthologies by more than one author
Class collected works of single aurhors not limited. to or chiefly
. identified with one specific form
fformerly 8l0.gl] in gtg.l-glg.5

8ll-818

Specific forrns
If preferred, class descriprion, critical appraisal, biographical reatment, single and collected works of single authors regardless of
form in 818 with or without period subdivision.

818

Miscellany
(optional: class here with or without period subdivision description, critical appraisal, biographical treairoerrt, single and collected
works of single authors regardless of form; prefer gll_glg)

818.109 single authors nor limited to or chiefly identified with one specific form
Description, critical appraisal, biographical treatment, collected
works.
In a formalistic
scheme, the classification of collected works has
always been a oroblem. Collected works often include writings
in
-

more_than one-liferary form. According to the instructions givJn in
the
-De-wey Tabld, there are several possible numbers for iollected
works by single authors. Based on the iarlier editions, one can either
use the standard subdivision -081 with the number for national literature (e.g., 810.81), or class the collected works in the author's assigned number. The general instruction under "Literature" given in
the earlier editions reads: "Numbers assigned to individual authors
in-clude only their literary works of that section and. complete works
which can not be divided."

consistency occurs even among works by the same author. The writVolume 15, Number 4, FalI l97I
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ings of Marh Twain was assigned the number 817.4, while The Forgotten
liritings of Marh Twain ii placed in 818.4. Also, Horace's.Collected
Worhs"was classified in 878, *nit. trit Complete Worhs was placed in
874. Such inconsistencies reflect the arbitrary nature of the classification scheme by form, Iather than the classifiers' individual interpretations or even whims.
Practi,cability of the Form Distinction
After discussing the intrinsic weaknessesof the form distinction in
the 800 class,we ,iuy to* turn to its functional aspect, i'e', the usefulprobness of arranging liierary works by form. The most keenly _felt
written
of
works
the
scattering
is
utt
uttuttg"rnent
Uiy
irch
lem created
by and about single authors.
Although many of the classical writers produced-works in one Particular g"rir", e.g., Flomer, Sophocles, Sappho, e-tc', few,literary writers
since thin confiie themselves io writing in one form only. By assigning
each work to a difierent class numbei according to its literary form,
works by the same author are often scattered in several locations' Indeed, this problem is a familiar one and has been the basis of most of
the criticism on the form distinction. one example suffices as illustration.
Classification of Works by Mark Twain

810.8r
8 rr . 4
8r2.4
813.4

813.3
814.4
816.4
817.4

818.4
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The Art, Ilumor, and Humanity of Mark Twain
On the Poetry of Mark Twain; with Selections from His Verse
Ah Sin, a Dramatic Work, by Mark Twain and Bret Harte
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer
The Gilded Age
Mark Twain's Mysterious Stranger
The Prince and the Pauper
Pudd'nhead Wilson
A Cure for the Blues
The Complete Essaysof Mark Twain
Mark Twain's Letters to His Publishers
The Complete Travel Books of Mark Twain
The Innocents Abroad
Mark Twain's Satires and Burlesques
A Treasury of Mark Twain, the I,Vit and Wisdom of a great American
Writer
Contributions to the Galaxy, 1868-1871
Letters from the Earth
Roughing it
Travelling with the Innocents Abroad
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court
Mark Twain's Correspondence with Henry Huttleston Rogers
The Writings of Mark Twain
The Forgotten Writings of Mark Twain
Life as I Find it
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8f8.408

A Tramp Abroad (alsoclassifiedin 914.0428)
The War Praver of Mark Twain
917.703 Life on the lViississippi
914.0428 A Tramp Abroad
928.1
Autobiography of Mark Twain
Mark Twain-Howells Letters
Thus, to locate the works written by Mark Twain. one must refer to at
least thirteen classnumbers, ten of these within the iiterature class.

Approaches of literary studies are such that it would

be more

groups together works by an individual author regardless of literary
form and results in an elimination of the form diitinction from the
arrangement.ls
Conclusion
Such, then, are the problerns inherent in the form distinction in
the classification of literature. They are problems faced by the catalogers, the library users, and library science instructors. The problem
encountered by the last group is that in teaching the Dewey Classification Scheme, the instructor must teach not only how to use the table
and the index, and how to manipulate the standard subdivisions and
the area table, but also expound the basis, or characteristics, of di
vision among the classes and subclasses.With regard to the form distinction in the literature class, since the basis of division is nor at
all clear, it is almost impossible to teach students how to distinguish
one form from another,
Ifence, both the applicability and usefulness of the form distinction in the literature class are in question. The evolution of the
Dewey Decimal Classification has always been along the line of expansion in keeping with the growth of knowledge. In science and technology
especially, new fields and new branches of knowledge constantly deVolume 15, Number 4, FaIl 1971
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velop which demand further expansions or relocations of notations.
But, in literature, the inability of the scheme based on the form distinction to treat the categories of modern literature renders further

retrieval of materials and mitigate the confusion caused by the arbitrary decisions catalogers must now make with regard to literary
forms.
There is indication that the editors of DDC are beginning to be
aware of the problems; for in the lTth edition, for the first time,
there appears under 818 this instruction.
Optional: class here with or without period subdivision description, critical
appraisal, biographical treatment, single and collected works of single authors
regardless
of form; prefer 8ll-818.
Ffowever, the last clause makes this statement appear only a grudgrng
concession.
The editors of the Deuey Table have been viewing the 800 class
with a certain complacency.
We believe that most of 400-600, 800-900, and parts of the other classeswill
be generally fairly successfulin meeting the needs and classifyingthe literature
of the 1960's.re
Perhaps it is now time to take a long look at the basic principles of
this classification by form and reevaluate its validity both from the
point of view of its applicability and its usefulness which was, after
all, Dewey's supreme principle in classification.
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The Catalogingof Nonbook Materials'

BasicGuidelines
Canr T. Cox
AssociateProlessor
Schoolof Lib'rary and Information Sci'ence
Knoxuille
The Uniaersityof Tennessee,

consistency
f or nonbook materials.
Inf ormati,on Framew orh

form for each type of material.
It is the prrtpote of this article to present a set of guidelines for the
l. Joseph Becker and R. M. Hayes, Information
Wiley, 1963), p.69-76.
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The Information

Framework

cataloging of nonbook materials. The guidelines will provide consistency in methods regardless of the physical form of the nonbook item.
Basic Guidelines
Guideline
One-Call
71u7n[sy.-The
caII number
for nonbook
items should be based on a symbol for the type of material, followed
by an accession number. The symbol should be descriptive of the form,
yet easily followed by the library user. Suggestions are:
C-Chart
F-Film
FS-Filmstrip
M-Map
MK-Multimedia
SP-Study prints
T-Tape
TP-Transparency
etc.

Kit

The face of hunger (Film)
John Philip Sousa (Filmstrip)
World-wide favorites (Record)
Early explorers of North America (Study prints)
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If a nonbook item is based on a printed source' the main entry would
remain the title of the nonbook presentation. Although the two titles
may be identical, the use of a format note will distinguish the forms.
Auihors and original titles will be traced through added entries (see
Guideline Seven).
contributot's stateGuideline Three-Contributot's 51a1srnsn1.-[
ment should follow the main entry. This statement should include the
name and contribution of all individuals and groups who made a signifi,cant contribution to the nonbook item. The contributor's statement
may include all contributors in a research library or only the most important in the school library. The determination of a contributor's imapplicable.to book
iortance will be based on the same cataloging_rules
may be listed in
contributorS
important
materials. In some cases, the
Six).
(see
Guideline
notes
imprint, including the producer's
Guid.eline Four-Imprint.-An
name and. copyright date, is included on the catalog card. This is included as a further means of identification.
physical description,
Guid,eline Fiae-Physical desffiption.-A
brief and abbreviated,'is written by the cataloger. This description
should. include essential information as to size, color, speed, etc. Examples of physical descriptions are:
Filmstrip
35ft.,b/w,35mm.
Sound filmstrip
42fr.,color,35mm.,sound,33.3rpm.record
Film
lOmin.,color, 8mm.
Study prints
l4pts.,b/w,8r/2x ll.
Record
lrec., 2s.,33.3rpm.
Tape
lrl., 2 tr., 3.75ips.
Gui,d,eline Six-Notes.-Notes
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and the notes (Guideline Six). This implies rhat within the contributor's statement and the notes all important individuals, organizations,
and titles are included.
The application of these guidelines to the cataloging process will
produce a card very similar to a book card when the main entry is the title. In Example l, it should be noted that the call number is-placed in
the upper left-hand corner of the card. IVlargins follow basic card form
rules.
Call
No.

(Forrnat) Contributorrs
Title
Iurprint.
Physical description.'

statement.

Notes.

Tracings.

Example l. Card form
The guidelines are more clearly understood through sample cards for
four nonbook items. A sound filmstrip, a film, a set of study prints, and
a set of transparencies are used in these illustrations.
Note in Example 2 that the contents of the filmstrip were not summarized as may be necessary in cataloging some filmstrips. It was felt
that the title is descriptive of the contents. The card contains a reference to the recording which provides the narration. Since this recording
is of little to no value unless used with the filmstrip, it has not been cataloged as a separate item. The recording has been assigned a call number
and would be housed with other records.
The form used in the cataloging of the film in Example 3 is identical to that used in the filmstrip example. The symbol and description
were changed to more accurately describe the item being cataloged. An
added entry, based on information in the summary, was assigned to Merrel Gage since his contribution to the fiIm is significant.
Although more detailed cataloging could be followed with this set
of study prints, the card shown in Example 4 is sufficient for most libraries. The user may approach this group of pictures through both title
and subject. Individual explorers could be ffaced if necessary.
The seven guidlines have been applied to a ser of transparencies
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FS6I5

of the short story
Interpretation
and evaluation
(Fifuostrip)
Society
Joan Smutny, consultant.
for Visual Education, 1960.
35fr., b/w, 35 n. sound, 33.3rpm record.
(Development of the American short story series)
For sound, use R76.

1.

R76

Short story.

I

Series.

Sounil for FS615. Interpretatlon
of the short story.

II.

Smutny, Joan.

and evaluation

Example 2. Sound filmstrip
(see Example 5). The physical description used and the notes given
serve to describe the item in such a way that it is distinguishable from
other items in the collection.
G en eraI Consi derati.ons
Many systems for the cataloging of nonbook items suggest the use of
color-banded or solid color cards. This should be avoided. The color has
no relationship to the item being cataloged. Further, what color would
be used in the cataloging of a multimedia kit? Do we change our color
code for a filmstrip narrated by a recording rather than a taPe? Do we
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F43

The Face of LincoLn (F11m) University
Callfornia,
1954.
22min., b/w, L6rmn.

of Southern

SITMMARY:Merrell Gage describes the life
and career of Abrahan Lincoln as he sculptures
a lifelike
bust of the l-6th president.

L.

Lincoln,

Abraham.

I.

Gage, Merrell.

Example 3. Film

SP16

.Early

explorers of North Arnerica (Study Prints)
Audio Visual Enterprises, n.d.
L0pts., color, 10L x 13.
A descriptive
captlon appears on each print.
Study notes are given on the reverse side.

t.

America - Discovery

and exploration.

Example 4. Study prints
use one shade of blue for a l6mm film, another for an 8mm, and a
third for a super-8mm? The call number code, the form following the
title, and the physical description clearly identify the item under consideration. Use standard white cards.
The guidelines given here are not recommended for microformats.
They are designed to standardize procedures for nonbook materials.
Microforms should be cataloged as book materials.
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TP42

Trarrpoline (Transparencies)
Visual Products, L964.
25tps., 10 x 10.
Illustrates,
techniques.

1. Tumbling.

with

2.

3M

overl-aps, basic trampoline

Trarnpoline

Example 5. Transparencies
Using these guidelines, a library will be able to direct its users to all
items in its collection and the user will not be confused by a series of
cataloging systems.
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Accessto Library Collections:Summary
of a Documentaryand Opinion Survey on
the Direct Shelf Approachand Browsing*
Rrcuann J. HvvreN
Assistant Professor
Library Science Department
Queens College
Flushing, Neu York
Concern has grown recently, especially among larger libraries, oaer the
expense and complexity of shelf classificati,onwith relatiue location. A
of "broutsing,"
frequent justiftcation emphasizes the imputance
though the terrn rernains imprecisely defined. This suruey investigated the ualidi,ty of the direct shelf approach as a concept for organizing library materials, with special reference to its component, "browsing," Documentary analysis gathered eaidence from the professional
literature. An opinion questionnai,re, rephrasing hypotheses from the
literature, was then sent to practitioners and teachers of Li,brarianship. Findings implied policy recommendations for library management and li,brary school curricula,
Introduction

ECENTLY, LARGE LIBRARIES
in particular have expressed
concern over the cost and the theoretical and practical difficulties
of maintaining shelf classification with relative location. Rapidly
changing, coalescing, overlapping, and emerging subject fields, as well
as the concurrent emphasis by documentalists on nonbook information
storage and retrieval, have renewed doubts concerning the efficacy of
traditional library classification.l Moreover, developments in interlibrary loan, photoduplication,
microreproduction,
and computerization would reduce the necessity or feasibility of the direct shelf approach. As collections proliferate, some libraries have weighed a return to pre-Dewey fixed location schemes because books shelved by
size can iuo" tti.tift space.2 Another space-saving expedient, coopera* This article is based on the author's "An Inquiry into the Validity of the Direct
Shelf Approach as a Concept for the Organization of Library Materials, with Special
Reference to Browsing," D.L.S. dissertation, School of Library Service, Columbia University, 1971. A book version is scheduled for publication by Scarecrow Press. Supporting statistical tables and questionnaire transcripts, omitted in this article for lack of
space, will be found in the disertation text and the book.
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tive and centralized storage, has been protested by researchers who
demand immediate accessto all possibly relevant materials.e
A recurrent defense of shelf classification (with relative location)
stresses the value to the reader of direct access to the shelves, which
also stimulates him to "browse"-an opportunity afiorded by the
"browsability" oI a collection so organized.a Though common in the
literature, "browsing" has not been precisely defined and seems to
have multiple connotations. Thus, the issues of direct access and of
shelf classification (with relative location) seem inextricable; serious
investigation of one must involve the other.
This survey investigated from a theoretical point of view the validity of the direct shelf approach (and its "browsing" component) as
a conceltt for organizing library materials. Major data-gathering tools
were the documentary analysis and the opinion questionnaire.
The inquiry atteur-pted,instead of another user study, to assay the
degree to which the library profession accepted hypotheses, derived
from the professional literature, whose implications or assumptions
could to a considerable extent determine current library policies on direct accessand shelf classification.
Comparative testimony was sought from the literature and from
an opinion poll of practitioners and teachers of librarianship. Hypotheses based on the literature were rephrased for the questionnaire
which solicited expressions of agreement or disagreement. The study
was designed for American and Canadian libraries, chiefly larger academic and research, although hypotheses were set within a frame of
smaller academic and research libraries as well as of public libraries of
all sizes.
In the first stage of data gathering, pertinent library and related
literature were surveyed to derive hypotheses and also to test them insofar as possible. Representative sources were pursued for the various
periods of American library development, principally since 1870, with
necessaryreference to earlier or non-American data.
In the second stage, the opinion questionnaire, embodying fortyfour hypotheses suggested by the literature, was mailed in early 1969
to 244 authorities in library technical and reader services. Addressees
were practitioners in various types and sizes of American and Canadian libraries, as well as teachers of the technical and reader services in
accredited library schools.
The comparison of data gathered by these two tools was intended
to uncover any seeming inconsistencies or contradictions between theoretical concepts expressed in the professional litefature and the
prevalent assumptions of practitioners and teachers.
The questionnaire employed all three terms because in the professional literature the term "browsing" was widely used but "officially"
generally unrecognized within the broader areas of the "direct shelf
approach" and "open-shelf access." The intent was to signify the "direct
shelf approach" and "open-shelf access" as largely synonymous terms,
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and to present "browsing" as a possible component in library situations
involving the direct shelf approach and open-shelf access, but not
necessarily as interchangeable or coterminous with them. Analogous
questionnaire statements could thus be tested both under the
rubric of "direct shelf approach (open-shelf access)" and of "browsirg."
Some light might be expected, therefore, on the relative willingness
of librarians and teachers to accept "browsing" as a legitimate term to
connote particular conditions of accessto library collections.
Documentary Analysi,s
A review of use and user research from 1870 to 1969 on the direct
shelf approach documented atritudes toward open-shelf policy and
browsing, provided background for the methodology of this study, and
suggestedhypotheseslater tested by the questionnaire.b
fn general, such use studies-some specifically concerned with
"browsing" at the shelves-were considered inconclusive by their authors or not promising by critics. State-of-the-art reviews expressed
general dissatisfaction with methods and results. Frarey and Dunkin
thought further use studies not necessarily desirable.d Taube, though
confining his comments to scientific information,
questioned the
overall value of user studies.z
The problems of direct accessand browsing remained generally unresolved, and evidently peculiarly difficult to handle with established
research methods. A theoretically oriented study by Kelley seemed
more successful.8
This survey of representative use and user studies-as well as recommendations by authorities for a theoretical study of basic principles-confirmed the choice of methodology for this study.e
Sociology of Direct Access.-Advocacy of direct accessaccompanied
the drive for free public libraries in the United States and Great Britain
during the last half of the nineteenth and the first decades of the
twentieth century. The public library movement involved strong
though not precisely defined social, pedagogic, and political expectations.1o These expectations were to be realized through democratic
self-education implemented by the open-shelf public library. The librarian's educational responsibility was accentuated in the literature. Academic libraries, influenced by the German seminar, were also
expected to provide an essential learning opportunity through direct
access.
Opponents of direct access-an ultimately unsuccessful minorityfocused on the disarray and pilferage attributable to "prowlers among
the shelves."1l On intellectual grounds, they questioned the worth,
either in public or academic libraries, of indiscriminate, unguided access.r2
National library surveys from 1850 to 1969 confirmed the continuous official interest of the government and rhe librarv o:r:;r'".t"
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the educational and social role of freely available American library

bilities.l5
Nineteenth-century faith in evolutionary progress, auto-didacticism,
and the "power of the book" was reflected in the concePt of the openshelf public or academic library-organized through shelf classification and relative location-as a means to the intellectual, social, and
political self-realization of the democratic citizen.
Functionat Definition of Brow'sing.----Ihe literature displayed an
extreme range of clefinitions for "browsing": from self-indulgence in
worthless or even harmful works to valuable self-education for the
general reader and advantageous if not essential research for the
scholar.
The advanced researcher often accePted "browsing" as a sophisti-

handling of materials which resulted in wasted efiort, misshelving'

The collection must be adequate for browsing; (2) the collection must

sition policy to fulfill the role.

,
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Pernicious efiects of novel reading were decried. Librarians like
Cutter felt it their duty, through personal or bibliographical guidance,
to direct the attention of patrons not familiar with literature to the
besf books, and to warn against "dull and bad" books.l?
The nineteenth-century printed catalogs of leading American libraries like the Boston Athenaeum and Boston Public Library were
widely circulated and exerted a normative influence on American librarians. Numerous later book lists and buying guides, from the 1893
ALA Columbian Exposition catalog to the 1967 Boohs for College Libraries, supplied authoritative aid in selection, although the editors of
such "best books" lists invariably posted the caution that recommendations were suggestivenot prescriptive.ts
Persistenceof such guides implied the desire of academic and public librarians to discharge their acquisition responsibility by structuring their collections so that the direct shelf approach would retrieve
a maximum number of desirable works. The establishment of separate
undergraduate libraries with carefully designed "core" collections attested such structuring in academic libiaries.le
From 1876 on, librarians concerned with their pedagogical duty
had warned against the hazards of unguided direct access. Short of
personal assistancefrom the librarian, a logical expedient was to provide a collection of such quality that the patron or browser would not
fail to find something of value.
The popularity of authoritative buying guides contrasted with
frequent professional exhortations that librarians, to serve their clientele effectively, must "individualize" their collections.2o The apparent
inconsistency has remained unresolved.
Classification and the Direct Shelf Apprel5ft.-fllyopean
librarians, unlike American (and British public) librarians, tended to depreciate subject classification, either for shelf or catalog.zl Most large
European libraries had closed stacks and preferred indirect bibliographical access.
Although American librarians have been accused of indifference
to classification theory, there is an extensive literature on problems of
American library classification, particularly in regard to close classification, relocation occasioned by new editions of schemes, and reclassification attendant on conversion from one scheme to another.
In no other area of the literature was ambivalence or inconsistency
greater than in the writings on classification. Influential classificationists
combined declared practical goals with apparenrly metaphysical means.
Equivalence of practical library classification and the "true order of natute" was rejected in theory but a striving for it in practice generated
inconsistenciesand contradictions.22
Similar ambivalences were expressed toward close classification,
Tinearrty, subject cataloging, and notation. Though authorities warned
against overly complex subdivision, mosr schemes employed elaborate
subarrangements and number building. Close classification seemed exVolume 15, Number 4, FalI 1971
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pected to perform disparate feats: To describe the book's subject comprehensineiy, to define it at its deepest level of specificity, and to indicate its precise relation to the sequence of knowledge rePresented by
the classification scheme.23
The inescapable limitation of linearity in classification was readily
admitted, but this did not deter the classificationist from seeking the

or restore collection inadequacies.
Questi onn ai,re Analy sis

brary schools; and administrators of the aforementioned libraries and
schools.

ies was one million volumes.
Library of Congress Classification (LC) was the m9s-t common
scheme excepr in public libraries where Dewey Decimal Classification
(DC) was still the^almost exclusive choice. Most libraries used "close"
ciassification with relative location, and almost all libraries were com-
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pletely or partially open-shelf. Only three libraries employed a classed
catalog.
About a third of all libraries reported reclassification, chiefly because of academic and special libraries changing to LC from DC, but
reclassification was almost always partial or selective. At least threefourths of reclassifying libraries did not feel their readers were being
handicapped by the process.
The modal institutional respondent was a large academic library
wilh a comprehensive general collection on open shelves closely classified by LC and arranged by relative location. The modal individual
respondent was a technical services practitioner in a large academic
library. These modal respondent characteristics were appropriate to a
working hypothesis of the study that the problems of open-shelf organization would be most severe in large academic libraries.
The forty-four questionnaire hypotheses were grouped under three
major headings: (l) The role of classification in the direct shelf approach; (2) the suitability of the direct shelf approach in various libraries; and (3) the role of "browsing" and related activities in the direct shelf approach. Respondents were to check "Agree," "Undecided,"
or "Do not agree." Additional comments were encouraged.
Besides visual inspection and frequency analysis of response tallies
(as well as a careful transcription of all written comments), nonparametric tests of correlation, i.e., chi-square and coefficient of contingency, were applied to determine possible significant statistical relations between respondent characteristics and patterns of opinion.
Statistical evidence, however, was minimal to show that opinions were
related to the professional function of respondents (ptactitioner,
teacher, administrator) or, in the case of practitioners, with the type
or (probably) size of library represented.

appearing in that section of the questionnaire.)
Analysis ol Responses on "Direct Shelf Approach (Open-Shelf
Access): The RoIe of Classification" (eleaen statements).-Respondents were ambivalent toward the role of classification in the direct
shelf approach. This mirrored artitudes in the literature.
There was general rejection of hypotheses that effective library
classification reflected the "true" order of science and nature; that
evidence of classification enhanced librarians' professional status among
patrons; that close shelf classification had a pedagogical rationale.
(Percentages of total responses not agreeing with these three hypotheseswere, respectively, 66.2,67.1, and 88.5.)
The majority felt that shelf classification was more important as a
Iocational device than as a means of systematic subject approach; that
Volurne 15,Number 4, Fall 1971
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subject headings in the catalog were more useful to the Patron than
sheif classification; and that the average Patron could not "follow"
close classification notation on the shelves. (Percentages of agreement
on the first two hypotheses were, respectively, 58.8 and 58'0. On the last,
only 42.7 perceni-agreed that the average Patron could successfully

Almost two-thirds accepted in a general sense the idea that open-

reflected general disapproval of subjecting the patron to pedagogical

tory role theoretically played by shelf classification.
Apparently inconsistent reactions were elicited by logically connected s&rtements. Respondents made little connection between related
issues, e.g., broad and close classification, homogeneous and heterogeneous collections.
Comments, though detailing few intellectual benefits of direct access, expressed sffong loyalty to the id,ea of. the assumed intellectual
benefits- of uninhibited access to. materials. This loyalty extended to
"browsing" understood in its most general, nonpejorative sense.
Analysis of Responses on "Diiect Shelf Approach (Open'Shelf Ac'Browsin( and Related Actiaities" (fourteen statecess):The RoIe of
respondents did not clarify the particular benefits to
ments).-Aeain,
be derived from dirett access and how they were made possible' However, early allegiance to ttre general idea of open-shelf accessand browsing
was reaffirmed.
Overall approval met hypotheses that all readers should be encouraged to browse; that browsing provided a valuable learning experience; that shelf classification was necessary for browsing. (Percentiges of agreement on these three hypotheses were, respectively, 77.7,
.
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8f .2,
_and 78.4.) Only 28.2 percent, however, agreed that close shelf
classification was necessary for "nonrecreationil
browsing"-in
contrast with the 55.3 percent who had earlier accepted.close slelf classification as necessary for "effective subject search" in open-shelf libraries.
Respondents evidently either distinguished "browsing" from "subject
search" or did not consider them related in anv wav.
Nearly unanimous agreement (89.9 percenQ was given a hypothesis
_
that "seren-dipity" w-as^a major value to be expecte-d from biowsing.
-("serendipity" was defined in the quesrionnaire as "making desirabli
but unsought for discoveries.") Almost three-fourths ug..ed' aho that
"serendipity" was made more likely by shelf classification.
in- the
_previous section, when hypotheses attempted to specify
how the benefits of the direct shelf appioach and. brows'ing were io be
effected-,- particularly
through acquisition and. classificalion policy,
noticeably divided opinion and ionflicting comments ensued. N;merous respondents seemed to deny any connection of open-shelf access,browsing, and research. Many would not overtly accepi "browsing"
in a nonrecreational sense,and less than a majority (45.6 percenQ coirsidered it essential for advanced research. frowever,'only 2g.3 percent
rejected "browsing" as a term not precise enough to characterile serious research and thus appropriate only for "browsing room" activities.
There was decisive rejection (89.2 percent) of excrusively bibliographicaI,thatis,indirectaccesstothecollection
Conclusions
ftions.-Uneasiness with the funcby respondents, notably those who

","1i
"il:#l:':i
#"::
?:ffi"-:Y"

titud
ewourd
connict
with the*-.*Jl"i"Tif;i,XtJ"i"ffi,[H;,i

organization.
There was evidence that library administrators left classification
policy to the technical services department, although such policy decisions would seriously afiect many areas of library administration
and budgeting. The modal practitioner respondent would thus be tfte
influential agent in resolving basic classificati,on problems.
The lack of statistical correlation betweeri respondent characteristics and patterns of opinion suggested that most respondents had not
formed opinions on direct accesswhich were d.istinctive to their professional specialization. This conjecture was strengthened by qulstionnaire tallies and comments on the role of classihcation in thi direct
sherf approach. A consensuson that role did not emerge. Ambivalent
attitudes were suggested. A dichotomy between the technical and
reader services in respondent libraries was strongly implied and sometimes explicitly stated.
In implementing an open-shelf policy through shelf dassification,
Volume 15, Number 4, FaIt 197I
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librarians

.

tended to underestimate oI to be unaware of the efiect of
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instruct the patron in the use of the classification scheme. surveys continued to reveal that patrons generally did not "understand" the
schemeand that they, nevertheless,received little or no instruction.sl
En_couraging the use by staff and readers of classified and alphabetical subject guides to library materials would be most desirible.
There seemsmuch justice to charges that American librarians in practice are generally content to regard classification symbols as locational
devices only-an obvious waste of rich potential.
Ambiguity and ambivalence of respondents in regard to bibliographic and bibliothecal organization would indicate a need for greatly revised training in library schools-and for continuing education of
practitioners. such training ideally would integrate bibliographic and
bibliothecal aspects into almost every curriculum offering.
Another implication for library school curricula is much increased
emphasis on acquisition policy as a vital element in the educational
responsibility of the library. Respondents seemed averse to acknowledgrng the efiects of acquisition policy on patrons' library experience.
Such restructured cunicula would imply a much closer relationship between the reader services and technical services functions.
Compartmentalization of the two in library school curricula must
have some influence on their well-known separation in practice. As
proposed by Lundy, librarians should be expected to serve in both
areas-which would not militate against a major responsibility in one.s2
Although subject knowledge, particularly of a broad "survey" nature, is essential for efiective reader service, librarians should study
more intently the systematizing function of librarianship: how the
collection is organized for use and how this organization can, or cannot,
be employed to help the patron.33
Major practical implications for libraries of all types would appear
to be (l) increasing reliance on standardized collections classified in
centralized processing units by generally available schemes; and (Z)
continuing de-emphasis of close shelf classification as a subject revelatory device. Such developments are not necessarily advocated by this
study, but are listed as probable. They need not be inconsistent with
current demands that the librarian reassert his educational and social role.
l. Richard s. Angell, "on the ,"*'::T;:tt,0.".,

or congressclassificarion,"in
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were growing. Furthermore, thirty-five to forty hours per week were being devoted to checking currently published books against the depository
card file in an efiort to find Library of Congress cataloging copy. The results of the search were often fruitless, and the number of currently
published books held for Library of Congress cataloging was growing
rapidly. Since it was not possible to cope with continually increasing acquisitions and cataloging loads by using traditional m,ethods, it was decided to introduce new techniques, and in May 1969 the library acquired
the Micrographic Catalog Retrieval System (hereafter referred to as
MCRS).
A cursory search through the literature has not revealed many descriptive articles on the application of the MCRS or similar servicesfor
bibliographic searching and cataloging even though the MCRS has been
available since the summer of 1968. The "vear's work" articles in IRTS
for 1968 and 1969 did not deal with this new technique with the single
exception of a very brief paragraph in an article discussing reproduction of library materials.2 There was also a survey and evaluation of
three microfiche system$published by Joseph M. Dagnese in the September issue of Special Libraries.s Another article by William Ready gave
a brief evaluation of the MCRS in a Canadian university library and
a discussion of the various reader-printers which may be used with the
MCRS.4 This article confirms Ready's findings and adds new statistical
information concerning the application of the system in an American
academic library.
The Microgralthic Catalog Retrieaal System
The MCRS, offered by the Information Dynamics Corporation of
Reading, Massachusetts,consists of actual Library of Congress card entries from the National Uni,on Catalogs reproduced on 5"x8" size microfiche, with over 1,100 entries per fiche. The system is available beginning
with entries for 1953, but this library began only with t}:.eNational Union Catalog cumulation for 1963-1967. (Cataloging copy for pre-1963
imprints is obtained by this library from Library of Congress book catalogs and the National Union Catalog by means of a Polaroid CU-5 Land
Camera.) In addition, Title lI depository cards are filmed as received
from the Library of Congress by the Information Dynamics Corporation and supplied on microfiche to users of the system on a weekly basis
with an alphabetical index arranged by main entry. The numerical indexes to the system are in the form of hard copy computer printouts, arranged by Library of Congress card number, and indicate the fiche number, column, and row. The numerical and alphabetical indexes are cumulated weekly, monthly, and yearly.s
The fiche are searched and reproduced on a 3M 400 Reader-Printer.
In order to assure the best results, the operator of this machine must be
sure that the fiche is in proper focus and that the resulting copy is neither too light nor too dark. The fiche as well as the lens must be kept
clean at all times. The reader-printer must be readjusted from time to
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time to conform to the actual voltage in the library's wiring which may
vary from 105 to 115 volts. This modification is necessaryin order to obtain a sharper contrast in the printout. Some of the problems_arising in
reproduction are caused by sciatches on the fiche. Faulty and damaged
fiche are replaced by the firm free of charge. The prints are -cut on an
ordinary piper cntter to a 3"x5" size and placed in reusable plastic
jackets whic[ are available from most library supply firms.
Card Production by Xerograph,y
After making the necessary changes and typing call numbers on the
Copier for card reproprints,
'duction.they are placed four-up on a 914 Xerox
In ordei to achieve the desired quality, several adjustments and
modifications of the copier had to be made. The lens apertule was
opened to its widest poiition to burn our the grey background of the
microfiche printout so as to provide a better black-on-white product. The
three corotions* in the 914 Xerox machine were modified as follows.
(1) The drum charging corotron was wrapped with taPe from each end
tilree inches toward the center to reduce the image area used by the
drum as the image area should match the width of card stock being
used. (2) The electrical chargesof corotrons were set at ll4 charge, *14
transfer, -2 preclean. These changes provided a better contrasting image
and a cleaner machine. Since the voltage varies in the wiring, it is necessary to measure the voltage periodically and modify the machine's settings accordingly. It must be kept in mind that the settings will fluctuate
from machinelo machine. To athieve the best results it is recommended
that a copier be restricted to card production only and not used for any
other copying.
Occurrence of Li,brary of CongressCard Numbers
About 58 percent of the books published since 1963 currently received by the Iowa State University Library carry Library of Congress
card numbers. While the number of LC card numbers apPearing on
books published in the United States is increasing, still very few books
pubHsfied in Great Britain and other foreign countries carry LC card
numbers. Hopefully, this situation will improve. Currently, one of the
larger book dealers in England is investigating the problem, as he is
awire of the needs of American libraries for Library of Congress card
numbers.
Ilse of the MCRS in Searching
The MCRS is located in the Bibliographic Search Department which
was established in the summer of 1969 by the library to petform all preorder searching and to find and provide a master of all Library of Congress cataloging copy. The total responsibility for searching for catalog*A corotron controls the transfer of the image on the drum
duced on paper.
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ing copy of monographs rests with this departmenr. If Library of Congress cataloging copy is not found, all searching is clearly and accurately
recorded for the catalog department. The catalog department does not
duplicate the searching efiort.
All books received, for which no cataloging copy was found ar rhe
time of ordering, are divided into two caregories: Books carrying LC
card numbers covered by the MCRS; and books without LC card numbers or books carrying LC card numbers not covered by the MCRS.
(Books with LC card numbers dating 1962 or earlier are nor checked
through the MCR.S since the library's sysrem only includes Library of
Congress cataloging from 1963 to date.) All books with card numbers
covered by the MCRS are checked through the sysrem numerically.
When the LC card number is located in the numerical index, the fiche,
column, and row numbers are recorded. The copy is then printed out,
cut to 3"x5" dimensions, inserted in the book, and forwarded to the
Mass Cataloging Section of the cahlog department. (Books with LC catalog copy are processed by nonprofessional personnel in the catalog dePartment.) Books which cannot be searched numerically are searched
alphabetically. Generally, the MCRS is not used ro search alphabetically.
This type of searching is more easily performed by using the National
Uni.on Catalogs. Even with the MCRS cumulative alphabetical main entry index, which began in 1970, the book form of National (Jnion Catalog is still preferred since it supplies cross-referenceswhich the MCRS
cumulative alphabetical main entry index does not. Only the depository
cards on microfiche, which supplement the last hard copy of the NationaI Unior#alog,
are searched alphabetically. This usually is the last
three months of cataloging done by the Library of Congress. When
cataloging copy is found by searching alphabetically, an MCRS printout is then made for the book.6 If cataloging copy is found in a National Union Catalog volume dating before 1963, a Polaroid photograph
is taken.
If cataloging copy is not found, and if the book was published during the last year, it is shelved in the holding area by the date of receipt.
The holding area was established to house new books pending receipt of
LC cataloging copy. The order cards for the books are arranged by main
entry in two separate files. One file is for books with LC card numbers
and the other for books without LC card numbers. A duplicate of each
order card for books with LC card numbers is made and filed into a
third file which is arranged numerically to simplify further searching.
A supervisor screens the books before rhey are placed in the holding
area. Books with obviously incomect numbers are detected and searched
alphabetically. The latter are a negligible number. Books which were nor
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Speedof SearchingWhen Using the MCRS
A student assistant can be trained to us3 the MCRS efiectively in
about ten minutes. After six or seven hours of experience he can work
with finesseand considerable speed. In contrast to this, in order to perform an effective, alphabetical search, a subprofessional needs at least
six months of training and experience in the Library of Congress cataloging and filing rules. Even with this training an alphabetical searcher
will not be as accurate as a student assistant searching numerically after
ten minutes of training. Furthermore, numerical searching can be done
much more rapidly. The comparisons shoWn in Table I are ofiered for
illustration.
TABLE I
SearchingTime Study
Type of Searching

Searcher

Numerical

Student Assistant

Alphabetical

Subprofessional

Pay Scale
per Hour

Number of Books
Searched per Hour

$1.60
$2.42

180-200
40-45

Re-searchingof Boohs in, the Holding A'rea
As explained above, currently published books for which there was
no Library of Congress cataloging copy available at the time of receipt
are placed in the holding area. Because of the simplicity and speed of
searching numerically, books with LC carcl numbers in the holding area
are searchedfor copy two to three times Per month by student assistants,
while books without numbers are searched less frequently by a subprofessional. Detailed statistics have been kept on the length of time that
books remain in the holding area before cataloging copy is found. All
books are removed from the holding area at the end of twelve months.
Statistics are kept separately for books with LC card numbers and for
books without LC card numbers. The statistical findings, based on a
four-month survev. are shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2
Number of BooksRemovedfrom Holding
with LC CatalogingCopy
Type of
Searching
Numerical
Alphabetical

Months Held Before Copy Found
8
9l0l112
456
7
23

Total

78 355 222 126 98 69 70 3 6 3 4 l 8 2 l 1 8 2 1 1 , 1 6 5
3r7
3 52027
26 22 32 34 42 39 38 22 7

It is quite obvious that books with LC card numbers are removed
from the holding area much more rapidly than those without. This is
partially due to the simplicity of numerical searching which allows frequent repetition of searching at minimal costs. It also may be clue in
.
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part to the nature of the books with LC card numbers: Books without
LC card numbers are generally more ephemeral in nature, of foreign
origin, or issued by nontrade publishers; the Library of Congress is less
likely to acquire these publications, and, if received, probably caralogs
them on a lower priority basis. Our statistics also show that after twelve
months there are fewer books left in the holding area with LC card
numbers than those without. Again, this is artributed to the simplicity
of numeriial searching and to the nature of the books with LC card
numbers.
After books have been held for twelve months and LC copy has not
been found, a final alphabetical search is make before forwarding them
for original cataloging. At this point even trooks with LC card numbers
are searched alphabetically. The number of books with I.C card numbers, for which no copy was found by numerical search but was found
by alphabetical search, is negligible. At the end of twelve monrhs, approximately .08 percent of the books with LC card numbers are still in
the holding area with no copy found. Copy is found by searching alphabetically for about 3 percent of these books.
Because of the availability of the MCRS, books with LC card numbers are removed from the holding area almosr as soon as the Library of
Congress makes the copy available. At the same time, the number of
books which need to be searched alphabetically has been cur nearly in
half. The searching of the books in the holding area has been kept current, and consequently, the holding area is not growing. The number of
volumes held remains fixed at around 3,800.
The Efiect of MCRS on Staffing
The instituting of the MCRS meant an immediate elimination of
time-consuming filing of depository cards since they are supplied on
microfiche weekly with an alphabetical index. The simplicity and accuracy of the MCRS's numerical approach permitted the employment
of less costly student help to use the system. At the same time, the numerical approach to searching reduced the number of books which, heretofore, had to be searched alphabetically by highly trained subprofessionals, thus lessening the total cost of searching. About twenty-six hours
of student help (at $1.60 per hour) and twelve hours of nonprofessional time (at $1.65 per hour) are used per week to numerically search
books upon receipt, to alphabetically search currently published books,
to print out the copy found, to cut the printout, and to re-search the
books numerically in the holding area.
Efiect on Ordering
The MCRS system has made it possible for the library to dispense
with the search for LC cataloging copy prior to the ordering of most
books published in the United Statesduring the currenr or previous year.
Most of the current United States publications carry an LC card
numtrer. Alphabetical searching for these books is very expensive. The
Volume 15,Number 4, FaII 1971
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TABLE 3
Time Spentin Searchingand Copy Production
Hours per Week

Procedure
Checking numerical indexes
Searching alphabetically
Making printouts
Cutting printouts

15 hours
3Y2
9V2
9

current No,tional (Jnion Catalogsare not continuously cumulative which
may necessitatesearching during a given year through up to six alphabetical sequences.For this reason alphabetical searching in itself consumes a considerableamount of time. If there are several entries to be
searched,which is usually the case,and if this is coupled with the lag in
cataloging at the Library of Congress,the cost becomesdisProPortionate
to the value gained from the search because one is searching through
numerous inclexesfor cataloging copy which probably <loesnot as yet
exist. Since it is highly likely that the book will possessan LC car(l number, the searchinscan be done numerically when the book arrives.Then
there will be only one number to check through two numerical inclexes,
and it is probable that the Library of Congress has cataloged the book
since more time will have elapsecl.For these reasons,this library does not
usually search before ordering for cataloging copy for books published
in the United Statesduring tl're current or previous year. This has not
created a problem of <luplication since the on-order file is arranged by
title, ancl the title of the book is also checke<lin the public card catalog
before ordering.
The institution of the MCRS at Iowa State University Library has
meant a saving of staff time and a more rapid retrieval of cataloging
copy for new books. The staff used in the MCRS operation requires
only a minimum anlount of training. As the responsibility for seeking
available catalog copy has been removed from the catalog department,
professional catalogers have been freed to perform only original cataloging, thus increasing their procluctivity. Perhaps the most important
effect of the MCRS is that books are processedmore rapidly and, therefbre, are available to patrons much sooner.
l. Information fromThe Bouker ^::::;'';Trbrarl
1 9 7 0p,. l 4 - 1 5 .

anrt Book rrade Information,

2. Robert C. Sullivan, "l)evelopments in Reproduction of Library Materials and
G r a p h i c C o m m u n i c a t i o n , 1 9 6 8 , "L R 7 . S l 3 : 3 9 9 ( S u m m e r 1 9 6 9 ).
3. Joseph M. Dagnese, "Catalog Retrieval Systems on Microfiche," Special Libraries
6l:357-61 (Sept. 1970).
4. William Ready, "Catalog Retrieval: A Librar,v Economy," tR-t"S 14:439-44 (Summer
1970)
5. A more detailed technical <lescription and evaluation of the MCRS is found in the
article by Dagnese, p.357-58.
6. Since this article was written, this library has acquired the MCRS title index which
has eliminated alphabetical searching.
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The Main Enfry and the Book Cafalog
SuzeNNr MessoNNrAu
Assistant Professor
School of Library Science
F lorida State University. Tallah.assee
The functions of the ,nain entry in catalog structur.e are considered
with reference to booh catalogs.Some situations in uhich the main entry
is of continuing necessity in the catalog are obseraed, as uell as those
areas where authorship responsibility must be assignedf or other library
functions. Excerpts lrom the booh catalog of the J. Henry Meyer Memorial Library, Stanford lJniuersity, are used to il.lustrate the conditions
tthich result when the main entry is not used as the basisf or th,e organization of the catalog. The idea that the main entry necessitatesthe unit
entr\ and uice uersa is auestioned,.

OST OF THE RECENT STUDIES and articles on conversion oI
card catalogs to computer-produced book catalogs deal at great
length with costs,typography, programming, hardware, and the like, but
seem less concerned with the logical srructure of the catalog itself. In
many casesit seemsto be assumed that multiple entry under every conceivable accesspoint is the cheapestand best method, though no data are
offered to prove this point. It is the intention here to consider the traditional mode of accessto a library's collection through a catalog organized around the main entry; that is, a structured catalog, and to contrast this with an unstructured catalog in which the main entry has not
been used. Admittedly, at the same time that the cost of conventional
card catalogs has become intolerable, we have increased the demands upon the catalog, and to carry it forward by present methods assuresfurther cost increases and diminishing effectiveness. Computer-produced
book catalogs give strong evidence of being the solution to our problems, but librarians must be concerned with the form and structure of
these catalogs to assure that they do not sponsor the creation of useless
tools. The structure must, of course, be determined by feasibility and
economy, but neither cost factors nor technological requirements shoulcl
be allowed to displace the consideration of user needs. We have been assured of this as the following quotation indicates, but when the structure of the catalog is given little attention, can we feel confidence in
such assurances?
No trustworthyprice tag can be put upon increasing,improving, or accelerating
access
to information by meansof an improved bibliographiclisting. Insofar as
Volume 15, Number 4, Fall 1971
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book catalogsare concerned,the motive behind their production appearsto be
only rarely that of savingmoney or even doing a job more economiciily; the motive is that of giving better library service.l
Hopefully, the following discussion will show one area in which considerations of the effects of changes in the catalog can be debated with
the main thought to "giving better library service.;

a work on which the work in hand has been trased." and that there is a

necessary?Is this the best structure for our catalogs, or is there some
preferable alternative? As one author notes, we cannot avoid answering
these questions.
Indeed the limitations imposedby financial considerarionsinvolved with computers make it very necessaryfor all litrrarians to decide what sort of catalogues
they want in the future, what is their ideal and what are their basic necessilies.
Unless they decide this sort of question now and stand try their decisionsin the
future, the machine and its attendant accountantsand auditors will decide for
them.+
The merits of the main entry as the device around which a library
catalog may be organized have been widely detrated in the pasr, but in
view of present and impending challenges further consideration of the
topic seemsappropriate. Certainly the brief statements on the main entry in the introduction Lo the AACR do not seem very convincing even
though the very existenceof the rules is predicated on this concept.
Seymour Lubetzky, who has been the principal elucidator of the
problems of descriptive catalogling during the mid-twentieth century,
has always tied his considerations of catalog function and structure to
the objectives which he feels the catalog should accomplish. These objectives are:
First, to facilitatethe location of a particular publication, i.e., of a particular
edition of a work, which is in the library.
Second,to relate and display together the editions which a library has of a given work and the works which it has of a given aurhor.s

.
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The first objective presents the most rudimentary catalog-ing problem,
but one which is fairly easily solved by multiple entries under the most
obvious access points and the required cross-references. Lubetzky suggests solution of the more difficult second objective by deciding on one
form of an author's name and one uniform title for every work which
has been issued under variant titles. A catalog which does not recognize
main entries can achieve this objective only in a haphazard and accidental way. Lubetzky has argued his points most convincingly from his early
statements in Cataloging Rules and Principles to his recent summation
in Principles of Cataloging, b:ut he has not succeededin bringing all catalogers around to this thinking.6'? In the latter publication he observes
that ". . . the critics of the main entry were apparently oblivious of the
objectives which the main entry was originally intended to serve."8 In
fact, Lubetzky's objectives are not mentioned in the AACR and the rules
for uniform titles have not been implemented by the Library of Congress,except in a few areas where the practice is of long standing.
ln Cantoging Rules and Principles Lubetzky pointed out that the
main entry was originally considered the most important entry, and that
while "the liberal use of the unit card" has diminished the primacy of

and series."e This statemenc does not take into consideration the fact
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idea in the depiction of entries in the catalog is the abandonment of the
main entry concept."l2 Unfortunately, the article does not give any rationalization of its policy, but only states that ". . . it was learned that
more space could be saved in the catalog through abandonment of the
unit card and the main entry concept. Articles by Ralph H. Parker and
Wesley Simonton were instrumental in developing this aspect of the system."13 Some clarification may'result from gbing back io Parker and
Simonton.
In his article on book catalogs,Ralph Parker asks "Why is main entry
so important? In a multiple entry catalog, there is no real significance to
the main entry concept except in terms of the unit card to which we
have become accustomed."la No explanations are offered for this statement and the balance of the article deals with the cost advantages of
computer-produced book catalogs. If any consideration has been given
to producing catalogs with the usefulness to the library patron in mind,
it is not mentioned. Simonton asks a similar question. "First is it necessary, assuming multiple entry points for a work, to establish a single entry as the 'main entry'; may we not, instead, think in terms simply of 'entries' for a work?" He states that "This question relates to our conception of the basic function of the catalog," but does not specifically answer his questions.rs The inference is that our ideas of catalog structure
should be scrutinized and that some alternatives to the main entry concept may prove acceptable. No one would challenge that, but a look at
the structure of the JHM catalog might test the validity of Simonton's
and Parker's ideas. Three main questions will be considered here with
particular reference to the JHM<atalog. First, if the main entry is abandoned for catalog arrarigement, are there persisting reasons for assigning authorship responsibility? Second, is the alphabetical subarrangement of items under subject headings by title a helpful arrangement
for library users?Third, is the unit entry a necessaryconcomitant to the
main entry?
Persisting Needs to Designate Authorship Responsibility
Whether or not the main entry is used to organize the catalog, the
need for the designation of authorship responsibility persists in other
areas. For this reason the abandonment of the main entry may result in
economies in the catalog which will be lost elsewhere. Some of the library functions, in the catalog and otherwise, which require designation
of authorship responsibility are as follows.
l. Single-entry bibliographies and union caralogs.
Since union catalogs are essentially single-entry catalogs, reports of
holdings to them and requests of locations from them must be based on
a single entry-the most important entry or the ireain entry. There would
certainly be no economy for the union catalog which transacts business
on the basis of random entry unless all possible entries are-made accessible through a computer. This method may be found in use today, but
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it is not employed as yet in the largest union catalogs.As pointed out in
the following quotation from C. Sumner Spalding, editor of the AACR,
union catalogsare not the only single-entry listings to be considered.
In any disc,ussion
of principlesof choiceof main entry it is useful to have clearly
in mind that the need for any enrry to be chosenas main entry d.ependson the
fact that there are many situationsin which that entry will be the only approach
to the work in question.\Me are so used to multiple entry caralogsthat we tend
to forget the bibliographical situationsin which rhere is only single access;for example,most union catalogs,many bibliographies,order lists, accession
lists, and
catalogentriesthat cite a book as subjector as a relatedwork. In all bibliographical activitiesthere is a generalneed for a standardmode of identifying a work.
Were it not for theseconsiderations,
we could constructsatisfactorymultiple entry catalogswithout having to concern ourselvesat all with the problem of having
to designateany particular entry as the main entry.16
2. Book numbers.
If works are to be systematically arranged on the shelves within each
classification number, some recognition of authorship responsibility or
the lack of it is necessary.If there is more than one work in any classification number, some further designation is necessaryfor easy shelving
and retrieval. This could be an accessionnumber, but if browsing is to
be facilitated, all the works of an author on a particular subject should
be grouped together. Small libraries which use Library of Congress descriptive copy can also copy LC call numbers, which include book numbers based on the main entry, but as soon as any original cataloging
is done a book number will have to be devised. If no main entry is used,
how will the book number be derived? In the JHM catalog the call numbers appear to be those assigned by the Library of Congress,including
the book number based on the main entry. Large libraries, which have
larger proportions of original cataloging, will have to resort in many
casesto the desienation of main entries from which book numbers can
be derived, even if they have abandoned the main entry for catalog organization. The arrangement of the shelflist in some sort of order from
which specific items can be retrieved is also dependent upon the use of
book numbers (based on main entries).
3. Interlibrary loans.
In requesting works from another library "Materials requested must
be described completely and accurately following accepted bibliographic
practice."l? No definitions for terms are given in the draft of the Interlibrary Loan Code from which this is quoted, but it would seem reasonable to assumethat they are referring to citation by main entry.
4. Identification of a particular work.
The author-title subject entry in Figure I illustrates the need to designate authorship. For example, if all criticisms of A Connecticut Yanhee
in King Arthur's Cour't are identified as CLEMENS, SAMUEL LANGHORNE. A CONNECTICUT
YANKEE IN KING ARTHUR'S
Volume 15, Number 4,I-all 1971
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COURT, they will be located together in the subject catalog and the library's holdings on this topic can be immediately ascertained. However,
if one criticism is identified as above and another is identified as
YANKEE, the person finding
TWAIN, MARK. A CONNECTICUT
one will not be aware of the other. The need for such consistent entries
is even rnore obvious in a dictionary catalog where the subject entry can
be filed following the original work and the relationship made obvious.
In the JHM catalog the above work is cited under the first form given
above. If the main entry concept is not followed as they say, how did
they arrive at this form? The application of the author-title added entry is not limited to subject entries, but is also used to relate editions of
changed authorship or title, and sources or other related works.
cLEr{ENS, SAttUEL LAHGHORNE. A CONNECTICUT
Y A N K E E I N K I N G A R T H U R T SC O U R T
fable of pFogress: pol ltlcal
l,lark Tralnts
C
Yankee. By
economic ldeas ln a Connectlcut
RutgeFs Unlv. Presre
Henry Nash Smlth.
PSl308.Ss
1964.
I 16 p.
Figure

I

5. Uniform title.
Some libraries such as the J. Henry Meyer Memorial Library recognize the need to assemblecertain works under a uniform title, but a uniform title is meaningless unless associated with a Particular entry. In
Figure 2, Works. or Selectionr. has meaning only when used with Chaucer-. Here again, a main entry has been designated in a catalog which
does not use main entries. The example in Figure I illustrates this.same
point.
6. Related works.

indication that the work is indexed or that the library has a copy of the
index.
Subarrangement of Items Under Subject Headings

-
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Chaucerr Geoffrev
'l
1938.
I Uorkr.
rrorkr of Geoffrey
The eonplcte poetlcal
put lnto modern Engllsh.
Chaucerl nor flr!t
BV John S.P. Tatlock and Percy l,lacKaye.
l{acnl I lanr 1938.
Il lus. by hlarulck Goble.
607 p.
PRlE55. T3
I Uorko. f 958.'l
for the
Chaucerr! poetrV: an.nthology
modeFn readeF. Selected and edited by E.T.
Ronrld Prcsrp 1958.
Donaldson.
lC0l p'
PRl852. D6
lUorks. f 96f .'l
The uorks of Geoflrey
F.N. Robingon.2d ed.
1961.
lo02 D.

ChruceF. Edited by
Houghton l,,llffllnl
P R I8 5 l . R 6

I tJorks. l95J.l
The comolete rork!.
Edited from numerous
nanuscrlpts bv the Rev. lralter tl. Skeat. 2d
ed.
Clarendon Presst 1963. .7 v.
PR185t.55
I trlorks. 1964. I
The portable Chaucen. Selectedt translatedt
6nd edi ted by TheodoFe Mopr i Jon.
Vl kl ng
Press' 196{.
600 p.
PRl855.}16
lJ6t. ]
ISelectlons.
Selectlonr
from Chaucerl edited by il!FJoFie
1{. Barber.
l.lacmillan; St. l,lartlnrs Pressl
P R l 8 5 2 .8 3
1951.
175 p.
The book of Troilus and Criseyde. Edited by
Robert Ki lburn Root.
Princeton Univ.
572 p.
PR1895.R5
Pressr 1954.
The Cantenbury tales. Tr6ns lated into
nodern English prose bv R.lY. Luniansky.
Holtr Rinehart and trinstonr 1964. 4AZ p.
PRl870. AlLs
notes
Cantertrury tales. trith an introd.r
H.
by John llatthews Manly.
and a glo!sarv
721 9.
PRl870.AlL8 1946
Holtf 1946.
lla.for poetrv. Edlted bv Albent C. Baugh.
196J.
615 p.
Appleton-Century-Croftse
PR185l.B3

Figure 2
of entries within a given subject by date of publication with further
subarrangement within each year by some other characteristic such as author or title. This method is mosr commonly employed in catalogs for
libraries in which currency of material is of primary concern. The other
arrangement is alphabetical by main entry, with subarrangement within
each main entry alphabetical by title. This method gathers together the
works of authors on particular subjects, underlines the relationship of
Volurne 15, Number 4, FaIl lgTI
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Amenican herl tage.
v. 6; Dec. 1954for
Sponsored by the AmeFican Asroclatlon
State anC Local History and the Soclety of
E17l.A43
Amerlcan Hlstorians.
American Heri tage
The Amerlcan herltage book of the
Revol ut I onr by the ed i tors of Ameri can
heritage. Edltor in charge: RichaFd l,l.
Ketchun. Narrative by Bruce Lancasterl with
by Bruee
a chapter by J.H. Plunb. Introd.
American Heritage Pub. Co.r 1958.
Catton.
8 2 0 8 .A s 2
384 p.
Amerlcan Herltage Clvi I UaF chronology.
l,,lithnotes on the leading paFticipants.
Amerlcan Heritaget 1960.
I v. (unpaged)
E{6A.7.A6 1960 SI'PPL.
T h e A m e ri c a n h e r l t a g e h i s t o r y
I. By the editors of Amerlcan
N a r n a t l v e b y S . L . A . M a r g h a ll .
char.ge: Alvin H. Josephyq Jr.
3a4
Heritage Pub. Co.r 1964.

of Wonld l,rar
Herltage.
Editor ln
American
p.
D52l.M4l'Z

The Ameriean heni tage hlstory of fl ight I by
the editors of American Henltage. Narratlve
by Arthur Gondon. American Henitager 1962.
TL515.A624
416 p.r illus.
The Amerlcan heritage plcture history of
tlorld Uar IIl by C.L. SulzbeFger and the
Editors of Amerlcan heritage. Editor in
c h a r g e : D a v l d G . l t c C u ll o u g h . P i c t o r i a l
c o m m e n t a n y : R aI p h K . A n d r i s t .
American
D743.2.5A
Heri t agee 1966.
6{0 p. r i I I us.
The American Heritage pictune hlstory of
the CiviI tlar. By the edltors of Anerlcan
Hecitage. E,diton ln charget Richard fl.
Ketchum. Narrative by Eruce Catton.
F-464.7.46
American Herltager 1960. 630 p.
The American Heritage picture hlstony of
the Civi I lllar. 8y the editors of Amecican
Heritage. Editor in charger Richard M.
Ketchum. Nanrative by Bruce Catton.
American HePitager 1960. 2 v.
8468.7.A6 1960
at las of
The Amerlcan Heritage Pictonial
by the editors of
United States hlstoryr
American Heritage.
American Heritaget
1966. 424 p.1 illus.
Also Qlelyqd in Reference Alcove 340.
Gr20l.slA4
Book of InCianst by the editone of American
Henitage. Editor in charger Alvin 14.
Josephvr Jr. Narrat ive by Ui I I i am BFandon.

Figure 3
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Introd. by John F. Kennedy.
Herltagel 1961.
424 p.

American
ES8.A53

Histony of the great t,est, by the editors
o f A m e r lc a n H e F i t a g e .
Amerlcan Heri ta.ge
Pub. Co., 1955. 416 p.
FS9I.A4S
Men of science and inventlons by the
editors of Amenican Hepitage. Ninrative by
l'lichael Blow, in consultation with Robert
P. l,!ulthauf.
American Henitage pub. Co.,
1960.
l5J p.
TZLZ.AJi
Ten yean cunul6tive Index; Amerlcan
herltage. Uolume VIr Nunber l_Volume XV,
Ngnber 6. Decembenl 19S4_October, 1964.
American Heri tage, 196S. tatriir.OO,
,nO*
Figure 3 (cont'd)

authors to the works they produce, and capitalizes on the fact that many
catalog users select a particular work on a particular subject becauseoi
the author's reputation. If a catalog is very srnall, with only a few entries under each subject, the catalog user can afford to read through all
the entries under a particular subject in order to make his choice, and
structure is of minor importance. However, in a large catalo€i,if no aid
is given, as in the caseof alphabetical anangement by title, one can only
assumethat the user will make his selection on the basis of a random encounter. Adrnittedly, this will also be rhe case in the structured catalog
if the user has no care of currency of treatment of the subiect anct/or
has no knowleclge of authors, notable or otherwise, who ha'e deart with
the subject. When rhe catalog does nor srructure subject files by highlighting significant characteristics, then rhe user is obliged ro srrucrure
the data himself, the degree of successbeing determined by the size of
the file and the user's processesof observation and deduction. In any
case,it would seem to be a wise idea to explore the ways in which catalog
users make subject selections before we clepart from main-entry organized catalogs.
- .In the JHM catalog works are subarranged under each subject alphabetically by title. The following quoration about the
JHM catilog sliows
the usual lack of concern for the results of such ur.unger.retrt.
Subarrangement
by title is most unusual,but suchan arrangementwould not apPearto do any violenceto the theoreticalfunctionsof the subjectcatalog.Assuming that the subjectcatalogis usedalmostentifely for searches
in which 'o specific title is sought,it would appear to be as satisfactoryan arrangementas any
other.l8

Figure 4 shows the entries from the JHM caralog which are alphabetically arranged by title under the subject CLEMENS, SAMUEL LANGHORNE. The entries have been copied from the catalog rather than
-be
using a reproduced page so that a better comparison may
made with
the main-entry arrangement shown in Figure B. In other words, both exVolume 15, Number 4, Fall 197I
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CLEMENS, SAMUEL LANGHORNE
The adventures of Mark Twain, by
Jerry Allen. Little, Brown, 1954. 359p.
PSl33l.A7
The a,utobiography of Mark Twain,
including chapters now published for
the first time. As arr. and edited, with
an introd. and notes, by Charles Nei
der. Harper, 1959. 388p.
PSl33l.A2 1959

nie M. Brashear. Russell & Russell,
PSl33l.B6
1964.294p.
Mark Twain and Elisha Bliss, by Hamlin Hill. Univ. of Missouri'Press, 1964.

2r4p.

PSl334.H5

Mark Twain as a literary artist, by
Gladys Carmen Bellamy. Univ. of Oklahoma Press, 1950, 396p. PSI338.B4
Mark Twain at work, by Bernard De
Voto. Harvard Univ. Press,1942. 144p.
PSl336.D4
A casebook on Mark Twain's wound,
haadbook.
By
E.
Hudson
Mark
Twain
edited by Lewis Leary. T. Y. Crowell,
1962.351p.
P S l 3 3 l . L 4 2 Long. Hendricks House, 1957.454p.
PSl33l.L6
Gold rush days with Mark Twain, by
in
City,
by Paul
Virginia
Mark
Twain
William R. Gillis. With an introd. by
Fatout. Indiana Univ. Press,1964.240p.
Cyril Clemens. Illustrated with woodPSl332.F3
cuts by H. Glintenkamp.A.& C. Boni,
1930.264p.
F865.G48 Mark Twain's America, by Bernard De
Voto. Houghton Miffiin, 1960. 35Ip.
Mark Twain & Huck Finn, by Walter
PSl33l.D4
Blair. Univ. of California Press. 1960.
436p,
PSr305.B5 Mark Twain's autobiography. With an
introd. by Albert Bigelow Paine. HarMark Twain: an introduction and inPSl33l.A2
Frank
Bald.anza. per, 1924.2v.
terpretation.
By
Barnes & Noble, 1963.150p. PSl33l.B3
Mark Twain's humor; the image of a
world. By Pascal Covici, Jr. Southern
Mark Twain, by Lewis Leary. Univ. of
Methodist Univ. Press, 1962.266p.
Minnesota Press,1962.48p. PSl33l.L43
PS1338.C65
Mark Twain, by Stephen Leacock.
a biogMark
Twain;
and
PSl33l.L4
P. Davies, 1932. 167p.
Mr. Clemens
and
simon
Kaplan.
By
raphy.
DeMark Twain: man and legend. By
Justin
PSI331'K33
Lancey Ferguson. Charter Books, 1963. Schuster, 1966-424p.
PSl33l.F4
352p.
My father Mark Twain, by Clara
family
from
Mark Twain: social critic. By Philip S. Clemens. Illustrated
Foner. International Pub., 1958. 335p.
photos. With hitherto unpublished letPSl33l.F6
ters of Mark Twain. Harper, 1931.
PSl33r.C4
292p.
Mark Twain, son of Missouri. By Min-

Figure 4. SubjectEntriesExcerptfrom JHM Catalog
SubarrangedAlphabeticallyby Title

mined by the wording of the author statement rather than the title.
Thus Marh Twain, by Lewis Leary, comes before Marh Twain, by Stephen Leacock. In the JHM catalog there are twenty entries beginning
witn tfr. words Mark Twain. In several casesit is necessaryto go beyond
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PSI336.D4
Univ. Press, 1942. 144p.
DeVoto, Bernard
Mark Twain's America. Houghton
PSl33l.D4
Miffiin, 1960.351p.
Baldanza, Frank
Fatout, Paul
Mark Twain: an introduction and
Mark Twain in Virginia City. In'
interpretation. Barnes & Noble, 1963. diana Univ. Press,1964.240p.
150p.
PSr33l.B3
PSl332.F3
Bellamy, Gladys Carmen
Ferguson, Delancey
Mark Twain as a literary artist.
Mark Twain: man and legend.
Univ. of Oklahoma Press, 1960.300p.
Charter Books, 1963.352p. PSl33l.F4
PSl338.B4 Foner, Philip S.
Blair, Walter
Mark Twain; social critic. InternaMark Twain & Huck Finn. Univ.
PSl33l.F6
tional Pub., 1958.335p.
of California Press, 1960.436p.
Gillis. William R.
PSl305.B5
Gold rush days with Mark Twain.
Brashear, Minnie M.
With an introd. by Cyril Clemens. IlMark Twain, son of Missouri, Ruslustrated with woodcuts by H. Glintensell & Rusell, 1964. 294p. PSl33l.Bo
kamp. A. & C. Boni, 1930.264p.
F865.G48
Clemens, Clara
My father Mark Twain. Illustrated
HiIl, Hamlin
from family photos. With hitherto unMark Twain and Elisha Bliss. Univ.
published letters ,of Mark Twain. Harof Missouri Press,1964. 214p.
per,1931.292p.
PSr33l.C4
PSl334.H5
CLEMENS, SAMUEL LANGHORNE
Allen, Jerry
The adventures of Mark Twain.
Little, Brown, 1954.359p. PSl33l.A7

Clemens, Samuel Langhorne
Kaplan, Justin
The
autobiography
Mark
Mr. Clemens and Mark Twain; a
of
Twain, including chapters now pubbiography. Simon and Schuster, 1966.
PSl33l.K33
lished for the first time. As arr. and
424p.
edited, with an introd. and notes, by
Liacock, Stephen
Charles Neider. Harper, 1959. 388p.
Mark Twain. P. Davies, 1932. 167p.
PSl33l.A2 1959
PSl33l.L4
Clemens, Samuel Langhorne
Leary, Lewis
Mark Twain's autobiography. With
A casebook on Mark Twain's
an introd. by Alberr Bigelow Paine.
wound, edited by Lewis Leary. T. Y.
Harper, 1924. 2v.
PSl33l.A2
PSl33l.L4
Crowell, 1962. 351p.
Covici, Pascal
Leary, Lewis
Mark Twain's humor; the image of
Mark Twain. Univ. of Minnesota
a world. Southern Methodist Univ.
PSl33l.L43
Press,1962.48p.
Press,1962.266p.
PS1338.C65Long, E. Hudson
DeVoto, Bernard
Mark Twain

at

work.

Harvard

Mark Twain handbook. Hendricks
PSl33l.LG
House, 1957.454p.

Figure 5. SubjectEntriesSubarranged
Alphabeticallyby Main Entry
the title to determine alphabetical arrangement.
2. Some rules for filing order under title have been deemed necessary, so the filing procedure under title is not plain and simple and
cheap. Evidence of this is that Mark Twain & Huch Finn comes before
Marh Twain, A Biography; while Mark Twain: the Man and His Worh
Volume 15, Number 4, Fall 197I
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comes before Marh Twain and Elisha B/iss. Also. Marh Twain: an In-

the first few letters of the name.
4. A person seeking a work about Samuel Clemens by a distinguished
writer such as Bernard DeVoto is obliged to read the whole page in his
search.Furthermore, he must read far into the entry to find the author.
5. A person who finds one work by DeVoto and wonders if this author has written anything else on the subject must either go to the author catalog, where he is confronted with the whole list of DeVoto's
works to read through, or he must read through the whole subject section on CLEMENS.
6. A person finding The Autobiography of Mark Twain near the beginning of the title listing under CLEMENS may assume that it is the
only edition of the Autobiography in ilne library, when there is anorher
listed several eye motions away under Mark Twain's Autobiography. ln
open shelf collection he might discover this fact when he gets to rhe
1n
shelves,but in a closed shelf collection he would not.
7. As libraries increase in size, the bulk of the entries under each subject heading necessitatessome further suborganization to facilitate subject searches.In the JHM catalog, which represented a collection of under 50,000 volumes in June 1967, there are thirty-eight titles listed under
CLEMENS as subject. Consider the entries to be found in a collection
of 1,000,000volumes. The problems cited above would seem to be compounded by such an increasein size.
8. Some serial titles such as Bulletin, Newsletter, Report, proceedings, etc., are nondescript and must be used in association with an author
-(usually corporate) when enumerared under a subject heading. JHM Library seemsto have been lucky in avoiding such situations thus far as no
examples can be found. Here again, if there are many works with the
title Report under a certain subject heading, the filing will not be based
on the title, but on rhe title and rhe author statement; the title alone nor
being sufficient to distinguish the entry.
The Main Entry and the Unit Entry
Some writers on the subject of the main entry seem to assume that
it is eternally tied to the unit entry, bur the fact that this is nor rrue is
illustrated by numerous book catalogs which use the main entry, but not
the unit enrry. If the full information is included under the main en!l-y Td is repeated under every orher entry, then the library user is most
likely to learn what he needs to know in the first place he looks in the
catalog and he may also learn things he doesn't need to know. However,
ways can be found to abbreviate the information given under added en-
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tries, and can be employed if inconvenience to the catalog user is kept
at a minimum. This has been carried so far in some casesin the JHM
catalog that the entries are shortened to the point that they do not convey the full bibliographic picture. A good example of this is shown in
Figure 6 where the fact that lnflation and Growth in Latin America is
a conference report is not shown in all the entries.
Conference on Inf lat lon and [,'conomic Gnowth
ln L6tln Amerlcas Rio de Janeiroe 1963.
!nd growth in Latin Americal
Inflrtion
edlted by rlerner Baer and Isaac
Kerstenetzky.
R.D. Ircin;
1964.
542 p.
A publication
the the Economlc Grouth
HG805.C6
Centero Yr le'Unl veFsl tv.
Baerl llerner
and grouth in Latln Amenicae
lnflation
editel by Uerner BaeF and liaac
542 p.
R.D. Iruinr
1964.
Kerstenetzkv.
A publication
thc the Econonic GFosth
H G 8 05 . C 6
Centerl Yale Unlversi ty.

Figure 6
In other casesfurther abbreviation would not have impaired the usefulness of the entry. Why not Calif. Univ. Pr., rather than California
Univ. Press?
Conclusions
Book catalog producers must obviously consider possible abbreviations and condensations of catalog entries which will keep costs within
reasonable limits. The JHM catalog has eliminated series added entries,
place of publication, most notes, and tracings, as well as the main entry.
Some of these things may never be missed and we might also consider
the elimination of the publisher statement as well, but these things
should be done only after careful consideration and with the realization
that the catalog produced is the possible catalog, not the ideal' We must
continue to consider the objectives of the catalog and not Produce catalogs of economy and expediency rather than utility. We must continue
to encourage and sponsor meaningful catalog use studies. In any case,
catalog structure is the most important determinant of catalog effectiveness,and as such it should be granted due consideration.
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Copyrightand fhe Quesfionof Authorship
Nno;nlro D. Sur-;ar
Head Librarian
Insti,tute of Gouernmental Afiairs
University of California, Daais
The basicconceptsof copyright law hauecome to be applied to "literary or artistic works." The author of a "literary or artistic work" creates both the ideasand the particular combinationof characterswhich
representsthose ideason paper. The componentparts of the author's
work consist of a distinct creation; namely, the ideas themseluesand
the compilation of these id.easin their blended cond'ition-the con'L'
bination of characters-upon the written or printed page. The obiect
of copyright lau is protection of an authot's uot'k, which constitutes
a legal relationship consi.rtingof a set of facts. Ideas, houeaer orig'
inal, are not protected.under the copyright lau. The problem arises:
What uorhs are to be protected?In this paper worhs protected are
enumeratedand explained.
Introduction
66 A UTHOR PRINCIPLE" found its full realization in the revision
.|a' of the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules.T It is established for
the choice of main entry for works produced by author or joint author, anonymous, pseudonymous or posthumous vtorks, collective
works, compilations, adaptations, abridgments, translations, etc.2 The
cataloger, when applying the stipulated rules, should be guided by "the
nature of the work and by importance of individuals' contributions or
responsibility for the production of the work."3
As a key to understanding the direction and tendency of "the nature
of the work" and "individuals' contributions or responsibility for the
production of the work," a notion of the elementary r:opyright ideas"author's right" and "protected works"-can be of some practical value
to the cataloger.
Author
The generally accepted rule is: Auctor est quern o,pus demonstratthe author is the one the work says it is. The one who performed the
intellectual labor of producing the work is the author of literary or
artistic work. A literary production is primarily the property of the
author who has created it, and until he has parted with it, he alone
is entitled to the privilege given by the copyright.a
The author of a "literary or artistic work" creates both the ideas
and the particular combination of characters which rePresents those
ideas on paper. In other words, the component parts of an author's
work consist of a distinct creation; namely, the ideas themselves and
the compilation of these ideas in their blended condition-combinaVolume 15,Number 4, Fall 1971
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tion of characters-upon the written or printed page. An intellectual
creation without a material form may exist in the mind of the author,
but only when it is embodied in a written form can it possessthe attributes of copyright. Therefore, there cannot be any protection of intellectual prodtrction unless it is expressed in a written definite order
of words.s
No dilficulty arises when the same person conceives the design of a
work and executes the entire work himself. However, there are cases
where more than one person is involved with the ultimate result, such
as works of joint authorship, anonymous or pseudonymous works,
posthumous works, collective works, works in the course of employment, compilations, adaptations, abridgments, cinematographic works,
translations, oral works, works of juristic persons, and free works-public domain.
toint Auth,orship
When two persons undertake jointly to write a book-agreeing on
the general outline and design and sharing the labor-with each contributing to the whole production, they may be said to be joint authors. Copyright will be vested in two or more authors, who will thereby become owners in common of the undivided property. Upon the
death of one coauthor his interest does not pass to his 6ollaborators,
but to his personal representatives as part of his estate. A person who
has made merely suggestions or certain alterations in a work without
the cooperation of the author is not held to be a joint author.6
Anonymous or PseudonymousWorhs
The terms anonymous or pseudonymous apply to any work where
no name is given sufficiently for a person to identify the author. If a
pseudonymous work is published under initials and it is a matter of
common knowledge that these initials or words represent a particular
author, this person enjoys copyright protection.T
Anonymous or pseudonymous works are the property of their authors. The publisher whose name is indicated on the work, in the absence of proof to the contrary, shall be entitled to act as the representative of the author, and in this capacity shall be entitled to protect and
enforce the author's rights. As long as the author keeps in the shadows
his interests are managed by the representative, who may also be the
original publisher of his work. If the author or artist throws away his
anonymous or pseudonymous mask and reveals his identity, then the
publisher shall cease to be the representative of the author or artist.
The legislation of countries provides a shorter duration term of authors'
rights for anonymous or pseudonymous works than for a known author. For example, the Universal Copyright Convention (1952), of
which the United itates is a member, in article 4, paragraph 2, provides for known original author. "The terms of protection for works
protected under this Convention shall not be less than the life of the
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author and 25 years after his death." However, in article 4, paragraph
4, which deals with anonymous and pseudonytnous works, "' . . the term
of protection shall not be less than twenty-five years from the date of
the first publication." The intention of this provision is to encourage the writer or artist to get out from the anonymous or pseudonymous mask, and to enjoy the longer duration of his rights'8
Posthumous Worhs
A work published after the author's death is a Posthumous work.
The conception of the posthumous work differs in various countries. In
some countries a work is posthumous if it has not been "published" by
the issuance of copies to the public during the author's lifetime. In
other countries a work is not deemed posthurnous if it has been well
known to the public by any means whatsoever-for instance, Presentation (in the case of a dramatic work), execution (if a musical work)'
or exhibition (if a work of art).e The legislation of the countries is entirely free to provide a term of duration of authors' rights for any
posthumous works. However, the Universal Copyright Convention Provides for ". . . twenty-five years from the date of the first publication."ro
Collectiue Worhs
Collective works are those in which the creative element is not
originated by the various contributors, but by the person who selects
and coordinates the work of the contributors, aiming at a determined
purpose-literary, scientific, educational, religious, political, artistic,
etc.11
However, collective works are the result of two distinct $eative activities: one concerning individual contributors, and the other concerning unitary works. The individual contributor is the author of his
distinct contribution. The unitary creative activity is the labor of a
person who edits the work or arranges the various contributions. There
ippear to be two distinct copyrights: (l) In the collective work, considered as a whole; (2) in the distinct works of the various contributors to the collective work.
The copyright of collective works may be invested in an individual
(natural pbrson) or a judicial person under whose name the work is
published. Its rights are derivative. This means that the copyright on
iollective works does not belong originally to a rePresentative, under
whose name the work is published, but to the individual contributors.
The labor ancl skill 1n selecting and arranging "independent works
by different authors" make it possible to give copyright protection to
the resulting work, and the collector is the representative of the new
work. The collective works may be published under the name of an
individual person or a corporate body, with a collective title or without one.
A collective work is an encyclopedia, dictionary, yearbook, or similar work. The term may also be used in reference to a newsPaPer,reVolume 15, Number 4, FaIl 1971
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view, magazine, and in any work written in distincr parts by difierent
authors, or in which works or parts of works of difierent authors are incorporated.12
Worhs in the Course of Employment
When an author or.artist is employed by another person to write a
book or draw a picture, in absence of express contractual reservation
of copyright in a "literary or artistic work," presumptio iuris et de iure
is that the copyright is enjoyed by the person at whose instance and
expense the work is done. The employer's copyright is derivative. The
original right "owes its origin" to the author or artist. Flowever, a work
created during the course of an author's employment by the proprietor
of a newspaper, magazine, or similar periodical vests copyright in the

Compilati,ons
The labor and skill employed in selecting and arranging existing
subject matter, such as in the case of an arrangement of broadcasting,
a school textbook, a book of scientific questions and answers, a directory, a trade advertisement, a manual of classified information for the
use of motor car insurers, etc., may make it possible to give copyright
protection to the resulting work.rn
Adaptati.ons
The expression "adaptation" is used to define the construction of a
dramatic version of a nondramatic work, or a nondramatic version of
a dramatic version. It may also mean translating the work or producing a version in which the story action is conveyed wholly or -ainlv bv
means of pictures in a form suitable for reproduction in a noot, o. i., u
newspaper, magazine, or similar periodical.ib
The construction of such material-rewriting a work in a different
literary forrh-requires appreciable amounts of skill and rabor, and the
creator of such work enjoys the copyright protection.lo
Abridgments
lopyright may likewise exisr in an abridgment. It is said rhat such
abridgments may, with great propriety, bi called new books and
therefore, they are original literary works.l?
To constitute a true and equitable abridgment, the entire work
must be preserved in its precise import and exact meaning. The act of
abridgment is an exerrion of the understanding emproyed in moulding
and transfusing a large work into a small compass, iendering it less ex"pensive and more convenient. rndependent labbr must be ap-parettt und
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clearly indicate that the work is no longer that of the original author.
The reduction of the size of the work by copying some of its parts and
omitting others confers no title to authorship since to shorten a work
by leaving out the unimportant parts is not abridging in a legal sense.
To abridge, in the legal sense of the word, is to preserve the substance-the essenceof the work-in language suited to such purposelanguage substantially different from that of the original. Labor, skill,
and judgment are conditions for the acquisition of copyright.l8
Cinematographic Worhs
The terms "cinematographic works" or "motion pictures" represent
forms of reproduction of literary or artistic work. They are products
of various intellectual creators. There are separate authors for a series
of photographs, the sound track of a film, a dramatic work, the arrangement of acting forms or the combination of incidents represented,
scenario or script, musical composition, etc. Authors of these parts are
designers of ideas and give their expression to a separate work embodied in the film.le All of them are coauthors of a cinematographic
work. Each of them enjoys separate copyright protection. Nevertheless,
none of them, even though they contributed separately to the cinematographic work, can separately transfer their rights to another cinematographic industry because that would be contrary to their mutual
rights and obligations upon which the protection of the cinematographic work is based.2o
Translations
An author of a literary or scientific work can make his work known
and understood, in any other language than his own, through the
means of translation.2l A translation is the reproduction of a literary or
scientific composition in a language foreign to that of the original. The
translator reproduces the substance, in whole or in part, of a composition in another language. This translation or reproduction of the original work into another language requires labor, skill, and learning. The
translator laboriously selects words and phrases and delivers to the
public, in a new form, the creativity and efforts of another author's
work. In other words, the translation and deliverance of a book to the
public is the product of the translator's labor, as the original work is
the product of the labor of the original author. If the author gives evidence of his skill and choice of expression or labor in a literary and
artistic composition, he is entitled to enjoy all the prerogatives of the
copyright law.22 However, it would be noted that two separate rights
may exist in respect to the translation of a work: (l) The rights of the
author of the original work, and (2) the rights of the author of the
individual translation.2s
The jurists agreed that there should be a certain period during
which the right of translation should belong exclusively to the original
author and that, as long as the author's exclusive translation right enI/olume 15, Number 4, Fall 1971
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translation authorization for the entire copyright term that, existed
for his work. other countries believed that the author's exclusive translation rights should be limited ro a relatively brief period. The countries that desired limitations of the author's translation rights considered limitations to be vital for the growrh of their national language and for the cultural, educational, ind scientific ad.vancementof
that language.2sFor example, the Universal Copyrighr Convention in
ar^ticle 4, paragraph 2, provides rhe terms of translation protection: ..the
life of the author and twenty-five years after his death-."2sRestrictive,
however, is paragraph 2 of article 5, which establishesthat:
. . . 1ny contracting state mdy, by irs domestic legislation, restrict the right of
translationof writings.zG
This subjects it to the conventional clause, in the same paragraph,
that states: "after the expiration of a period of seven yearJ from ihe
date of the first publication," any person may obtain license to translate a work, even against the will of the author. It made no division
between scientific and other works, but gave an exclusive right of seven
years for all works.2? In other words, seven years is the period of absoIute protection of an author's right to make, to publish, or to authorize
the making and the publication of any rranslation.
Oral Works
Oral works are those works originally destined to be spoken and
not written-political speeches,religious sermons, funeral orations, judicial pleadings, etc. The protection of oral works found its various
solutions in national laws, inspired by social necessity for their wider
and liberal difiusion.28
It was held that works, in order to enjoy the protection of copyright law, must be expressedin some form of written notation. Thus, a
speech or lecture would not be entitled to copyright law since they
lack corpus mechanicum-as a means for tangible protection of immaterial goods-ideas. Oral works cannot be the object of protection until
they are taken in possessionby either reduction in writing or recording on a dictaphone, sound film, or other recording device. The representative of the copyright in this caseis the person who, as a participant
in a discussion, conversation, or interview, essentially combines and
considerably extends the oral proceedings in a written report.2e
Works of Juristic Persons
The word person (persona) has rwo accepted meanings in the language of the law: natural person and artificial or legal person. Natural
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persons as well as legal persons can be the bearers of rights and obligations.so
Widely difiering definitions of legal p€rsons have been developed, in
the legal systems of various countries. Only one idea is found. in all
laws: That the legal person is an abstract concept of an aggregate
group of persons endowed with legal personality. Jurists accept a legal
person-invisible, intangible, and existing-only in contemplation of
law as a juridical person, called corporation. They classify thi corporation, in view of the object and purpose of its creation and the powers
conferred upon it, as a political, public, and private entiry.Br
Political corporations-states and subdivisions of states (cities, towns,
parishes, counties, school districts, etc.) -exercise authority over a defined division or subdivision of a terriiory. Public corporations are invested with performing public duties in order to provide and supply
! public need. Private corporations are those whose purpose is to undertake the advancement of private enterpiise and wlicti possessprivileges not available to individuals.s2
The designated powers of corporations are entrusted in the hands
of officers. The powers of officers are always derivative and partake of
the nature of an agency, trust, or employment. The personality which
appears in the exercise of official powers exists apart from the individual and continues in perpetual succession. The implied official powers
might be constructed in the context of the instrument from which officers receive their powers.ss
The chiefs of state, heads of government, etc., represent a case
sui generis. In the eye of the law they are not viewed-in their natural
capacity but have advantages-particularly
that of perpetuity-which
they could not have in their natural capacity. These privileges for the
benefit of the state and public are vested by the constitutions of the
state. In order to avoid numerous and great inconveniences it is absolutely necessary that there should be no i.nterregnum. but only perpetual reign. The concept of perpetuity rests on the maxim of common
law that the "king never dies." It is based upon the assumption that the
state, which protects and cares for all, never ceases to exist, but is always alive and active in the performance of its duties to the citizens.3a
Thete are great differences in respect to the conditions under which
a group acquires personality. French law, for example, grants legal personality to any civil or commercial partnership. English, German,
Swiss, and Anglo-American laws refuse to treat mere partnership as a
legal entity. In Anglo-American law, besides the corporation aggregate,
a type of legal person unknown elsewhere has developed in the forms
of associationsand societies,ss
The general rule accepted in almost all Iegal systems is that corporations, associations,societies,etc., cannot be deemed authors of literary or artistic work. Works owned originally or edited and published
by juristic persons are created by natural persons. However, the law
of most counries explicitly grants the copyright to the juristic person
Volume 15, Number 4, FaII 1971
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under the assumption that the nature of the work is an "expression of
the corporate body." The expression of corporate thought or activity
is represented in literary or artistic work in a written form of official
records and reports, statements, studies, and other communication
dealing with the policies, operations, management, etc. The copyright
for intellectual creations of officers, who come and go and contributi
to the nature of an agency, trust, or employment, is transferred, ex lege,
to legal persons. The works-literary, scientific, educational, religious,
political, or artistic-originated in and published by a corporation, association, or society are the property of the corporate body, and it
alone is entitled to the privilege of the copyright.sG
Free W orks-Pu bli c Domain
To lock up an author's works in the hands of his heirs and legal
representatives by the perpetual protection of the author's rights
would represent a serious obstacle for the progressive march of culture
in a civilized society. Perpetual protection of the author's rights would
create a monopoly and impose a tax upon cultural and public life. A
community could not survive without freely expressed ideals, hopes,
expectations, standards, and opinions from those members of the community who are passing out of the group life to those who are coming into it. Social need led to the minimum copyright protection,
and the right of perpetuity of property as the result of intellectual
production was denounced as odious and selfish. Therefore, a vast accumulation of ideas, the products of centuries, has become common
property through the medium of books and is known as "public domain." Ideas in the public domain are free, and anyone may use them
at will. An author, by turning the old ideas over in his mind, reproduces a new original form and acquires copyright protection as creator of a new work on the grounds of his labor.3?
The writer's works are the basis for the inspiration and creation of
new works, whether literary, artistic, or scientific, which serve as the
rallying point for the intellectual creation of future generations. As Sir
Isaac Newton, acknowledging his indebtedness to Copernicus, Kepler,
Galileo, and other predecessors,saicl:
If I have seen further than other men it is by standing on the shouldersof
giant5.aa
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John Phillip lmmroth
Jev E. Derr-Y
Pro[es.sorof Library and Information Science
Uniaersity of Pittsburgh
Pi t t sb ur gh, P en nsyIuani a
The Resources and Technical Sentices Diuision ol the American Library Association
presents the Esther J. Piercy Auard lor 1971 to lohn Phillip Immroth in recognition
of his contribtttiorts to technical seruices. Within six years he has made an impact on
librarianship through his research, writings and teaching. In each ol these he has
demonstrated, an enterging Potential for leadership and scholarship. His search lor
intprouement of traditional teaching methods identifies him as an innotmtor and n
huntanist. His invohtement in the prolession reflects the deep concern lor excellence
uhich characterized the career of the librarian in uhose name this Auard has been
created-

The Esther J. Piercy Award is presentcd to John Phillip Immroth by Margaret
W. Ayrault, chairman of the Piercy Award Jury, RTSD.

HEN A FOND PARENT modestly, but insistently, recites the
virtues and achievementsof his offspring, his listeners stifle a yawn
and respond with little murmurs of approbation heavily laced with boredom. The adviser in a doctoral program tends to acquire a fondness that
is very nearly parental for his advisee and includes a deeP appreciation of
the student's talents as well as an awareness of the flaws and defections
that make us, in Nietzsche's words "human, all too human." For praise
to come from an adviser is rather less impressive than the encomium
another more impartial
observer might readily deliver. Despite the
fact that we are still colleagues and have coauthored a book derived
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from coplanning a course, my academic offspring is now out on his
own, organizing his own section of the University of Pittsburgh's li'
brary and information scienceprogram. He was mature long ago, and zr
wise policy puts all the burden a man can carry on him as soon as ht:
shows any willingness to accept it. This is as it should, and must inevitably, be. My bias therefore, has somewhat lessened, though I anr
still a great distance from impartiality.
A student who made a survey of the faculty discovered that all but"
one of us called ourselves "librarians." The one who said he was art
educator has now been honored with the well-earned recognition oii
his contributions to the practice of an art perfected by Esther Piercv
in whose name the award is given. Having seen his abilities early, ancl
clearly, my first impulse is to wonder why there was such a wait. But it
comes at a time and has a meaning for the profession that should bt:
observed by all who are interested in the Esther Piercy MemorialMost significantly, the award is given to a man whose chosen profession
is "educator." He is at one remove, at least, from the sweat ancl
trouble of a technical services depattment. His talents and his experience lie elsewhere and are of such magnitude that only a significant
prize and a cherished memory can give them the lustre they deserve.
In the classic phrase of the White Flouse Conference on Youth, "Wr:
are in the midst of a social, political and cultural revolution," and not :r
minute too soon. Part of this revolution is, I hope, a change of attitudr:
toward professional schools and professional educators in them. Professor Immroth is not so much an innovator as an unbiased investigator
with a passionate belief in the meticulous work of the scientific method applied vigorously to any problem at hand. If he finds ancl cart
prove with the clarity and elegance of a mathematical formula that an
assumption is fallacious, he announces this discovery not because hr3
wisheJ to embarrass or annoy, but becauseit is true. He is cautious an<l
a severe critic of his own work, and he will delay a decision until thr:
last member of an equation is tied down and locked into place. Onc'e
this proof is determined, he is ready to carry it to fullest utilization.
What do his achievements to date mean? How will they affect us in th,e
future?
Caruso was once asked what he liked to sing. He answered simpll''

teaching in order to educate. He does not impart information so much
as he inspires students to relish education rather than schooling. The
latter is brief, the former lifelong. As an educator he is helping to PrcF
duce a new breed of librarians, rather like himself. They are not the
harmless drudges of modern times, making lexicons of book titles prinrly arranged under main entry. They are vitally interested in their work,
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ambitious, energetic, motivated by intense curiosity, and cautious
about drawing conclusions too soon or too loosely. Possibly they have
a temper, slow to arouse, never really lost, soon replaced by a kind of
patient dignity. They are fearless. They seize upon opportunities for
improvement and create them if they do not exist. They are self-contained at their work and inspire an attitude of cooperation on all sides.
In this view a library is more than a place to work; it provides an opportunity to be truly alive, truly keeping pace with the world. It is
like the classroom where Professor Immroth was so much at home, and
so much alive. He shows them that a library is a place where the hodzons expand.
Having given Professor Immroth enough pats on the back for his
achievements to date to make him duck when he seesme, I am personally grateful that my fellow librarians have taken over the job. No one
has worked more diligently than he, and what can be more gratifying
than to find my fellow professionals agreeing that no one deserves the
encouragement that the award means more than Professor Immroth
does at this time? For if the award is to tre meaningful, it is a signpost
toward the state of intellectual exchange, that makes all librarians a
community of scholars serving the whole community of man. After my
fifth, but I hope not last, trip around the world, going so far west that
I would have come back to Horace Greeley without turning around if
he had sent me, it is a kind of solemn joy to find American librarianship still on the move, still a youthful profession regardless of the age
of its practitioners, still independent, and still honoring the men who
help us most.
For Professor Immroth's adviser is a librarian engaged in education
because that's where he seems happiest. He benefited at close range
from the power and fearlessnessof Professor Immroth's mind. It means
much when an adviser can say that his own horizons have expanded,
hls knowledge has increased, let us hope, and though he thought he
could not cherish his work more, Professor Immroth demonstrated
how. In a rather slow-growing treatise on library education, I explain
that the doctoral candidate must go to the brink of presenr knowledge
and face the blackness of ignorance all alone. There he feels a kind of
fearfulness and despair that is hard to describe. The adviser stands
back, safely secure in his well-trod rut of tested conclusions and, if he
is wise, simply makes it impossible for his advisee to rurn back and
take shelter in the rut. A splendid studenr will take the adviser out of
the rut and bring him to the fearful brink of "whatever is, is unknown."
This tribute could have been subtitled, Family Man, or Concerned Citizen, or even despite his preference, Librarian, but primarily
it is as educator that John Phillip Immroth has made an enduring
mark on our profession. fle is helping us to lead ourselves out of our
stagnation to the point where we can think, as Ouspensky advises, "in
new categories." We may find that he has gone on ahead, but then he
shares "lovely li.qht."

.
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Henriefte D. Avram
JosnrnrNn S. Pursrrrn
Becher b Hayes,Inc.
Bethesda, Mar"gland
The Margaret Mann Citation in Cataloging and Classification is awarded in 1971 to
Henriette D. Attrarn for her contributions
to the deuelopnxent and promotion of a
stand,ard, lmmat for bibliographic record.s in machi.ne-readable form. She has playeil
a maior role in translating the pattems ond techniques of the cataloging process,
coordinating MARC and RECON lormat and sertices, introd,ucing and explaining
the sjstems, and working touard. national and internati.onal standards f or ilata
elements. Inncuator, enthusiastic teacher, and lucid, writer, she has led, the uay i,nto
the Iuture of efiectiae bibliographic control.

Henriette D. Avram, right, accepts the Margaret Mann Citation from
Annette L. Phinazee, member of the Marg"aret Mann Committee.

Mrs.

rf1HIS IS THE FIRST YEAR in which the Margaret Mann Citatiorr
I has been awarded to a person whose profession is not primarily'
that of librarian. "There's nothing worse than a convert" was the rejoiner of William J. Welsh, Chief of the Library of Congress (LC)
Volume 15,Number 4, FaIl 1971
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Processing Department, to a now forgotten comment on some bibliographic nicety by Mrs. Avram before the RECON Advisory Committee
in 1969. The library profession can be proud of its librarian by conversion and proud of its own ability to look beyond the confines of
traditional librarianship to honor one of the most enthusiastic librarians o[ us all.
Mrs. Avram came to LC in 1965. Her previous experience as systems analyst with the National Security Agency, American Research
Bureau, and Datatrol Corporation included: (l) the design and implementation of a real-time multicomputer system using a network of
small-scale general purpose computers geographically separated and
interconnected by several data transmission lines; (2) the design and
programming of a model of the ASTIA information retrieval system,
now known as the Defense Documentation Center; (3) the programming of the first alphanumeric sort-merge program for a digital computer (IBM 701); (4) the design of a system to perform statistical
analyses on data signals from electronic devices hooked to television
sets for the purpose of marketing analysis. Given the responsibility for
Datatrol's corporate library, she was taught the elements of cataloging
by another nonlibrarian. Mrs. Avram approached the task with characteristic thoroughness by buying and studying Tauber's Technical
Seruicesin Libraries.
Mrs. Avram's response to her appointment to the LC Of6ce of the
Information Systems Specialist (later Information Systems Office) was
total immersion in the problem. She studied cataloging, read, asked questions, and worked over every problem with key members of a superb
staff that consists of librarians and systems analysts in an approximate
one-to-oneratio.
Mrs. Avram's achievements and her personality are so inseparable
that it is unthinkable to recount the one without describing'the other.
But, like an immobile photograph of a mobile face, much will be
missed in any attempt to capture in words the essenceof her personality.
To the many thousands here and abroad who have heard her lecture or speak, or who have worked with her in committee, her petite,
smartly dressed figure, close-coified gray hair, and ultra New York ac'
cent are already familiar.
She pursues her work and play with equal vigor and disregard
for the normal limits of time and energy. While customarily working
late into the evening, she nevertheless finds time to indulge her love
of dancing, music, and the theater. She loves to travel, and manages to
see and do everything wherever she goes. Atlantic City ALA saw her
discotheque dancing. Hawaii saw her swimming on Waikiki Beach at
midnight. After a day's work at LC and an overnight flight to Europe,
she spends the whole day sightseeing-a seventy-two-hour marathon.
Everywhere she collects people. Parties just come naturally.

.
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She tackles projects with the philosophy, "ff it can't be done, we'll
do it anyhow" and "We are going forward," but insists on approaching
all problems from the bottom up, recognizing that the details must tre
resolved before broad concepts can be made to work. Characteristically,
she says yes to all demands on her time, energy, and concern. She inspires drive, creativity, and dedication in hel fellow workers. Whatevr:r
the demands upon her heavily committed staff, each individual tak,:s
solace in the knowledge that the boss is working right along with hirn
all the way. She delegates responsibility broadly and gives full credit
to her associates.While confident in many instances that her way is ttre
right way, she is never afraid to say "I don't knolv" and to ask for and
listen to the opinions of others. Nor is the easy way out her way,
whenever an extra effort will better serve the interests of the user.
A tough fighter for what she believes is right, she has little tllerance for decisions based on political srounds. Working herself at top
speed, she is sometimes impatient at the slowness with which people
and libraries often move.
Likewise characteristic of her work and private life is a warm, sensitive caring for and dependence upon other people. This facet of h,er
character is mirrored by the devotion of her stafi, friends, and family.
Her husband Herbert, and her three children-Lloyd,
Marcie, arrd
Jay-all deserve special mention for the strong support they have given
to her demanding career.
Mrs. Avram's first assignment at LC was an in-depth analysis ,of
cataloging data from the point of view of requirements for manipulation by computer. The result of the study was a report, A Proposed
Forrtat for a Standardized Machine-Readable Catalog Record (1965),
enumerating the problems and proposing a machine format structure
flexible enough to serve a number of purposes.
The report and subsequent deliberations led to the MARC Pilot
Project, designed to test the feasibility and utility of converting cal.aloging data to machine-readable form at a central source for distribution to the library community. The pilot project resulted in a revisr:d
MARC format and character set, and the MARC Distribution Servi<;e.
Mrs. Avram directed both the Pilot Project and the Distribution Service first as Assistant Coordinator of Information Systems and, since
1970, as Chief of the MARC Development Office of the Processing Drepartment.
The irnpetus given to standardization is doubtless the most irrr:portant result of the MARC project. The MARC format is at once a
structure for the communication of all types of bibliographic records
on magnetic tape and a system of content designation to permit rrrachine identification of the elements of specific types of bibliograptLic
records. The MARC format structure has become the USA standard
format for bibliographic information interchange on magnetic tape. Mrs.
Avram has played a major role in the adoption of the USA standard
format through chairmanship of the American National Standards InVolume 15, Number 4, FaIl 197I
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stitute (ANSI) 239 Subcommittee SC/Z on Machine Input Records.
The International Standards Organisation (ISO) Technical Committee TC/46 Working Group 4 (Automation in Documentation), of
which Mrs. Avram is a member, is now considering the same format for
an international standard.
The MARC staff continues its efforts to develop the content designation for the various forms of bibliographic materials and to distribute these various formats and related materials to the library
community as a whole. MARC formats for books, serials, films, and
maps are already published. Formats for manuscripts and sound recordings are in preparadon. Subject to availability of funding, expansion of the distribuiion service to include records for motion pictures
and filmstrips and subsequently, records for items in other languages, is

Task Force.
Mrs. Avram conceived the idea of the MARC Institutes and was
Iargely responsible for their content. Jointly sponsored by LC and the
Information Science and Automation Division (ISAD) of the American

students. Mrs. Awam, as well as her stafi, has also spent vast amounts
of time and effort explaining MARC to visitors and in answering
correspondence from all over the world.
The published documentation of the MARC, RECON, and other
LC aut&nation activities has been remarkable for its quantity and
its forthrightness. Her bibliography of twenty-eight reports or articles
(as of June l97l) does not inilude internal LC reports. She writes
with both lucidity and candor. In addition to her own publications,
she has inspired many publications try others.
Ohio
Mrs. Avram serveJ in an advisory capacity to NELINET,
College Library Center, and Stanford University Libraries' BALLOTS
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Project. She is a member of the Board of Editors for the Journal of
Library Automation.
In addition to her work on behalf of international acceptance of
the standard format, she is a member of the Working Party on Standard Bibliographic Description of the IFLA International Meeting of
Cataloging Experts.
She is a member of ISAD, Resources and Technical Services Division of ALA, American Society for Information Science, and Association for Computing Machinery.
She is the recipient of a Special Citation from ISAD and of the Library of Congress Superior Service Award; she is also a nominee for
the Federal Woman's Award.
The growing acceptance of the MARC format structure, and, to
a lesser degree, of the MARC content designation scheme in the U.S.
and in foreign countries is tribute not only to the format design itself
but also to Mrs. Avram's extensive and intensive efforts toward its acceptance as a national and international standard. While much remains
to be accomplished, the all-important groundwork for a national network and for strengthening worldwide bibliographic interchange has
been laid by Mrs. Avram and the MARC program she developed.
Her present position as Chief of the MARC Development Office of
the Processing Department carries with it the responsibility for the
automation of the entire technical processing continuum at LC. This
is an awesome responsibility. LC, as well as the entire library community, may count itself fortunate to have so much of its future entrusted to a person who has demonstrated administrative, technical,
and bibliographic competence to research, design, and implement the
required systems and the talent to share the results through teaching and publication. It is almost too good to be true that, in addition,
libraries and librarians have found in Henriette Avram both a true
friend and a captivating personality.
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Resourcesand TechnicalServices
Division:Annual Reporfs,

leTOlen
Presidenfs

Report
C. Donero Coor, President

The Resources and Technical Services Division, again in 1970/71, was the
largest type-of-activity division in the American Library Association. With a
membership of 8,331 on May 31, this represented an increase of 16l members
over the preceding year. Sheer size alone, however, is obviously no criterion for
the usefulness of a division, and the activities described in the following paragraphs illustrate the current interests and concerns of this unit of the Association.
The journal Library Resources dt Technical Seruicesremains one of the major efforts to present to membership the best thinking and the most useful projects in this area of librarianship. On June 30, Paul S. Dunkin resigned as second
editor of the journal, following an impressive professional career and a highly
valued term during which he continuously enhanced the quality of the periodical. Membership and the profession are greatly in his debt, Professor D'unkin
is being succeeded by Robert Wedgeworth, Jr., who has been assistant to the editor, and under whom the journal may be expected to maintain the standards
which have come to be expected. ZR?S has, thus far, succeeded in continuing
successfully despite the budgetary restraints felt by ALA generally, but RTSD
was unable to launch a membership newsletter, as had been hoped.
At the ALA Dallas conference, the division presented a major program on
library networks outside the United States, with J. Gty Sylvestre describing the
developments in Canada and Maurice B. Line discussing those in England. The
program was cosponsored by the Information Science and Automation Division
and the International Relations Round Table.
The division's annual Esther J. Piercy Award, given to "a younger librarian
of outstanding promise," was presented this year to J. Phillip Immroth of the
Graduate School of Library and Information
Sciences, University of Pittsburgh.
The major activities of the division's committees are as follows.
The Book Catalogs Committee prepared a listing of book form catalogs
which was published in the Summer 1970 issue of LRTS, and has been working
on a statement of the considerations applicable to the formulation, production,
and issuance of book catalogs. An exhibit of representative book catalogs was
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presented at the ALA conference in Dallas.
The Bylaws Committee prepared amendments to the bylaws of two sections
(Acquisitions Section and Reproduction of Library Materials Section) to Provide for discussion groups in these specialties. The committee also prepared
draft bylaws for the use of ttre Organization Committee and the RTSD Board
in their consideration of the possibility of establishing a division office of second vice-president.
The Centralized Processing Committee prepared a directory of centralized
ptocessing centers which was published in the Summer 1970 issue of IRTS. At
the ALA Dallas conference, the committee was cosponsor with ISAD of a program on the use of MARC. Currently, the committee is considering its charge
for further activity, with the thought that emphasis should be placed on Processing in relation to library networks.
An ad hoc Commercial Processing Committee was established during the past
year to assist the division and the membership in meeting problems arising from
the rapidly increasing use of this form of technical services.
The International Relations Committee (a subcommittee of the ALA International Relations Committee) was represented at the 1970 IFLA Conference
in Moscow, and has emphasized the need to coordinate all efiorts in the field of
international standardization of bibliographical description and cataloging
rules. The committee has continued its consideration of tJre need for translation
of English technical services texts into other languages, and an article on this
topic is anticipated in a forthcoming issue of the UNESCO Bulletin for Li'
braries.
The Organization Committee prepared recommendations, all of which were
approved by the RTSD Board, on the following matters: (l) Dissolution of the
Directory of On-Going Book Catalogs Subcommittee of the Book Catalogs ComInterdivisional Committee
mittee, the Newsletter Committee, the RTSD/ISAD
on a [Jniversal Numbering System for Library Materials, and the Subcommittee
to Draft a Study Proposal on State and Federal Documents of the RSD/RTSD
Interdivisional Committee on Public Documents; (2) change of name of the
RTSD Program Evaluation and Budget Committee to RTSD Committee on Progtam Evaluation and Support; (3) revised function statements for the AAP/
RTSD Joint Committee and for four committees of the Acquisitions Section,
Interdivisional Comand new f,unction statements for the ISAD/RSD/RTSD
mittee on Bibliographic fnformarion in Machine-Readable Form and for the
RSD/RTSD Interdivisional Committee on Public Documents, Census Bureau
Advisory Committee. The committee considered establishment of an office of
second vice-president, in order to distribute responsibilities of officers more
equitably, but after Board discussion, the proposal was dropped.
The Preservation of Library Materials Committee devoted its eftort to the
consideration of various alternatives for the PreParation of a library binding
manual.
The Resources Committee's Subcommittee on Micropublishing Projects has
been active in sevetal aspects of the tec-hnical evaluation and bibliographical
control of micropublications, and is cooperating in the consideration of the
Government Printing Office proposal to issue government publications in microform.
The Technical Services Costs Committee has been working with the Library
Technology Program in the development of a study on standard times for technical processing tasks, and is considering ways in which a clearinghouse might be
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established for documentation on standard times and costs and in-house library
cost studies.
The division's four discussion groups of technical services administrators
from various sizes and types of libraries have continued to meet informally at
ALA conferences for discussion of problems of immediate concern.
RTSD is cooperating with RSD and ISAD in esrablishing a group to review
and recommend action on standards for the representation in machine-readable
form of bibliographical information, wirh a view to encouraging rhe development of standards which would make possible the effective exchange of machine-readable bibliogaphic data. The division is continuing its joint efiorts
with RSD in the field of public documenrs through considerarion of a research
study in government publications, problems of depository libraries, issuance of
government publications in microform, and cooperation with the Census BuOutside the ALA, RTSD has maintained its important representation on
Committee 239 of tt.e American National Standards Institute in matters relating
to the technical services; these may be lound reporred in the publication Nazus
About 239. Work with the Association of American Publishers has centered
around the plans for cataloging-in-publication,
srandard book numbers, and
planning for an acquisitions preconference institute for the 1972 Chicago conference. Liaison has been aontinued with the Technical services Section of tho
Canadian Library Association. Through its representative, the division has also
been working closely with the United States Book Exchange.
Much of the work of the division is, of course, carried out by its four sections and the Council of Regional Groups, reports from each of which are submitted separately.
Neither the presiding officer of RTSD, nor ALA divisional officers can complete a term of office with satisfaction that all has been accomplished that was
needed or intended. RTSD's acrivities have been impressive, but there are two
areas in which I would like to recommend attention during the coming year.
First, although RTSD is rhe largesr type-of-activity division, it is seventh
(among nine) in the budgetary allocations for division special requests; RTSD
is fourth (among fourteen) of all ALA divisions, and is twelfth in budgetary
allocations for these same special requesrs. While the size of a division's membership may not always correspond exactly to its need for financial support, it
is obvious that RTSD cannot carry out effectively the programs its membership
desires and needs unless a more reasonable proportion of the total budget available can be allocated to it. Resources and technical services may be less spectacular than some of the issues currently before the Association, but unless a library
can oPerate efficiently "behind-the-scenes," the important social responsibilities
which fall to its charge cannot be adequately undertaken.
Second, the division, in many instances,tends to react, rather than act. There
is a need, in all units of RTSD, for more initiative and imagination and professional statesmanship. All Association activity competes wirh one's own job ar
home, but one's own job can often be facilitated when a division or one of its
units can undertake successfully a project with genuine substance.
I should like to thank all of the members of rhe division for rhe privilege
and genuine pleasure of serving as president, and my particular appreciation to
all of the officers and committee members who contributed directly to the year's
work. In turn, all of us are in continuing debt to Miss Carol Raney, executive
secretary, and to her secretary, Mrs.
Janice Adams. for the impressive assistance
and guidance they so cheerfully provide.
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Executive Secretory's Reporl
Cenor, RaNry, Executi,ae Secretary
During another year of organizational uncertainty, RTSD has continued
its important work. C. Donald Cook carried out his duties well in spite of
having become division president without the usual vice-presidential apprenticeship. Mark Gormley resigned in the fall of 1970 and Robert Sullivan
stepped in as chairman of the Reproduction of Library Materials Secrion, carried on the existing programs, and was innovadve in inaugurating new activities of the section. l\{rs. Roma Gregory, who became Acquisition Section
chairman without serving as vice-chairman, guided the section through another active year. Cataloging and Classification Section chairman, Thomas
Sullivan, helped that section carry on its important work. Serials Section
chairman, Doralyn Hickey, directed the secrion Executive Committee in a reexamination of the goals and place of the section in RTSD.
Mrs. Adams and I have continued to develop new forms and work at
streamlining the organizational mechanics of division activities. We have
responded to the constant flow of letters requesting information and assistance about activities in the division's area of concern. In the process, brief
bibliographies are being developed which can be u.sed to supplemenr individual letters.
During the year I made four trips on behalf of the division. From Seprember 27 to october 2, 1970, r attended the conference on Interlibrary Com_
munications and Information Networks at Airlie House in Virginia. The interaction of librarians, computer specialists, and communications experrs was
important. The potential for library use of cable television and various
types of cassetteswas obvious. RTSD needs to consider now what impact these
new media will have on the acquisition and organization of library materials
in general.
In Portsmouth, N.H. on October 7, 1970, I attended an Acquisirions Seminar sponsored by the Association of American Publishers and held before the
New England Library Association meeting. The small discussion groups pinpointed some of the topics which should be covered in the 1972 ALA Preconference on Acquisitions.
In Kent, Ohio on October 30, 1970, I enjoyed the hospitality of and addressed the Northern Ohio Technical Services Librarians on the subjecr of
serials. I especially value these opportunities to discuss technical services problems with librarians who have dav-to-dav contact with them.
The Government Printing Office is considering isuing
documenrs in
microform as well as hard copy. On April 28, 1971, in Washington, D.C. I had
the opportunity to attend the second of several meetings called to discuss the
implications of such a proposal on libraries and on the cornmercial firms
which are now packaging documents in microform.
IMe are all asking about RTSD's role in the ALA of tJre future. The study
of AI-A was authorized at the Dallas conference; time will tell whar this
will mean for RTSD. Acquiring and organizing materials are basic to any library and should continue to be included as priority acrivities in ALA. At the
moment RTSD concerns are not explicit in the ACONDA priorities. RTSD
officers and members need constantly to remind other ALA members that
RTSD activities are basic to other library concerns. Splintering of RTSD activities into type of library grouping could seriously hinder the progress which is
being made, particularly in the area of standardization.
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Acquisitions Section Report
Roue Gnnconv, Chairman
The past year has been one of fence-mending and continued soUd contributions by the section committees.
In recognition of the ever-present need to improve communications within
libraries, the section joined the Serials Section in presenting a Program at Dallas
meant to examine areas of misunderstanding between public and technical services. Some gtievances were aired and solutions suggested by both speakers and
the audience. all of whom indicated that at base we are all service-minded'
The Bookdealer-Library Relations Committee continued its series of meetings both at Midwinter and again in a program in Dallas aimed at codifying li
brary order procedures and dealer response in the interests of better service and
reasonable cost. The committee has in final stages a set of guidelines on the acquisition of current monographs. It is expected to be ready for publication
shortly. Also in preparation is a similar paPer on serials acquisition.
The Library Materials Price Index Committee continues its indispensable
work which results in the various published price indices. This group of devoted
and especially hard-working librarians is owed a very special thanks. Gone are
the days when we nodded wisely as we gave the indices a cursory glance. Now,
caught in the most painful kind of economic bind, we turn gratefully to these
compilations for fundamental information as we try desPerately to stretch our
budgets paper thint
The Reprinting Committee meets oftener than any other grouP in the section. Their meetings are based in New York City in order to be at the heart of
the publishing industry. The committee puts particular efiort into keeping up
with the intricacies of reprint publishing. They receive and investigate complaints about abusive or allegedly unethical reprinting Practices. They also inform librarians and publishers about mutual problems and soothe many a ruffled brow.
Seldom heard from outside the confines of executive meetings is the section's
Policy and Research Committee. In the course of examining a suggestion Produced by the Acquisitions Section P & R group, it was discovered that it had a
very vague mandate. The Executive Committee asked them to examine their
raison d'ttre and produce a dynamic function statement which would stimulate
fruitful and valuaLle section work. The result was especially commendable and
is expected to be adopted by other groups.
In Detroit, the seition's Executive Committee approved a one-year experi
rnent with junior committee appointments. Two beginning librarians were chosen for each of the standing committees except Nominating. In Dallas, this experiment was examined. Though the program was notably successful, it carried
with it unanticipated problems and expenses. The Executive Committee decided
not to formalize the practice, but to request and encourage section committee
chairmen to issue specific and general invitations to beginning librarians to attend committee meetings as contributing observers.
After reviewing again the recommendations of the late Joint Acquisitions
Section/Serials Section Committee to Revise the List of International Subscription Agents, the two sections turned over to AI-A Publishing the responsibility
of producing the next edition of International Subscription Agents. An editor
has been appointed, and it is hoped and expected that some of the agonizing de-
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lays inherent to committee work can be avoided and therelore result in quicker,
more reliable publication.
In Dallas, in a short business meeting preceding the program, the membership approved a bylaw allowing for the creation of discussion groups within the
section.
The chairman and the Executive Committee give heartfelt thanks to its hardworking committees. It is they who do the work; it is little enough but thank
them we do, again and again.

Cotologing qnd Clcssificqtion Section Reporl
Tnoues

E. Sur,r-rveN, Chairman

For the past few years many matters of vital concern to the Cataloging and
Classification Section have been gathering force, but, for one reason or another,
their arrival has been postponed. During the year 1970/71 some of these have
emerged as full-blown issues and have occupied the attention of various committees of the section. Among these issues have been nonprint media, Cataloging-in-Publication (CIP), and the internationalizing of cataloging rules.
In an organization that has been traditionally oriented toward the book, it
has taken, some would say, an unconscionably long time to provide cataloging
rules for nonprint materials. In truth, many of the emerging issues have been
under committee discussion for some time, in some instances up to several years.
For example, in January 1968 the Audiovisual Media ih Libraries Committee
(ad hoc) was established to prepare a proposal for a manual for organizing media in libraries. With the appearance of the Canadian Library Association's
Non-Book Materials in 1970, the committee endorsed this endeavor. The 1970
work, which was characterized as a "preliminary edition," is now being revised,
and the section's Executive Committee has appointed two representatives (David
G. Remington and Virginia Taylor) on behalf of ALA to the Joint Advisory
Committee on Non-Book Materials. The CLA enterprise has also been strongly
endorsed by the Cataloging of Children's Materials Committee (ad hoc) (Priscilla L. Moulton, chairman).
Media has also been one of the many concerns of the Descriptive Cataloging
Committee (Elizabeth L. Tate, chairman) . The DCC is examining the premises
on which rules for audiovisual materials are based, and the Subcommittee on
Rules for Cataloging lVlachine Readable Data Files (ad hoc) (John D. Byrum,
Jr., chairman) has been discussing principles and entry for such materials. Nonprint has also been on the mind of the Subject Analysis and Organization of Li
brary Materials Committee (Marguerite C. Soroka, chairman) . At the l\{idwinter Meeting in Los Angeles the committee devoted an evening to a discussion,
with invited guests, of the organization and control of media. Coordinating the
section's diverse interests in media is the Audiovisual Nledia in Libraries Committee (ad hoc) (David G. Remington, chairman) which keeps in touch with interested groups both within and outside ALA. Although it has been admittedly
slow in coming, an interest in media in all its aspects has permeated ALA during
the past year. A measure of the extent to which this interest has spread is pro
vided by the theme of next year's conference-Media: Man, Materials, Machine.
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Cataloging-in-Publication (CIP) has also moved closer to reality this year,
and several CCS committees have included it amon6; their concerns. In general,
the interest has been expressed by way of publicizing and endorsing the program. The section has also kept in touch with the SRRT Task Force on CIP.
Mr. William J. Welsh, director of the Processing Department at the Library of
Congress, has given generously of his time to keep several committees of the section up-to-date on CIP. (The announcement was made at Dallas that LC has received financial support to begin the program.)
The efiort to prepare ALA to play its part in internationalizing cataloging
rules has been a major task of the Descriptive Cataloging Committee. Several
proposals to change the committee's structure have been sent to RTSD's Organi
zation Committee, and ties have been strengthened with the Library Association
and the Canadian Library Association. Two special meetings were held by the
committee in March, one of which t'as attended by Joel Downing of the Li
brary Association. Under discussion at the two-day lVlarch meeting was the advisability of proposing the formation of an international group concerned with
catalog code revision. Since rules for entry in the Anglo-Ameri,can Cataloging
Rules have not yet been universally accepted, not too much could probably be
expected. Some members of the DCC felt the rules for description held the
most promise of agreement now. (It is noteworthy that the Council on Library
Resourceshas just announced a grant of $54,000 to the International Federation
of Library Associations (IFLA) for the establishment and support of a permanent secretariat for the IFLA Committee on Cataloguing during a three-year
period.) Many changeseffected within the DCC during the past year, along with
proposals still to be considered, will facilitate its participation at the international level.
The DCC, of course, has as its primary responsibility developing and maintaining t}re AACR. The amplification of rules for nonbook materials, while significant, did not occupy all of the committee's time. The committee has additions and changes of AACR under discussion at almost every meeting. Revisions,
aPart from proposals to change rule wording, are published in Cataloging Seraice (Library of Congress) . Proposals to change the wording of a rule which are
regarded as editorial will be noted for careful consideration rvhen a new edition
oI AACR is being prepared.
The processesof cataloging and classification must be kept in perspective;
they are only means by which materials are prepared for the ultimate user: the
reader. The section must keep in touch with those units, within and outside of
ALA, that have direct communication with readers. The Reference Services Division's Catalog Use Study Committee maintains such contact, and CCS has a
representative (JessicaL. Harris) on this committee. During the past year the
RSD group has proceeded with plans to study catalog use in a county library and
in a junior college library. The section also is kept apprised of the activities of
the Decimal Classification Editorial Policy Committee. The section's new representative (Clare E. Ryan), encouraged by the DCEPC, has endeavored to
strengthen the relationship, tenuous heretofore, between the two groups. To increase communication, the representative will in the future report to the section's Subject Analysis and Organization of Library Materials Committee.
The Dewey Classification was also discussedat meetings of the Cataloging of
Children's Materials Committee (ad hoc). The classification of "E" books, fairy
tales, and possible relocating of t}:'e 372's were prominent topics. A pr,ocedure is
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to be determined by rrhich questions relating to children's materials and the
Dewey Classification can be discussed by rhe l,ibrary of Congress and the committee. Views on LC's classification of materials for young readers were also exchanged by the Cataloging of Children's Materials Committee. A list of about
70 "8" titles was circularized among committee members and consultants with
instructions to mark those titles that might be better classifiedas nonfiction.
Mention was made earlier nf efforts by IvIr. Welsh to keep the section informed on CIP. This is only one of rnany aspectsof exchange between LC and
CCS. Liaison representatives from LC have been serving on several committees
in the section, and during the past year one has been added in the person of

The ability of the Nominating Committee to persuade good candidates to accept nominations is critical to its success.The slate of candidates chosen by the

sharp lines of demarcation enabling one to say, for example, that catalogingin-publication, or rules for handling nonprint, not to mention the universal acceptance of cataloging rules, took place in a given year. All of these have hdd
their origins in a near or remote past and will come to fruition in a near or
more distant future; but during 1970/71, with forces interacting both within
and outside ALA, pro.qress,however imperceptible, has been made. For their part
in this progress, the chairrnan expresses his thanks to members of the Executive
Committee, committee chairmen and members, sectional representatives, and, in
particular, to Carol Raney.

Reproduction of Librory Mqteriqls Section Report
Robert

C. Sulliaan, Chairman

RLMS had a busy year with significanr accomplishmenrs. Perhaps the mosr
important milestone was the establishment of a RLMS Discussion Group. The
purpose of this group is to provide an informal forrm for the discussion of
problems, trends, and developments and to allow an exchange of information
and views about library microforms. No longer should any RTSD, RLMS member attend an ALA conference without being able to discuss matters of particular interest with fellow members and secure valuable information and
guidance. The establishment of this group is the result of a recommendation
by the RLMS Policy and Research Committee.
Another recommendation of the RLMS P & R Committee was implemented
by the establishment of ANSI Committee Z-3g, Subcommittee 38, to develop
standards for bibliographic entries for microfiche readers and roll microfilm
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containers. Joseph Howard of the Library of Congress has been named chairman of this committee. Also, Josh smith, associate director of ERIC/CLIS
met with the RLMS P & R Committee at Midwinter to discuss how ASIS could
assist RLMS by promoting and publishing bibliographies and research IePoIts
on library microforms.
The RLMS ad hoc Committee ro revise the ALA Photoduplication order
Form has submitted a draft which subsquently was approved at the Dallas conference. Two RLMS ad hoc Committeei have been converted to subcommittees
of the LTP Advisory Committee. These subcommittees are to design publications on the organization and administration of a library photoduplication
Iaboratory and a microtext reading room, resPectively. William R. Hawken
has already been commissioned by LTP to draft the manual on the otganiza'
tion and administration of a library photoduplication laboratory. The second
subcommittee has developed an outline and is seeking an author. These two
publications give promise to be of substantial reference value. The activity and
accomplishment of these two committees alone aug'ufs well for the vitality of
the section.
correspondence also has been conducted with LTP, various commercial
concerns, and a consultant regarding the sponsorship of a library microform
seminar to educate librarians in this area. An outline of a program has been
designed, potential speakers identified, and a proposal is being circulated for
approval by other units of AI-A.
The RLMS Telefacsimile Committee sPonsored the program meeting in
Dallas and it is planned that the papers presented at this meeting will be
published in ZRTS.
The chairman of RLMS represenred ALA at the two Micropublishing conferences held at the Government Printing Oflfrce in February and April 1971
and has filed a preliminary position paper on behalf of ALA. Additional comments by all AI-A units interested, to be forwarded to the Public Printer, are
being solicited.
Correspondence has been exchanged with the chairman of che Standards
Board of the National Microfilm Association regarding NMA's desire to cosponsor with ALA the ANSI Committee PH5 on documentary reproduction.
RLMS has declined this offer thus far and is soliciting its membership for. suggestions for additional microform standards needed.
Ladd Sajor of the NYPL accePted the appointment as the RLMS representative to, and secretary of, ANSI Committee PH5. Robert Krupp, also of
NYPL, has agreed to serve as the alternate ALA representative to this standards
grouP.
Authorization ro form an ad hoc Cornputer Output Microfilm Committee
is being sought.
The RLMS chairman has corresponded with the editor oI Information and
Records Management magazine and with the director of the Catholic University
Department of Library Science to promote a survey of what is being taught in
library schools and in colleges and universities in this country relating to li
brary microforms.
The ZftTS assistant editor for RLMS has secured another author for the annual review article for l97l; has a promise of an article evaluating the subject
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-content of the EB and NCR UMF
projects; has secured an arricle on the relefacsimile network at Penn state university Libraries which was published in
the spring l97l (15:2) issue; has secured two pertinenr book reviews that will
be published shortly; and has promises of drafts of two arricles on different
versions of "bibliographer's cameras."
The interest, cooperation, and hard work of the RLMS membership is mosr
impressive and encouraging.

SericrlsSection Report
Dorer,yn J. Hrcrav, Chairman
In the (hopefully) true spitit of rhe ACONDA and ANACONDA
discussions of the American Library Association, the officers of the serials section of
RTSD attempted this year to discern the raison d'itre of the secrion and to
analyze the problems which officers, committee chairmen, and committee members encounter in trying to plan and carry our a program which is meaningful
to the section's membership. This report will summarize sorne of the resulti of
that effort.
At the outset, it must be recognized that the members of the Serials Section

Executive (eight members, including the RTSD Executive secretary, ex officio);
conference Program (three members: chairman, vice-chairman, and executive
secretary); Policy and Research (six members); Duplicates Exchange union
(increased this year from three to five members) ; and Nominating (three members) . In addition, the section designates a representarive to the joint committee on the union List of serials-a commirtee which has been inactive for the
past two years and expects to be dissolved in the near future. of these committees, the Executive and the Policy and Research units define the policy and the
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program of the section. A majority of the Executive Committee is elected by the
i".tion members; Policy and Research Committee members are appointed, with
the approval of the Executive Committee.
In general, committees meet only d.uring the Midwinter Meeting and Annual
Conferince. If members are unable to attend these conferences-as is increasingly the case with reduced travel budgets in effect-the work must be carried on
without them. New committee members are normally appointed by the vicechairman (chairman-elect) during the spring or early summer before he assumes
the chairmanship of the section. In so doing, he labors under several handicaps:
securing utr up-to-d"te membership list is particularly difficult when rnembership
renewals are still coming in, as they ar.e in the spring; finding out details about

confirmed, the year of service may be almost half gone.
The routines of hearing committee feports and attemPting to act in significant and realistic ways upon the recommendations Presented by the various committee chairmen fill the conference time of the Executive Committee. Between
conferences, members are busy with their separate job responsibilities and find
that written communication becomes tedious. Complicated questions relating to
division or section policy must often be deferred until midwinter or summer;

tee for action. The Executive Committee may ignore the recommendations, alter
them, or return them to PRC for further consideration; or it may accePt the
recommendations and implement them. During 1970171,the section's Executive
Committee approved the treation of two ad hoc committees, as Iecommended by
PRC. One of these committees had been in the "creation" stage for two years;
but when it was forwarded to the RTSD Board of Directors for acceptance, the
committee was temporarily disapproved, pending the developments frorn .similar
work being underttken by another ALA division. The second committee, one to
"Study Manually-IVlaintained Serials Records," was aPProved by the RTSD
Board; three members are being appointed by the new Serials Section chairman,
Edmund Ffamann.
At rhe l97l Nlidwinter lVleeting, and again at the l97l Annual Conference,
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ably, no consensus emerged from these discussions. It became clear, however,

by means of a poll of the RTSD membership, the opinion of the members concerning the desired future organizational structure of the Division. Particular
attention might be given to such alternatives as conrinuing the Division in its
Present form, subdividing and affiliating with one or more type-of-library
gloups in ALA, or organizing itself as a separate body, possibly in federation
with ALA."

Regionol Groups Report
Meunrcu E. Lnrrnnnr,

Chairman

puter Arrives." At a second meeting, Ernest Toy, college Librarian, california
state college at Fullerton, spoke on "The Rotation of Department Heads Via
the Democratic Process." In the spring a two-day meering wui held at the university of california Residential conference cenier at Like Arrowhead. Edward
J. Kazlaushas, Assistant Professor, university of southern california Library
school' addressed the group and gave an overview on "Trends in professionai
Education for Technical Processing," while Mrs. Mary Denure, consurtant in
Public-service occupations, california community coireges, presented a paper
on "Education and Use of Library Technicians in Technical processing.;' bn
the second day Tom Risner, Director, National Information Center for Educa_
tional Materials, university of southern calitornia; caroline sahab-Ettada of
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Departments." The panel consisted of Jack Fistrman, Assistant Director, Woodbridge Public Library; Mrs. Mary Hellman, Coordinator of Reference Sewices
and Assistant Professor of Library Science, Montclair State College; Mrs. Flora
Ingalls, Director, Middlesex Public Library; and David Lance, Assistant Direc-

Players, discussed "Theater and Other Special Materials"; Donald Wiest from
Eastman Kodak, talked on "Film"; and Mrs. Marie T. Capps, Maps and Manuscript Librarian of the United States Military Academy, addressed the topic of
..Maps."
The final speaker of the day was Jesse H. Shera, Visiting Professor,
Graduate School of Library Science, University of Texas, whose talk was en-

..The
order To's Talk with the order From's." The panel, moderated by Mrs.
Frances A. Krieger, Clerk-Treasurer, Akron Public Library, consisted of James
Thompson, Vice-President, Baker and Taylor Company; Earl W. Cornwall, Sales
Repreientative, The Macmillan Company; Mrs. Hetty Smith, Head, Ordering
Division, Cuyahoga County Pubtic Library; and L. Ronald Frommeyer, Assistant

Jordan, Director

.
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services Librarians with a membership of sixty-nine held its spring meering in
joint session wirh the Tennessee chapter, Reierence services bi riiioo
of ALA
in Gatlinburg, Tennessee. Mrs. Marion D. sandifer inrroduced the members of

Decimq.lclqssificotion Ediroriol policy commiftee R.eport
Cr-eru E. RvaN, CCS Representatiue
The Decimal classificarion Editorial policy commitree mer twice during
1970/7r. Minures of both meetings have been distributed to all parries concerned.

The move of the office of Forest press from Lake placid to Albanv was felt
to be a noteworthy- srep inasmuch as it makes rhe press more accLssible to
members of the profession and provides research faciliiies for the executive director.and his_newly appointed assisrant. A highlight of the meeting was a dinner with Dr. Godlrey Dewey as special guest. Dr. De*ey gave a shor-t talk citing
some of the more notable accomplishments of his father. These personal mem-
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ories of Melvil Dewey made the evening particularly delightful. The committee
recommended the acceptance of the schedule for the 340 Law. There was some
diScussion concerning material for the front matter for Edition 18. It was
hoped that it could be printed for separate sale. A recommendation was made
that such front matter as might be of value in teaching situations be isued for
separate sale. In the disiussion of Abridged 10, it was pointed out that the chief
difierences from Abridged 9 are shortened numbers and fewer relocations. The
committee was unanimous in its desire to see an issue of DCdt published in the
near future. Since this publication is the link between Dewey and the user, its
primary function is to keep the Dewey "public" informed. There was a brief
discussion about what schedules should be chosen for phoenixing in Edition 19.
Those thought to be likely are 329, 560,580, 590, and 780.
Meeting No. 65 was held at the Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. on
March 3-4, 1971.The directors of Forest Presshad agreed that Edition 18 should
be published in three volumes. Discussion followed on how the volumes should
be split. Announcement was made of the engagement of a consultant, Mr. Ed'
win Colburn, for final review of Abridged 10. The Press had given considerable
attention to the possibility of use of computeis in the production of Edition 18.
Ffowever, it was felt that more lead time was needed to do this successfully.
Since they did not wish to delay publication any further it was decided to postpone a computerization until Edition 19. It was reported that an issue of DCdr
is ready to be published. It was felt that it would take at least a year after publication before any worthwhile reactions to Edition 18 could be secured and
measured. These would afiect the time period between Edition 18 and Edition
19. Since the committee is between edidons it felt the time was right to have a
manual of codified decisions to guide the preparation of editions. Mr. Custer
will prepare this manual for review by the committee. Another item of concern
to be investigated is the relationship of the ALA delegate to that body. There
does not appear to have ever been any formal framework within which the delegate can work. The delegate was instructed to make inquiry concerning this
problem.

ZR7-S EDITORIAL

CHANGES

At the 1971 Annual Conference of the American Library Association the
Board of Directors of RTSD appointed Robert Wedgeworth, Assistant Profes.
State University of New Jersey, to succeed Dr. Paul S. Dunsor, Rutgers-The
kin as editor of LRTS.
As of the fall issue, 1971, the duties of the assistant to the editor, forrnerly
handled by the new editor, will be assumed by John D. Byrum, Jr., Head of the
Catalogue Division, Princeton University.
Also beginning with the fall issue, the editorial adviser for Regional Groups
will be Carol F. Ishimoto, cataloger reviser, Harvard College Library. She replaces Maurice E. Lapierre.
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IN THE MAIL:

IN

THE MAIL:

THE DICTIONARY

SUPERINV-ENDENT
CLASSIFICAT'ION

CATAL}G

OF D}CUMENTS

simmons further weakens his argument when he admits that, "the intention of Superintendent of Documents classification is to corr{orm to the struc-

an across-tJre--boardpolicy to reclassify every time there is a change in superintendent of Documents classification. should president Nixon'J recommendations concerning the reorganization of the executive branch be carried.
out, the burden of such a policy on the resources of the library would be horrendous.

fairly easy, uncomplicated accessto the documents he desired.
Simmons's arguments, shot full of contradictions, are not convincing. Lack
^
-any
of any time-cost
li-analyses or esdmates renders the article useless for
brarian who still has to make the decision as ro how to treat changes in ciassification by the superintendent
of Documents.-Irene
schubeit,
ass*tant
Reference Librarian, Uniaersity of Toledo Libraries, Toledo, Ohi,o,
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IN THE MAIL: MORE ON THE MICROGRAPHIC
CATALOG RET RIEV AL SYSTEM

know, has been tried and rejected by a number of libraries.
I feel you have an obligation to your readers to Present another side of the
picture, so rarher than cornrnent point by point on disagreeing liews, or on uniubstantiated references to such factors as "cut down on searching time" and
"savings in cost and time," I would like to note briefly some of the_reasons for
rejecdon of the Information Dynamics System. It should be noted that I am
diawing mostly on my memory of the rrial of the IDC system at the University
of Florida. I was in charge of Technical Services at that time and was directly
responsible for the careful evaluation of the system.
Because I was directly involved with the trial evaluation and subsequent rejection of the system at the University of Florida, and later as an innocent byitander during the same sequence of events at Columbia University, I was interested in the fact that Ready merely noted that the system had been installed in

number of rejections.

eration coPy.

Corporation. Even then, quality of the final card was only Passable.
To accurately compute the cost, the pricing should be made very clear. The
rental cost of the service is $5,300 per year. You do not buy the fiche, you only
rent them. The retrospective frche for the previous four or five years (19581962) which were indicated as being "soon available" have been on a "soon
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available" status for several years, and my undersranding was that they would

Incidentally, you rhen face the options of having rhe cataloger add the call
number to copy made by the reader-printer, which some catalogers found disagreeable, or Xerox the reader-printer copy, add the call number, and then
Xerox the previously Xeroxed copy for the number of catalog cards needed. of
course, Xeroxing from a previously Xeroxed card adds another step and gives
even poorer registration.
Microfiche made from LC depository proof sheets and Title II cards was

so some comparisons could be made, at Florida the Title II cards had been used,

Microfiche," (Special Libraries, Sept. lg70, p.afZ-Of;, Dag-nese.ornpu..d several
similar systems with IDc. He noted that the legibility quality of the fiche from
IDC was "fair." He also noted that the size oi' the b,,x8,, fiche does nor meer
present standards as specified in the latest ANSI, COSATI, Military, or N1\4A
standards. His article should be studied weII before deciding on any microfiche
system.

on roll-film and cassetresto be used with a powered reader. This film is indexed
by the "blip" sequence and, besides being-easier and faster ro use, wjll avoid
problems with smudged film and cut fingers from handling the fiche.-/ohn
G.
Yeenstra, Doctoral Candidate, Columbia (Jniaersit"t,New yorh.
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GRANT ENABLING IFLA TO ESTABLISH A PERMANENT
SECRETARI AT FO R CATALO GIN G A C'TIVITIES
A grant of $54,000 to the International Federation of Library Associations
for the establishment and support of a permanent -secretariat for the
[FLA)
IFI-A Committee on Cataloguing during a three-year period has been rePolted by the Council on Library Resources. The secretariat will initially be located in quarters made available by the British Museum.
The activities of the IFLA Committee on Cataloguing in the past decade
have resulted in valuable contributions toward the international standardiza-

equally
signifi cant eftect.
The n--ewpermanent secretariat will serve as the center for the interna'
tional coordination and standardization of cataloging rules and practices. It
will assist in the establishment of an international system for the exchangd of
by providing needed liaison between sections
information
bibliographical
and c6mmittees which deal wiih the same problems from difiering points of
view. The secretariat is also expected to be influential in the reduction of overprojects with their consequent waste of effort.
lapping
itt iAaitio.r to providing liaison and coordination among cataloging and
bibliographical organizations, the secretariat will:
collect- and disseminate pertinent information;
provide services to woiking grouPs and individuals engaged in particular
cataloging projects;
promota piojects relating to the international standardization of cataloging and bibliographical practices;
undertake editorial and publishing activities; and
produce
^General a regular information bulletin.
policy tor the secretariat will be under the direction of a steering
committee appointed by the IFLA Executive Board, chaired by A. H. Chaplin, chairmai'of the IFLA Committee on Cataloguing. Executive responsibility will be in the hands of the secretary of the same IFLA Committeg Mrs.
Dorothv Anderson.
It ii expected that ar rhe end of the Council's three-year Sfant _the secretariat's activities will have developed to the point that income from the sale of
publications and other sources will provide for its continuing existence.

-1s71'*'*^
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Libraries, subscriptions agencies, and other organizations concerned with
information handling will benefit from the new American National Standard
Identification Number for Serial Publications, 229.9-197l.
The new standard, just published by ANSI, sets uP a concise, unique, and
newspaPers, rePorts,
unambiguous code for identifying serials-periodicals,
yearbooks, journals, proceedings, transactions, etc.
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The- standard specifies that one, eight-digit code number be assigned permanently to each serial. It also recognizes that the assignment of code numbers
should be administered by a central aurhority. The Library of congress has
agreed to undertake this responsibility, subject to rhe availability of the necessary funds.
American National standard z3g.g-lg7l defines a serial, specifies the code's
format and characreristics, and sripulates how it should be applied. rt is available from ANSI at 92.25 per copy.
Preparation of the new standard was the responsibility of subcommittee
_
20 of American National standards committee 239, standardization in the
Field of Library work, Documenration, and Related publishing practices.

*THE ENTRY-WORD
IN
INDONESIAN NAMES AND TITLES"
inadvertently wrote the following in my article (Summer 1971, p.396):
.__I
"The Berita Nasional Indonesia is the narional bibliography for Indonesia-."
This should correctly read: "The Bibliografi Nasioial-Ind,onesia is rhe national bibliography for Indonesia."
r hope by this sratement the error will stand cortected,.-zubaid,ah Isa, Doctoral candidate, Graduate Library school, Indiana tlniuersity, Bloomington.

MANN

AND PIERCY AWARD

NOMINATIONS

SOAGHT

piercy
Nominations for the 1972 Matgaret Mann citation and the Esther
J.
Award are invited from all readers of zR?s. please do not hesitate to repear
nominations of names formerly submitted, Nominations should. be sent by December 15, 1971, ro the chairman of the appropriate award commirtee.
Margaret Mann Citation: Miss Emilie V. Wiggins, National Library of Medi
cine, 8600 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20014.
Esther J. Piercy Award: Mrs. Roma Gregory, University of Rochester Library, River Campus Station, Rochesrer, Ny l462i.
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REVIEWS
ference between MARC I and MARC
II, and MARC I was even written
ofi as a failure by some sPeakerst
Actually, the body of information
(the content of the card) has been
the same in both programs, but the
means of getting at it have been
greatly improved in MARC II. It is
interesting that the means involved
in obtaining accessibility to the record should have obscured the likeness of its content to sudr a degree.
The BNB spokesmen found it
necessary to emPhasize that u.K'
MARC, like MARC II, is a communications format, a machine-readable
It is always interesting to look at
bibliographic record. At first, it seems,
a program through someone else's all that people could see in it was a
means of providing cataloging copy.
eyes. In this case, the progtam is the
C. D. Batty's Presentation indicated
Library of Congress' MARC I and
what other things have been done
MARC ll-machine-readable
catalogwith MARC I. At that time the uses
ing-as seen through British eyes and
of MARC I developed at the SYraas modified in the British National
cuse University Library School were
MAR.C. The
Bibliography's U.K.
not available. With MARC II there
BNB has the obligation of providing
are more possibilities, but it is rea national bibliography and of acting
markable how difficult it is for manY
as a central cataloging agency for
librarians to see the advantages of
British books. There is no comparhaving a catalog record that is not
able American national bibliography;
the Library of Congress acts as cata- locked into a full bibliographic unit,
either on a card or on a page. The
loging agent but on a scale that is inunit card is such a familiar format
ternational in scope and which the
Shared Cataloging program ensures that it has obscured the varietY of
available for manipulainformation
will remain so. These difierent covertion.
ages necessarily afiect the content of
Aside from the differences bethe machine-readable record.
tween MARC II and U.K. MARC,
The seminar was called to explain U.K. MARC to potential users the commentary runs Pretty much
like that in American conferencesand as such it appears to have done
It is amusing to see that the "coma fair job. There was some complaint about the MARC record's con- puter types" in Britain also lecture
librarians on the necessity of decidtent format, apparently because LC
ing "what you want, and standardizcards are not u$ed widely in Britain.
ing it," just as if computing centers
Also British public libraries, as P. R.
Lewis notes, have become accustomed were so standardized that one could
take a uniform library program and
to the subject-oriented approach of
run it anywhere. The pot calls the
the BNB, though their academic li
braries, like ours, could not care less kettle black. The librarian's problem is not that he does not know
in this respect. In the seminar, unknows all right,
what he wants-he
due emphasis was placed on the difU.K. MARC Project: Proceed"ings of
the Seminar on the U.K. MARC
Proiect. Organized by the Cataloguing and, lndexing GrouP of
the Library Associ,ati,onat the Uni28-30
aersity of Southarnpton,
March 1969. Edited by A. E. Jeffreys and T. D. Wilson. Newcastleupon-Tyne, Oriel Press for the
Cataloguing and Indexing GrouP
of the Library Association, 1970.
ISBN 0-85362-086-5 (Hardcover),
viii,
0-85362-105-5 (Flexicover).
ll6p.25s.
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and with considerable international
agreement-but
that librarians
are
encouraged to think and invent. This
they do freely, with rhe result that
Iibraries develop all kinds of special
methods which are supposed ro be
more effective in reaching their paffons than any agreed-upon standard.
In [act, the setting up of a standard
is like waving a red flag before a
bull. Almost at once "better" methods begin to appear, bending, breaking, and cnrshing all standard rules,
codes, and agreements in the process.
Yet, who would dare ruthlesslv'make
demand uniform standards just to
mechanization easier when we may
be cutting ofi truly brilliant efiorrs
to render our extremely complex
bibliographic sysrem more usable for
our patrons?
The unrecognized dichortomy between two main types of users of cataloging, the librarian,user
and the
patron-user, is also a facto.r in potential utilization of MAR.C (u.y
type) . This user distinction exists
with our present card and book cataIogs, bur ro rhe detriment of the patron-user who cannot, as a mle, make
sense of all the information crowded
on the unit card type of enrry and
finds it confusing. MARC, as the
seminar spokesmen pointed out over
and over again, can give as much or
as little as any user needs. There is
no reason for being forced into taking the whole record as is now the
casewith the unir card.
The BNB's contribution, via U.K.
MARC, is on the subject analysis
side and is very impressive. The introduction of the concept-string as
part of the rotal catalog entry and
of the rotated index, machine-made
and based on the string, offers new
paths for greater service to both main
types of users. Whether the srring
can be added to input for MARC II
or not remains to be seen, partly because the addition of anything so
intellectually complex as the conceprVolume 75, Number

4, FalI 1971

string is a major cataloging decision
and partly because the methodology
for arriving at a meaningful string
has not yet been described clearly
enough to be widely copied. The results, in the form of the rotated index, look good so far, and if the
BNB experience during the next year
or two is favorable, this item may
prove so valuable that it will have to
be added to MARC ll.-Phyllis
A.
Richmond, School of Library Science,
Case Western Reserue Uniaersity,
Cleueland, Ohio.
Austin, Derek, and Butcher, Peter,
PRECIS, a Rotated Subiect Index System. London: The Council of the British National Bibliography, Ltd., 1969. 87p. Supplement. l8p. ISBN 900220-12-0.50s.
In order to begin to understand
this work, four publications should
be read first:
Aqstin, Derek. "Prospects for
a New General Classification,"
of Li,brarianship l:
lournal
149-69 (July 1969).
(2) Austin, Derek. "Development
of a New General ClassificaProgress Report,"
tion:
A
Inf ormation Scientist 3:95It5 (Nov. 1969).
(3) Classification Researdr Group.
Classification and Information
Control. London: Library Association, 1969. Library Association Pamphlet no.l.
(4) Austin, Derek. "An Information Retrieval l-anguage for
MARC,"
ASLIB Proceedings
22:48r-9r (Oct. 1970).
(l)

The PRECIS system has been developed to replace the depth indexing previously done by chain indexing in the British National Bibliography's version of the Dewey Deci
mal Classification. The Bibliography's
staff, and presumably readers, have
been used to a logical, thorough, and
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extensive index
obtained
through
manipulation of the parts of the
decimal notation
whose positional
features represented various levels of
the classification system. This could
be done with the present, standard
Dewey Classification, but it would
take so many changes that it was
preferred to develop another type of
index based on analysis of titles. Assuming that the title is descriptive of
the work, or making necessary additions where it is not, each title is
analyzed according to certain rules
which are more or less explained in
this book and its supplement. The result is a very nice index, complete
with see, see also, and- related terrns,
combining in many respects the best
from both standard subject heading
practice and thesaurus making.
In order to illustrate the process,
one example will be shown in detail. There are many difierent rules
for difierent kinds of material, so
the one chosen will be as close to the
basic standard form as possible. The
example is taken from the Supplement whic}: supersedes the main text
rn some resPects.
First the work is analyzed exactly
parts
as to subject, with implicit
made explicit.
"Subiect: Gas fired domestic heating
systems compared with oil fired
domestic heating systems."
The concepts in the subjecc are
then turned into shortened form, arranged in a preferred order and
tagged (tags in parentheses).
"Concept analysi.s: (4) rkey systeml
houses (3) ractionl heating (2)
Iactive systeml gas fired systems
(-)
,coordinate correlated concept-r conxpared with (2) ractive
systeml oil fired systems."
This is converted into a readable
forrn for a computer, using further
tags.

.
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" Manipulation string: $zl0I$a houses
$zl0l$a heating $zl0l$a gas fired
systems $2205$t compareil with
$2101$aOil fired systems."
The results, by a chain procedure,
are then listed via computer. Crossreferences are added by the Progaam
when these are applicable.
" Entries:
HOUSES
Heating. Gas fired systems cotnpared with Oil fired systems
HEATING. Houses
Gas fired systems cornPared with
Oil fired systems
GAS FIRED SYSTEMS. Heating.
Ilouses compared with Oil
fired systems
OIL FIRED SYSTEMS. Heating.
Ilouses comPared with Gas
Rred systems
"Relerences:
see
HEATING
DOMESTIC
Ilouses
HEATING.
HOMES see also HOUSES
BUILDINGS see also HOUSES
CONTROL
ENVIRONMENTAT
see also HEATING
FUELS see also
GAS
OIL
RESIDENCES see also HOUSES"
of elements and
Identification
choosing the preferred order are the
significant procedures in the whole
process, and this part, unfortunately,
is not always clear. The process of
making the concept analysis is the
vital point, the manipulation string
being merely its codification. Choosing the "key system," for example,
follows the rule developed in Austin's
discussion of a new general classification system cited at the beginning
of this review: class zit the passive
is
system (dog bites man-"man"
the passive system) . The relationships are relatively circular in most
of the examples given in the book
and supplement. It is not clear how
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to achieve the same kind of circularity that Austin and Butcher gor. The
result makes a very fine index. The
method of obraining
such resuhs
needs further
clarification.-pftrllis
A. Richmond, School of Library Science, Case Western Reserae Uniaersity,
Cleueland, Ohio.

tion schedules.) He is a leading ex.
pert on the subject of the UDC, and
it is fortunate that this authoritative
manual of programmed instruction
by him is now available to Ameri
can librarians, teachers, and students.
Classification tables for the UDC
are published in many languages
and they exist as full editions, mediWellisch, lJans, Tke (lniuersal Decium editions, and abridged editions.
mal Classification; A Programmed,
Hans Wellisch's book has been deInstruction
Course, College park,
signed for use together with the EnMd.; School of Library and Inglish abridged edition, published by
formation Services, University of
the British Standards Institution in
Maryland; available from Student
196l and consequently this must be
Union Bookstore, 1970. I95p. g3.b0.
available to the potential user. The
The aim of this book is to teach
author is aware of the fact that this
the practical application of the Uni
edition is already ten years old and
versal Decimal Classification System will eventually become obsolete as an
(UDC) . In conrrast to Europe and
English medium edition is made
many orher countries, in the U.S. the
available. He intends to write a reUDC is little used, and consequently, vised edition of the book geared to
it is relatively unknown. Ignorance of
the new medium edition. Ilowever,
the system leads many librarians to
for learning purposes, there is no
dismiss the UDC as too complicated
really serious disadvantage in emand impractical for use. Recently,
ploying the abridged edition
and
holvever, interest in the UDC has even its age is no hindrance, since the
been growing, particularly in scien- principles involved in using both the
tific and technical libraries. This insimpler and the more detailed classi
terest $tems from the increased com- fication tables are basically the same.
plexiry of many subject areas, and as The book deals with all class numa result existing classification sys- bers, except those assigned to lantems such as the Dewev Decimal
These two
guage and literature.
Classification and the Library of Con- classes which previously had difierent
gress Classification Sysrem have be- class numbers will be combined into
come inadequate. Furthermore,
one class in the future, but the Enof
all the common existing classification
glish abridged edition does not insystems which can be considered for
clude this change.
use in computer-based retrieval sysThe method of the book ought
tems, the UDC offers the greatest
to be explained. The book is dividpotential. Therefore, Hans Wellisch's ed into numbered "frames." Each
book, by contributing to the better
page contains a frame, and each
understanding
frame includes a Iesson and an exof this classification
system, should spur its more extenercise. The pages are not meant to
sive application.
be read consecutively. But each exHans Wellisch is a member of the
ercise involves a choice of several anCentral Classificarion Committee of
swers and, depending on the anthe F€ddration
Internationale
swer selected, the reader is directed
de
Documentation (FID).
(This body
to continue with a particular frame.
administers the UDC, keeps it up to
If the given answer was correct, this
date, and investigates proposals for
fact is confirmed in the new frame,
amending and altering the classifica- and then instructions for the next
Volume
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exercise are given. If the answer was in the U.S. and because its object is
to acquaint library circles in the U.S.
wrong, the mistake is explained, and
with the UDC, Wellisch has included
a further exercise to practice and
some general, up-to-date information
to verify the reader's full understandon the UDC not to be found elseing of the lesson is set. Whatever
where. In order to meet this latter
path is taken through the book, the
function more efficiently, it would be
frames start with basic principles of
helpful if any new edition would ingeneral clasification,
and these are
clude an appendix with a set ot
followed by the UDC itself. Eventually all the concepts and technicalities rules, at the end of the programmed
underlying the system are discussed instruction. This appendix should
systematically, but briefly,
and practiced. The lessons are clear,
Present
the rules discussed in the Program
the explanations lucid, and the inthe index might
itself. Additionally,
structions unambiguous, One of the
be more analytical. These improveproblems involved in using the UDC
ments would make the book both an
The beginis its great flexibility.
instruction guide and a Practical refning user is often under the impreserence manual. As such it would besion that almost any combination of
come generally more useful and
numbers is valid in classifying docuwould serve an even larger audience.
ments and their various parts. One
Wellisch's book is highly recommendof the noteworthy features of this
ed for every library school library
book is that it gives excellent guidas a definitively very important, use'
ance and explains convincingly why,
ful, and virtually unique guide to
in most instances, only one combinathe UDC. With most books so extion is possible and if there are alternative answers, why a certain pos- pensive, it is a rare pleasure to report that the price is $3'50 and presibility is preferable to another. Welsents no serious obstacle to purchase.
lisch teaches the Iogic of the method
-Di,na Gold^schmidt, Ramath Chen,
the
and that, even with flexibility,
method is governed by many rules Israel.
which must be adhered to for good
Tauber, Maurice F., and Feinberg,
reasons.
Hilda, eds. Book Catalogs. Metuchaimed
at
stubook
is
chiefly
The
€tr, N.J., Scarecrow Press, 1971.
dents in Iibrary schools, to be used
572p. $15.00.ISBN 0'8108-0372-0.
while taking a course in the UDC.
In addition, the manual can be
The title page which reads simPlY,
readily used by anyone wanting to
"Book Catalop, by Maurice F. Taustudy the UDC independently rather
ber and Hilda Feinberg," is an inadethan in a suuctured course. In using
quate description of a book, that is,
the book, the purpose for which it
in the main, an anthologY of Prewas written should be kept in mind;
viously published writings. As such
it is a manual for programmed init might be regarded as a sequel to an
struction and not a systematic textbook. The rules of the UDC are earlier collection issued under the
same title by R. E. KingerY and Tauscattered throughout the book and
ber in 1963; indeed, only PaPers Pubcan only be learned by carefully
lished from 1964 to early 1970 are inworking through all the frames in
cluded in the present volume. Supplethe proper way; it is not a reference
previouslY Pubnineteen
menting
manual. The volume has an index,
but not a very analytical one. Be- lished papers are five evidently commissioned for this volume; an introcause of the fact that this book is the
duction by the editots; a section on
frrst one of its kind to be published
o
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descriptions of some thirty-two sample book catalogs, with specimen
pages, prepared by the junior editor;
a chapter on "Retrospects and Recommendations" by T. C. Hines and
J. L. Harris; a reprinting of the 1970
ZRTS listing of book form catalogs
active in 1968; a chronological bibli
ography on modern book catalogs;
and a computer-produced index.
Essentially therefore, Booh Catalogs is, as Ffines and Harris poinr out
in
their terminal essav. a kind
of state-of-the-art publication when
viewed in toto. The individual articles vary widely in general importance, timeliness, and usefulness, covering as they do a time span of six
years and a very wide range of book
catalog projects. It is, as always, difficult to be critical about the editors'
choice of papers to reprint, afuhough
a few appear to have no obvious
claim to inclusion through originality,
success, or general applicability.
A
fair and balanced view is given, however, of the present picture of book
catalog
production;
reviewer
the
would question only the small amounr
oI attention given to "register" catalogs.
The features additional to the papers themselves are generally helpful.
The bibliography appears ro be reasonably complete for the period 19641969, although sketchy for 1970, and
the index appears to be adequate and
easy to use. The two evaluative chapters, however, are disappointing. The
introduction is somewhat suoerficial
and pedestrian; the concluding chapter on retrospects and recommendations by Hines and Harris only slightly more searching. Even here very substantial questions of book catalog
PurPose, suitability, and economic
justification are barely touched. The
literature on book catalogs is, by and
Iarge, a literature of advocacy. Book
catalogs and card catalogs have been
viewed simplistically as competitors,
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and the substitution of book catalogs
for card catalogs has been accounted
an almost self-evident step forward.
This attitude permeates the two evaluative
chapters and, indeed, the
whole book.
Is it too early? Is the history of
modern book catalogs too brief to
permit any more by way of analysis,
generalization, and syntheses than we
find in Book Catalogs? Perhaps. But
one conclusion appears clear, at least
to the reviewer. Far from being competito$, book and card catalogs are
complementary instruments, and emphasis upon their competition is misplaced. Modern book catalogs have
proven successful in, and only in,
'areas
those
in which card catalogs
have proven impractical: in the largescale dissemination of bibliographical
(Nati,onal Uni,on Catainformation
Iog, etc.) and in library situations
characterized by small collections (in
terms of titles) and multiple-access
points, geographically separated (city,
county, and regional libraries; some
special libraries) . On the other hand,
successful introduction of book catalogs in lieu o{ card catalogs into library environments such as the academic or research library, characterized by large, rapidly growing collecfions, awaits "breakthroughs" still
hidden in the iut:.lre.-George Piternick, School of Librarianship, Uniuersity of British Columbia, Vancouaer, Canada.
Aduances in Understanding Approaal
and Gathering Plans in Academic
Libraries. Edited by Peter SpyersDuran and Daniel Gore. Kalamazoo, Mich.:
Western Michigan
University, 1970. 220p.
The second International Seminar
on Approval and Gathering Plans in
Large and Medium Size Academic Libraries was held at Western Michi
gan University on October 30-31,
1969. This volume, the proceedings
.
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of that seminar, belies its title and
reveals that all too few advances have
been made in understanding approval plans. Daniel Gore attempts
to start things ofi on the right track
when, in the opening "Critical Essay," he denies the equation of approval plans with automation or the
abdication of selection responsibilities. His essay should perhaps have
been the closing one, since his commonsensical approach sets a standard
which the speakers and questioners
at the meetings unfortunately fail to
reach. Of the seven papers published
here, three are about automation and
two decry the "abdication of selection responsibility." A feminist might
find significance in the fact that the
two women who presented papers
take a very practical "this-is-how-weapproach while Richard
handle,it"
Boss and Don Ferris are more visionary in their dreams of compatible
computer programs for library and
dealer or of augmented Sandard
Book Numbers to solve some of the
problems of acquisitions in general
and approval plans in particular. Li
braries contemplating moving to an
approval plan type of ordering might
well find the lack of common ground
among the librarians a source of confusion if they are hoping for guidance
from this volume.
On the other hand, the dealers
represented show a sound grasp of
what they can realistically hope to do
for libraries and present their various
programs briefly and clearly. The
session followquestion-and-answer
of the program
irg this portion
would have benefited from further
editing, as would all such sessions
included. Ilowever, their statements,
especially when read in conjunction with the seventy-eight pages of
addenda describing the services of
thirteen approval plan dealers, are
an invaluable guide'to the types of
approval plans and refinements thereon which are presently available, It
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pleasing to see two
is particularly
lesser-known plans, that of Alexander Broude for published music
Books for
and that of Worldwide
art books and exhibition
foreign
catalogs, included.
The presentation both of vision
and of controversy is a worthY Pursuit, and Spyers-Duran is to be commended for his organization of this
seminar and the subsequent publication of the proceedings. It is to be
hoped, however, that the proceedings
Seminar
of the third International
on this topic will reveal more true
advances in the understanding of approval plans. One hopes for accounts
of benefits gained, economies effected,
and methods for handling material devised and evaluated. Rather than
sharing prejudices, perhaps the next
such volume will allow us to share
Schaafsma, Head, Se'
insights.-Carol
lection b Search, Uniuersi'ty of Hauaii, Honolulu.
Serial Publi,cations in Large Libraries.
Edited by Walter C. Allen. Urbana, Ill.: UniversitY of Illinois'
Graduate School of Library Science, 1970. 194p. $4.50. (order
from Illini Union Bookstore, 715
S. Wright St., Champaign, Ill.)
Serial Publications in Large Li'braries comprises a number of Papers delivered at the sixteenth Allerion Park lnstitute of the University
of Illinois Graduate School of Library
Science in November 1969. The work
devotes itself to what its editor Walter C. Allen candidly terms a "Perplexing area of librarianshiP."
While the presentations are in the
main of a descriptive nature rather
or theoretical,
than argumentative
the first two, devoted to a Plea for
more openmindedness in periodical
selection, will seem rather Provocative to many. The first of these, bY
Theodore Peterson (Dean of the Uni'
versity of Illinois' College of Com-
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munications) , discusses the value o{
the popular magazine to the student
of social and intellectual history. Peterson points out that librarians often
ignore periodicals
of considerable
value to the researcher because the
publications may seem inconsequential or lurid.
William Katz's "Serials Selection"
picks up where Peterson's article
Ieaves ofi and stresses the need for
broader periodical selection in order
to keep the library in touch with its
actual and potential public, especialIv among the young. While Katz occasionally seems to be speaking to
discomfit his audience. his observation
that libraries
must broaden
their appeal (even in the academic
community) or face the possibility of
becoming obsolete needs to receive
adequate recognition and dispassionate consideration.
The follor,r-ing two papers on serials acquisition
and cataloging by
Peter Gellatly and Kathryn L. Henderson trace the principal pitfalls in
securing and classifying serial publications in the large library. Mrs.
Henderson's contribution is a scholarIy and interesting presentation of the
evolution of serial cataloging from the
mid-nineteenth century to the present. The cataloger will find much
merit in her exposition of the value
of a uniformly recognized main entry
and the problem posed by changes
of title.
A pair of papers by James Orr and
William T. Henderson examines the
nature of serial binding from both
the binder's and the librarian's points
of view. In particular, attempts to develop serial binding codes and the
continuing problem of physical deterioration are explored.
The interrelated areas of record
maintenance, bibliographical control,
and application
of machine technology to serials are explored in a
series of presentations by Samuel
Lazerow, Donald P. Hammer, Thomas
Volume 15, Number
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D. Gillies, and Bill M. Woods. The
first two of these (by Lazerow and
Hammer) examine the acquisition
and processing of serial materials in
the large library and the possibility
of applying machine technology to
this area of librarianship. The latter
two papers discuss the efforts made in
indexing and abstracting serial publications, especially the ever-troublesome technical reports and governmental publications generally.
Warren B. Kuhn's "Service" concludes the volume by examining the
various means of arranging collections of periodicals and other serials,
together with various methods of
providing accessto them.
Although Serial Publications in
Large Librarees is more of a review
of the state of the art than an exposition of possibilities, it should
prove of interest to the librarian
working with serials in the large li
brary. Because of the breadth of the
survey it should, if norhing else,
make each "serialist" more conscious
of the problems unique to serials in
the research and reference library.Robert N. Taylor, Serials Cataloger,
Uniuersity of Texas at Austin.
LIST 1971: Li,brary and Information
Science Today. Paul Wasserman,
managing editor. New York: Sci
ence Associates/International, 1971.
397p. $25.00. ISBN 0-87837-000-5.
"The first international registry
of research and innovation in library
and information science
a landmark university-based project
offer[s] a tot.al perspective of the complex fields of librarianship and information science by identifying the
unusual and dramatic'in-progress'
departures
organized by an unusually exhaustive indexing system
. . identifies and describes the most
innovative, experimental, and prototypal work underway in the field
.
a truly up-to-date picture of an
cxciting field in motion."

.
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These coruscating phrases, excerpted from the promotional literature for LIST 1971 provided by its
publishers, give an idea of the objectives and scope of this volume,
the first in a planned annual series.
It will come as no surprise to those
who consult this type of directory
that the performance falls somewhat
short.
LIST 1971, as explained in its
somewhat disarming preface, and in
a pufi written by the managing editor and published in the November
(p.3879-83), ap75 Library tcurnal
pears to have begun as a seminar
course project at the University of
Maryland library school (at least, that
is how the reviewer interprets "students and faculty came together in
."). The
a problem-solving mode ;
course concentrated on the problems
of designing and developing a system for gathering and publishing
up-to-date information on notable research and development activities in
the fields of library and information
science. This work, carried on for
several semesters under the academic
direction
of the managing editor,
created the original "data base" for
LIST 197I, subsequently augmented.
The listing for each project ininvestigator or includes principal
vestigators, title of project, orgznization at which the project is operating, source of funding, date (usually
date of commencement of work) ,
and description of project (usually
in the projector's words, sometimes
edited-average length of about 100150 words) . The projects are arranged
in broad groupings designed to {acili
tate browsing, and are indexed by
principal investigators, home organization, geographic location, funding
source, title of project, and subject/
keyword. The indexes occupy 145 oI
the 397 text pages of LIST 1971.
A directory should not, of course,
be judged by its readability. Its presumed primary use is that of "look-
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up." flence, rts quality should be
measured by its completeness, by the
relevance of its coverage within its
declared parameters, the amount,
accuracy, and currency of useful ingiven, and by the ease
formation
may be
information
which
with
found by the searcher who frequently has only vague leads. It is onll6on
the third of these criteria that LIST
1971 can be given good marks.
It is difficult to say with any
197l's 820
certainty whether LIST
listed enterprises represent only a
few, or most, or all of the important
research or innovative programmes
now operative throughout the world
in librarianship and information science. Yet there are evidences that
much is not included. The reader
will notice omissions of innovative
programs of which he has personal
knowledge. Current Research and Detelopment in Scienti.fic Documentation no. .15, published in 1969 (ut
$3.00), listed 783 projects active at
that time, and its subject and geographic scope was significantly narrower than LIST's. To the possible
argument that the relatively small
number of listings results from the
fact that only the "unusual and dramatic" are included, one may point
to many listings which lack both
novelty and drama. That a library
is comparing the efficacy of Kardex
and Kalamazoo slips as serial checkin forms seems hardly innovative in
these days. Many entries, especially
centers,
those covering information
mention only conventional and routhe National
tine services. That
Translation Center at the John Crerar Library disseminates English translations and has been publishing the
Translations Register-Index for some
years seems hardly relevant to the
stated aim and scope of ZIST.
The actual project descriPtions
are generally very much briefer and
less informative than those in Czr-
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rent Research and Development in
Scientific Documentation, LIST's Iorerunnet, now alas, defunct. And they
frequently fail to indicate just whar
is experimental or innovative in the
projects. The entry for the Commonwealth
Agricultural
Bureaux,
for
instance, merely states their objectives as: "To provide scientific information
to agricultural
research
workers, mainly through abstracts of
world literature in agriculrure. Bibliographies, review articles, photocopies, and microfilms are also provided. Currently, three institutes and
eleven bureaux comprise the organization." CAB have been in existence
and have been doing these things
for decades; what are not mentioned
are their experimental activities in
the computerized preparation of abstracts.
It would be unfair to attribute
all the shortcomings of IIST to its
producers.
LIST
sufiers, perhaps
in aggravated form, from problems
common to all directories, as they depend. in the last analysis, upon some
action of the agencies subject to inclusion. The very factor that calls
such publications as ZIST into being,
i.e., the inability or unwillingness of
many people to publish notices or
details of their research and development activities, also seems to work
against their answering letters or filling out questionnaires, not to speak
of their volunteering information for
directory listing. Nor, unfortunately,
can a high correlation be assumed
between the importance of a study
and the eagerness with which it is
publicized by its principals. Z/ST,
the reviewer feels, is not a very god
buy at $25.00. That there will soon
be a better one in this field, however,
is probably not to be expected.George Piternick, School of Librarianship, Uniuersi.ty of British Columbia, Vancouaer, Canada.
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Hayes, Robert M., and Becker, Joseph. Handbook of Data Processing for Libraries. New York: Wi1"y, I970. (Information
Sciences
Series) 885p. ISBN 0-471-36484-3.
$19.95.
According to the authors' intent
and title, this work should be a guide
to library data processing. The book
is intended to appeal to the librarian,
the student, and the systems designer.
To hold the interest of and inform
these three groups simultaneously is
a difficult task, and the authors only
accomplish it in the last half of the
book. The book sufters from having
too much data-some of it trivia and
much of it irrelevant to the probable
audience. For example, in chapter 8
we are told: "The required power
supply is a function of the specific
configuration of equipment. A typical load is 20 KVA at 175 amp. This
can be either 208 or 230 and includes both three-phase and singlephase." Not only are power and air
conditioning
(similarly
discussed)
functions of the kind and quantity
of computer hardware, but, more
importantly, there is no good reason
to discuss these topics at such length
in this book.
The book is organized into five
parts: Introduction to Library Data
Processing; Management of Library
Data Processing; Data Processing
Technology; Library
Clerical Processes; and Library fntellectual Processes.Although Part I is intended to
give some sense of history and a state
of the art picture of library automation, there arc o.nly a few footnotes
of reference as tecent as 1969. Because many of the significant projects
were then not complete, the reader
is only teased with accounts of p-jects that were $tarted: "The Uni
versity of Colorado libraries received
a grant in March 1967-to initiate a
study of the development of a cgoperative book processing center to
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serve all publicly supported Colorado college and university libraries."
So, what happened? We aren't told
in this work. Yet, at one point Hayes
and Becker caution, "Almost universally, library mechanization projects have reported overly inflated
claims of success, not for the purpose of deluding others, but simply
because plans are described as though
they were already realized. The
readers of those reports should therefore be very careful in their evaluation of what may be merely hopes or
speculation and what may be reality."
By not adequately describing rhe experiencis of the projects they mention, Hayes and Becker are committing the sin they caution against.
One cannot help but conclude that
there are better places to gain an
appreciation of the developments in
library automation (e.g., Ralph Parker's article in v.5 of the Annual Reuiew of Inf ormation Scienceand Technology) .
The next two parts continue to
present too little for one group and
too much for others. It is hard to
imagine these parts of the book as a
guide for a programmer or systems
analyst and they should fairly well
intimidate the librarian. As usual, the
student has little choice.
Ffowever, whatever the faults of
the first half of the book, the last
half is well done, informative, and
difierent. In chapters 15 through 20
the authors discuss library data processing and they discuss it well-circulation
control, ordering, cataloging, and serials are each discussed as
major subsystems. There are comments-and
in some cases considerable detail-about
the implementation of these subsystems at various
libraries. There are examples and
some description
of
cost. These
chapters should appeal to librarians
and systems people alike.
The book concludes with an in-
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teresting chapter on information science in librarianship. What is information and what does its changing
form and quantity imply for the library? What is the role of information science in library education?
These are interesting questions and
their discussion is a good note on
which to conclude.
Data processing and computing
science are beginning to mature; we
now know how to process data with
computers and make it more quickly
available to its users; our technology
for doing this is expanding impressively. This growth of the industry
is marked by the number of introductory texts now being aimed at
specific markets or disciplines. After
scores of "Introduction
to . . . ," we
for
now have "Introduction
to
. .". But a handbook is not an introductory text and Hayes and Becker
have written "A Handbook of Data
"An
Processing for Libraries"-not
Introduction
to Data Processing for
Librarians."
The authors, the reviewers. and the readers should note
this distinction. Since a handbook is
a guide, the obvious question is"How well does this book serve as a
guide for library data processing?"
The first three parts are tremendously uneven. Partly, they sound
like a rephrased Automatic Data
Processing System.s by Gregory and
Van Horn, while other passages (e.g.,
I/O devices and media) are incredibly detailed. I am sure the authors
would argue that this allows the material to serve as a reference tool to
a diverse audience; yet this is only
partially true, since many of the detailed passagesdeal with subject matter conditioned by individual situations. For example, the size of a
computer installation, the flooring,
the power supply, the air conditioning, etc., are all variables afiected by
the needs of a particular situation.
To the extent that this is rue, the
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detailed technical material of the
book serves more to inform than to
guide.
In essence, the first half of the
book is not rruly a "how to" guide
and it does not provide good introductory material. It vacillates between
these two purposes and sufiers because of it.
Ffowever, as I said earlier, the
last half of the book, which deals
more explicitly with librarians and
library automation, is well done. It
will serve as a guide both to librarians and systems people, and perhaps
rt can also help both these groups
appreciate whar is involved in library automation.-2.
M. Wend,el,
Stafi Vice-President, Data processing,
Pan American World Airways, New
York, New York.
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Documenis with an ED number are available in the format specified-rnitrofiche
(MF) or hard copy (HC) -from:
ERIC Document Reproduction Service
LEASCO Information Products, Inc.
P.O. Drawer O
Bethesda, Maryland 20014
Payment must accompany orders totaling less than $10.00. Book rate or library
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The Language of
S. Tzr.ro Papers on Thesaurus Construction:
Angell, Richard
Term Relati,on Designations in Subject Access Vocabularies; The Specific-to1968. 32p. ED 047 761.
General See Refer:ence in Thesaurus Construction.

MF $0.65,HC $3.29.
Institution: Danish Centre for Documentation, Copenhagen.
Federation for Documentation,
Committee
Sponsor: International
Research. (FID Publ. Serie-No. 405) .

on Classification

of Term Relation Designations in Subject Access
The first paper, "The-Language
Vocabularies," contains a set of tables comparing certain features of ten thesauri
and subject authority lists. The purpose of this essay is to present a kind of analysis
that may have value in clarifying the language and structure of subject access vocabularies with a view to achieving maximum compatibility among them. The second
advances
paper, "The Specific-to-General See Reference in Thesaurus Construction"
that th€ employment of the specific-to-general see reference is a
the proposition
faulty element in the structure of subject access vocabularies. The reference acknowledges the existence of a specific subject but denies the searcher direct access to
material on that subject through a specific subject heading or index term. As a
consequence, review of an undeterminable
amount of nonrelevant material is required in the retrieval process. The specific-to-general see reference should be
abandoned as an element in the construction of subject access vocabularies. See references should be limited to synonyms, antonyms, and alternative forms.

Audio Visual lVorkshop,May 7th-8th 1970. 1971.32p. ED 047 746. HC $1.45
nonmembers,$1.21members (Aslib Audio-VisualGroup, 3 BelgtaveSquare,
London, S.W. I, England).
Institution: Aslib, London. Audio-Visual Group.
The workshop was held to promote the use and encourage the exchange of infor university libraries.
formation on the techniques of audiovisual librarianship
Various aspects of the control, storage, and exploitation
of media are discussed in
the five papers which range from descriptions of libraries concerned with one medium
to those concerned with several media or audiovisual aids.
Balliot, Robert L. A Program for the Cooperatiue Acquisition
and Usa. of Library Materials of Seuen New England Liberal Arts Colleges (CONVAL)

.564.
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Basedon an Analysisof Their Collections.
June 1970.82p. ED 047 7ll. MF
$0.65,HC $3.29.
Institution: Western Carolina University, Cullowhee, North Carolina.
Sponsor: Ofiice of Education, Washington, D. C. Bureau of Research.
The Connecticut Valley Libraries
(CONVAL)
is a consortium formed by the
librarians of seven New England liberal arts colleges to make better use of library
resources through cooperadon. A survey indicated strengths of the collections and
identified special interests or unique holdings. Although there was great homogeneity
among the collections, there was also considerable diversity among special and unique
holdings. Recommendations for efiecting cooperation through CONVAL were: CONVAL librarians actively participate in all aspects of academic planning; CONVAL be
incorporated; each CONVAL library contribute equally to its maintenance; each
library rvrite an acquisitions policy statemenu interlibrary
loan privileges be extended to all classes of borrowers within the consortium; the CONVAL director investigate the use of other storage facilities and make compacts with large libraries
for access to their collections; teletype units be installed in all libraries and be fully
exploited in interlibrary
lending; all libraries adopt the Library of Congress classification system; and Dartmouth
be designated as the CONVAL Research Center for
Automation.
Berket-Smith, Kjeld. Local Applicability
of the Library
of Congress Classification; A Suruey with Special Reference to Non-Anglo-American
Libraries.
1970. 72p. ED 047 749. MF $0.65, Hc $3.29.
Institution: Danish Centre for Documentation, Copenhagen.
Sponsor: International
Federation for Documentation,
Committee
Research. (FID Pubt. Serie-No. 405.)

Classification

on

The classification scheme of the Library of Congress (LC) must be considered
as unsuircd for use in Danish and, in all likelihood, other non-English language
libraries as well. The book collecrion of the Library of Congress on which its bibliographical service rests, is possibly more special than would at first be imagined. As
far as the classifying process is concerned, LC is unsuited for systematizing on various
levels, including simplification
for use in open shelving. Neither is it immediately
amenable to other types of adaptation required for non-Anglo-American
libraries for
language reasons. LC does not have the receptiveness and flexibility
to enable the
user to use difterent paths of access to the same literature and at the same time
afford purposeful browsing. It lacks firm structural principles which certainly can
Iead the classifier and user to the correct place.
Council

on Library

Resources 14th Annual

Report,

For the Period" Ending

30,1970.1970.
54p.ED 049798.MF 90.65,HC $3.29.
Institution:

lune

Council on Library Resources, Inc., Washington, D.C.

The Council reports thar a sum oI $1,722,375 was appropriared for the supporr
of twenty-nine new projects and work was continued or completed on a good many
more. It has become increasingly evident that the average library will never be able
to "go it alone" in some aspects of the new technology-automation,
for example.
The level of investment required to reap the benefits of the emerging national machine-readable data bases exemplified by MARC is far beyond the individual budgeting c-apacity of any but the very largest libraries. Agreement is growing that the only
possible solution to the dilemma-especially
for the medium-sized and small librariei
-is for them to band together in local, state, or regional consortia and thus pool
their assets and efforts. This type of consortia is so expensive and complex as to preclude its development everywhere at once. The council and other funding agencies
should select the most promising of each of several types of development ior a concentration of support.
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cylke, Frank Kutt. Fed,eralLibrary Programsfor acquisition of Foreign Ma'
ED 047759.MF $0.65,HC $3.29.
terials.1971.46p.
Institution: Federal Library Committee, Washington, D.C.
Institute on Acquisition
Paper prepared for the iib.u.y
U.S. Libraries, University of Wisconsin . . . April 13,l97l'

usefulness of the Library

of Foreign

Materials

for

of Congress as a source for such data is shown.

of Large Library OperaAutornation
Epstein, A. H., and otherc. Bibliographic
April
ll, 1971.
System. Phase I' Final Report
tions Using a Time-sharing

303p.ID. 049786MF $0.65,HC $13.16.
Institution: Stanford University California Libraries.
Sponsor: Office of Education, Washington, D.C., Bureau of Libraries and Educational
Technology.
An ongoing library automation project at Stanford University Projects-BALLOTS
Operations Using a Time-Sharing
(Bibliogaphic
Automation
of Large Library
System) -seeks to automate the acquisition and cataloging functions of a large
library using an on-line time-sharing computer. The main objectives are to control
rising technical procesing costs and at the same time to provide improved levels of
service. Phase I produced a prototype system that operated in the library using typewriter terminals. Data preparation and data control units were established; regular
library stafi were trained in on-line input and searching. After a nine-month period
of operation, the entire system was evaluated. The requirements of a productive
library automation system were then defined. Findings were presented on shared
facilities, economy and file integrity, the performance of on-line searching terminal
performance, staff and resource commitments, transferability, and the human aspects
of system development. Recommendations are presented with respect to feasibility,
economic factors, management, stamng documentation,
equipment,
and
terminal
national planning.
Obtained KeyJones, Sparck K., and Jackson, D. M. The Uy of Automatically
word Classification for Information
Retrieual. February 1969. 44p. ED 047
Road, Cambridge,
Language Research Unit, 20 Millington
737 (Cambridge
England).
Institution: Cambridge Language Research Unit. (England)
Sponsor: Office for Scientific and Technical Information, London.
Summarizes the work carried out on
classifications and their use in information

.
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of keyword
the automatic construction
retrieval, It discusses the possible char-
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acteristics of such classifications, and potential ways of using them and describes the
various approaches to classification that w€re considered in terms of an overall frame
of reference in which several types of classification are distinguished. The results
of experiments using a collection of documents and test requests obtained from the
Aslib Cranfield project are presented, from which it can be concluded that automatic classification which leads to noticeable improvements in retrieval performance
over those obtainable with unclassified terms, can be set up.
Jordan,

Casper

LeRoy.

Black

Academic

Libraries:

An

Inaenfory.

November

1970.3lp. ED 047731.MF 90.65,HC 93.29.

Institution: Atlanta University, Georgia. School of Library Services.
A report on several major features of black academic libraries: collections, operating
expenditures, staff, and salaries. Eighty-five black, four-year, degree-conferring institutions were queried, and fifty-one questionnaires were returned. The results are categorized in terms of type of support of the institutions. In the fifty-one institutions
reporting their 1968 fall figures, 92,911 students were enrolled on a full-time basis.
These institutions reported a total of 4,290,915 volumes for the end of the year. No
collection in a black college approaches one-million
volumes. Eleven institutions
(about one-fifth) exceed the 100,000 volume figure. During the year, 324,487 volumes
were added. The total number of bound periodicals reported was 23b,212. Thete
were 46.1 volumes per full-time
student on the average with 2.5 periodicals per
capita. The highest per capita holdings werc 142.7 volurnes; 13.3 was the lowest. The
highest figure reported for bound periodicals was 14.4 per capita with a low of 0.26.
Lane, David O. Study of the Decision-Making
Procedures for the Acquisition
of Science Library Materials, and the Relation of These Procedures to the
patrons. Ig6Z. l2lp. ED
Requirements
of College and (Jniuersity Library

0477t2. MF $0.65,HC $6.58.
Institution: American Library Association,Chicago,Ill.
The need for formal study of the methods bv which titles are selected for academic sciencelibraries resulted in this investigation of selection processes.Specifically,
the study concentrates on selection procedures in three sciences:biology, chemistry,
and physics. Trventy institutions which are highly tepresentativeof ihe academic
community in the U.S. were included.

Narratiae Eaaluation Report on an Institute for Training in Librarianship:
"Multi-Media Resources" A Llnified Approach;
. August 3 through August 14, 1970. 1570.88p. ED 047 7ZB. MF $0.6b, HC $3.29.
Institution: Dakota StateCollege,Madison,South Dakota.
Sponsor:Office of Education, Washington, D.C.
The institute aimed to expand the school librarian's traditional concept of the
library and to make the librarian capable of selecting, cataloging. and circulating
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catalog in
the major tlpes of media. Emphasis was placed on a single multimedia
medium.
the
of
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to
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and recommendations about the strengths and weak'
The riport presents .o-*irrta
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applicable'
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Frank, and orhers. I

Suruey of Autornated

Actiuities

in the Libraries

oftheu.S.and'Canad'a.2ded.,1971.131p.ED047740'HC$10'00nonmemLane,
bers, $5.00 members (LARC Subscription and sales office, 365 Rauello
Costa Mesa, CA 92627) .
Institution: Library Automation Research & consulting Association, Tempe, Arizona.
Association)
Research Consulting
Automation
(Library
This
second LARC
presents the current status of automation opelations for the reautomation survey'T-he
most significant change is in the provision of indexes so that
porting libraries.
are accessible froir a number of approachei. The survey,is organized
ih" t.iot,.
An Anal'
into tliree parts: part I, Application of Automation in American Libraries;
Part II, Indexes to Survey; and Part III' The
Survey^i"trrttt.;
pis of the'LARC
(urvey Reports. Various aspects of the survey are dealt with in the following sections: (l) the analysis of the LARC survey retutns, (2) the indexes, (3) uses of the
indexes, (4) the survey reports, and (5) future editions.
Proiect

Intrex,

Semiannual

Actiuity

Report,

15

September

1970-15

March

ED 047739'MF $0.65'HC $3.29.
1971.March1971.88p.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge.
The research activities of Project Intrex are directed towatd the extension of
man's intellectual reach by a new kind of control over access to information. Ways
are sought to improve dlg sffi6iency of catalog search by utilizatio-n of. interactive
compuri;g techniiiues, and to provide rapid access to full-text displays by'utilizing
and facsimile transmisslon. User experiments, the central subject
micrtfilm"storage
of the report, show a great deal of work needs to be done, buc are mainly encouraging. The principal reriedy for existing budgetary constraints, which have called for
dristic reirenchment, wili be found in the organizational domain. If purposes of
special interest gToups can be met at an acceptable cost, utilization of these techto gradually
cooperation and networking
,riiqu., .utr sp..ud ihto.tgh interlibrary

Institution:

form a multidisciplinary
Wilden-Harr,
uniaersity

library network.

Marion. Cooperatiue Resource Deaelopment
Libraries; a study with Recommendati.ons.

in the Fiue Associ'ated
september 1970. 83p.

ED 049 768.MF $0.65,HC $3.29.
Institution:

Five Associated University Libraries, Syracuse, New York.

The three objectives of this study of the Five Associated University Libraries
(2) feasibility
(FAUL) are: (l) an evaluarion of the FAUL Acquisition Committee;
siudy of coopeiatioe resource development; and, (3) guidelines and recommendations
to analyze the research collections. It is determined that for efiective cooPerative re'
to its goals of (l) insource development FAUL must assign priority of fulfillment
collection size, (3) improved resources
creased vatue, 12) attainment of optimum
and services, (4j consideration of user needs for a more relevant system, (5) adequate budget allocations for research resources, (6) controlled special collections,
(i; improved acquisitions and dissemination procedures, (8) increased research and
development, (9) fostering professional education of all library personnel, and (10)
and strengthening of FAUL's image. FAUL's planning program for
determination
cooperative resource development must include a long-range, comprehensive plari
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that enjoys the total commitment

of the five university libraries.

Insti'tute Materials in
Winget, Lerue. and others. Cataloging and Inuentorying
Utah Schools. 4th ed. (Title II ESEA, et al.) 1970. 65p. ED 047 716. MF
$0.65, HC $3.29.
Institution: Utah State Board of Education. Salt Lake Citv, Division of Instructional
Media.
of inThis handbook is designed to assist in the cataloging and inventorying
structional materials purchased with Title II ESEA and other funds. With the
Media Centers in Utah
emphasis being placed on the development of Instructional
Schools, the increased funds becoming available through federal and state legislation,
and the necessity of properly inventorying all materials purchased with federal funds,
the need for such a handbook has never been greater. While the procedures con'
tained herein are not required, it is recommended that they be followed as closely
as possible. The information indicated must be available in order to qualify for Title
II funds whether or not this system is followed.

BOOKCATALOGS
by MauriceF. Tauberand Hilda Feinberg
The collection of papers in this volume provides an up-to-date record
of what has been accomplishedand what is developingin the total arca
of book catalogs.
572pages 1971 $15.00

LIBRARY
CATALOGING:
A Guidefor a BasicCourse
byJohnPhilliplmmrothandJayE.Daily
Intendedfor usewith the first coursein catalogingand classification,
to either
not as a replacement
for a text or course,but as a supplement
of these.

$5'00
MANAGEMENT
ANDcosrs oFrEcHNrcALpRSl2Ep;3?r,tntt

A Bibliographical
Review1876-1969
by RichardM. Dougherty
E. Leonard
and Lawrence
This bibliographyattemptsto list all of the articlesdealingwith study
methodologies, work simplification procedures and cost data that relate
directly to the library profession'
145pages rs70 $5.00

INC.
PRESS,
SCARECROW
N.J.08840
52LibertySt.,P.0.Box656,Metuchen,
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INDEX
Volume 15,l97l
General Proced,ures Used in Compilin:g the Index
(l) fopic words and phrases have been selected as index telrns, on the basis o[
what appears to be the current common usage in the literature itself. If the topic
word is identical with, or very closely related to, the first rvord in the title of an
article or of a book being reviewed, the title has not been separately listed.
(2) Cross-references have been inserted sparingly; in most cases, multiple listings
have been preferred to the use of syndetics.
(3) Personal names of all authors of articles, book reviews, and books reviewed
have been included, along with a few names used as subjects. There has been no
attempt to distinguish, typographically, the name used as author from the name used
as subject.
(4) An "r" in parentheses following a page reference signifies that a book by that
person, of that title, or on that topic has been reaiewed on those pages.
(5) Corporate names have been indexed under the common form of the name as
it normally appears in print (not in inverted form) . Acronyms and initialisms are recorded as such, and they are filed as words, whether they are so pronounced or not.
Paging of the Volume

Pagesl-ll2: Number I (Winter l97l)
Pages113-272:Number 2 (Spring l97l)
Pages273432: Number 3 (Summerl97l)
Pages433-588:Number 4 (Fall l97l)
Robert W. Wed,geworth, Editor
A
Abstracting, 439-51.
Academic libraries, 557-58 (r) .
"Access to Library Collections: Summary
of a Documentary an-d o^pinion sur
vey on the Direct Shelf Approach
and Browsing," 479-91.
146,
Acquisitions, 67-72, 76-gi,'(ti 18242,
.
215-22, 32944, ESZ-rA
.'
Acquisitions section grsn)
Annual rcpott,536-37.
Bylaws, 243.
Nominees, g2.
Adnances in Librarianshi.p, 107 (r)
and
Adaances in ILnderstand.ing Appiout
Gathering Plans in Acad.emic Libraries,557-58 (r) .
Akers, SusanGrey, 106 (r).
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Albert Einstein School of Medicine,452-57.
Allen, Walter C., 558-59 (r) .
American Indian materials, 122-28, 12831.
American National Standards Institute,
g4=gb,140,412,447-4g,5b0-gl.
"An

Analpis
Decimel
of the universal
--^;-:,
^,-:",;:^.,;
." a
- Term system for
as
classification
Nuclear
Science and rechnology"'
399'4ll'
.
Annual seminar 7: subiect analysis lot
Document Fi'nd'ing Systems, Quanti'
fication and, Librametric studies, Man06 (r) '
System
ANSCR: The Alpha-Numerical
lor Classification of Recordings, 26063 (r).
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"Application of the Micrographic Catalog Retrieval
System in the Iowa
State University Library," 492-98.
Approval plans, 135, 557-58 (r) .
Ardern, L.L.,249.
Asleson, Robert F., 57-62.
Association of American Publishers, 137.
Audiovisual media. Sea Nonbook materials.
Austin, Derek, 553-55 (r) .
Australian National Bibli,ography, 345-58.
Australian publications, 345-58.
Authorship, 513-21.
Automation, 202-09, 22940, 259-60 (r) ,
279-89., 290-96, 625-3r, 561-63 (r),
558-59 (r) .
Avram, Henriette D., 525-Zl.
Awards, 522-24, 525-31, 551.

torial Policy Committee," 95.
"Canadian Publications in the English
Language: CBI vs Canad,iana," 354-58.
Canadiana,354-58.
Card catalogs, 2V33, 24748.
Card services, 94-95, 106..07 (r), 207-09,

36+-19.
Catalog cards, 412.
Cataloging
and
Classification
(RTSD).
Annual report, 537-39.
Mann citation. 525-31.
Nominees. 93.
Cataloging in Publication,

Section

6-12, 12-22,

23-27,r40, 198-200,
248.
"Cataloging Pirated Chinese Books," 385-

92.
Cataloging procedures, l5O-57, 191-200,
345-58, 364-79, 380-84, 385-52, 452-

98,548_49,550.
Cataloging rules, 106 (r), 198, 385-92,
393-98,472-78,499-512.
Baltimore County Public Library, 290-96.
Catholic Church materials,94.
Becker,Joseph,56I-63 (r) .
Bedoian,Carcl,2l5-22.
Centralizedprocessing,345-58,364*79.
Betnhardt, U. J., 422-23 (r) .
Chan, Lois Mai,458-71.
Bibliographer'scamera,249.
"The Changing Philosophy of Reprint
Bibliographicsandbibliographicsystems,
Publishers,"4S-52.
7O-91, 22940, 279-89, 393-98, 423- Chicorel,Marierta,258.
24 (r) ,550,55$-61 (r) .
Chinesemarerials,885-92.
..CIp in y,id.-tg71," l2_Zg.
Bibliographie de Ia France,345-58.
"Bibliogaphy of the Catholic Church," Clapp,Verner W., 12_2g.
S4'
Classification,105-06 (r) ,ll7-21, 15C-l57,
Blanket orders,135.
260_63 (r) ,26g46 (r), 309_28,359_
Book cataloge,96, 290-96, 499-512,55O-57
ffi,479-9t.
(r) .
Dewey, 95, 201-02, 45V7 l, 545-46.
Book Catalogs Committee (RTSD) , 96.
Library of Congress, 122-28, 128-31,
Book selection, 138, 215-22.
200-ol,22940.
Book trade, 329-44.
National Library of Medicine,452-57.
"British, French, and Australian PublicaSuperintendent of Documents, 241-44,
B

tions in the National Union Catalog:
A Study of NPAC's Effectiveness,"
345-58.
British National
Bibliography,
283-85,
245-58,552-53 (r) .
Browsing, 479-91.
Bundy, Mary Lee, 103-{4 (r) .
Butcher, Peter, 553-55 (r).
Bylaws changes,24546.
Byrum, John D., Jr., 546.

c
"Canadian and British Librarians to Serve
on Dewey Decimal Classification Edi-
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5+1.
Universal

Decimal

Classification,

249,

259-60 (r) , 3994rr, 555-56 (r) .
Classification and Inlormation
Control.
Papers Representing the Work of the
Classification Research Group Dur
ing 1960-1968, 263-66 (r).
Classification for a General Indcx Language; A Reaiew of Recent Research
by the Classification Research Group,
263-66 (r).
Classification Research Group, 263-66 (r).
Classifi ed catalogs, 309-28, 359-63.
Cockshutt, Margaret E., 95.
Computer-assisted procedures,
22940,

.
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279-89, 290-96, 417-18 (r), 419-21
(r), 561-63 (r).
"Conference on Operations Research,"
266.
"Conference on SoutheastAsian Research
Materials, Puntjak, Indonesia, April
2r-24, 1969,"7A-9r.
Contri,butionsto a History of Alphabetization in Antiquity and the Middle
Ages,255-56(r).
Cook, C. Donald, 532-34.
Copyright, 134, 139, 170-7 r, 5r8-2r.
Cornell University Medical Cenrer, 452-57.
Cost studies, 147,215-22, 223-28, 421-22
(r) , 492-98.
Cox, Carl T., G 472*78.
Crowley, Terence, 103-04.
CumulatiueBooh Ind,ex,Z5+-58.

D
Daily, Jay 8.,522-24.
Daly, Lloyd W., 255-56 (r) .
Data processing,
561-63 (r).
Decimal classification,95, 2Ol-02, 458-71,
54546.
"Decimal Classification Editorial Policy
Committee Report," 54546.
Deterioration and Preseruationol Library
Materials, 104-05 (r) .
Determination of the Enui,ronmentalCond,itionsRequired in a Library lor the
Effectiae Utili,zation ol Microf orms,
a%-24 $).
"Developmentsin Photo Reproduction of
Library Marerials, 1970," 158-90.
Devlin, Eleanot, 72-75.
Dewey Decimal Classification,95, 20142,
458-7r,54H6.
Dictionary catalogs,2V33, 24748, 547.
Diefenbach,Dale Alan, 76-91.
Dir,'ided catalogs,2V33, 247-48, 412, 547.
"Documentation-in-Source
for Librarv and
Information Science,"439-51.
Documentation Research and Training
Centre (Indian Statistical Institute),
105-{6 (r).
Documents, 196-97,241-44,547.
Dougherty,Richard M.,421-22 (r) .
Dunkin, PauI S.,277-78,437.
Dunlap, Connie R., 34-35.
"Durable Library CataTogCards," 94-95.

.
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E
Engineeringmaterials,399-41l, 43S-51.
Engineers Joint Council Thesaurus, 3994lt.
"The Entry-Word in Indonesian Names
and Titles," 393-98.
"The Eppelsheimer Subject Catalog," 30928.
ERIC/CLIS abstracts, 97-102, 250-54,
413-t6,564-69.
Esther J. Piercy Award, 522-24,551.
"The Ethics of Reprint Publishing," 535t).
Executive Secretary's report, 535.

r
Fairfax County Public Library (Va.) , 96.
Farris, Robert C., 423-24.
Fasana, Paul J., 250-58.
Feinberg, Hilda, 556-57 (r).
Foreign national bibliographies, 345-58.
"The Form Distinction in the 800 Class
of the Dewey Decimal Scheme," 458-

7t.
Fornxat Recognition Process for MARC
Record,s: A Logical Desi,gn, 419-21
(r) .
Foskett, A.C., 106 (r) , f 17-21.
Foskett, Douglas J.,263-66 (r) .
French publications, 345-58.
Fristoe, Ashby J., 13242.
Frosio,Eugene T., I28-31.

G
Gaines, Katharine, 297-3O8.
Galejs, John 8., 492-98.
Garrett, Daniel C., 53-56.
Georgia State University, 380*84.
German libraries. 309-28.
German publications, 329-44.
Giljarevskij, R. S., 106-07 (r) .
Goldschmidt, Dina, 555-56 (r) .
Gore, Daniel, 557-58 (r) .
covernment
publications, 196-97, 24144.547.
"Grant Enabling IFLA to Establish a
Permanent Secretariat for Cataloging
Activities." 550.
Gregory, Roma, 536-37.
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H
Halsey, Richard S., 26G63.
Hand.book of Data Processing lor Libraries,56l-63 (r).
"Handling Changes in Superintendent of
Documents Classification," 24144.
Harris, JessicaLee,417-18 (r) .
Hayes, Robert M., 561-63 (r) .
Hellen, George B., Jr.,3M-79.
Hickey, Doralyn J., 277-78, 54143.
Holmes, Donald C.,425-24 (r) .
Hyman, Richard I., 248, 479-Sl.

RECON,203-05,2r3,4r9-2r
(r) , 528.

I
Immroth, John Phillip, 522-24.
"In Defense of the Dictionary

Landram, Christina, 380-84.
Lapierre, Maurice 8., 54M5.
Laurentian University, 35943.
Leonard, Lawrence 8.,421-22 G\ .
Levis, Joel, 354-58.
Library of Congress.
Card division, 207_N.
Cataloging policies, 0-12, 12-23, 23-27,
197-200, 345-58,3W79.
Classification, 122-28, l2g-31, 20M1,
22V0.
MARC,
202-07, 256-58 (r) , 279-89.
419-21 (r), 525-3r,552-55 (r).
Processing Dept., l9l-214.

Catalog,"

28-33.

Subjcct headings, 2I2,417-18 (r) .
LIST 1971: Library and Informn.tion Science Today,559-Gl (r).
London, Gerl rrrde. 259-$0.

"In

Recognition of the Retiring Editor
of IRTS; Paul S. Dunkin," 277-78.
"Increasing Production in a Small University Catalog Department," 380-84.
Indexing and indexing systems, 152-53,
(r) , 39941r, 439259-60 (r) ,26346
51, 553-55 (r) .
Indonesian materials, 393-98, 551.
of Catalo'gue
International Distibution
Card,s; Present Si,tuation and, Future
Prospects,106-07 (r) .
International Federation for Documentation,259-60 (r).
International Federation of Lihrary Associations (IFLA), 550.
International
Standard Book Numbers.
130-37.
Iowa State University, 492-98.
Isa, Zubaidah, 393-98.
Ishimoto, Carol F., 546.

J
Jackson,W. CarI, 223-28.
Jefireys,A.E., 552-53 (r) .
Johnson, Barbara Coe, 24748.
K
Kazlauskas, Edward John, 2294O.
Kiefier, Paula, 29O-96.
L
Ladd, Frances R,, 104--05.
LaHood, Charles G., f .,422-23.
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M
McFarland, Roger B , 260-63 (r) .
McGregor, James Wilson, 2V33, 412, 547.
Madison, Dilys E., 4V2-98.
"The Main Entry and the Book Catalog;' 499=512.
Mainz Sachkatalog (Germany) , 309-28.
Ma.no,genrcnt and Costs of Technical Processes: A
Bi.bliographical
Retieat,
1876-1969,42F22 (r) .
Managernent Personnel in Libraries;
a
Theoreti,cal Model for Analysis, 41819 (r) .
MARC, 20247,256-58
(r) ,279-89, 4r92l (r) , 525-31, 552-55 (r) .
MARC Manuals Used by the Library of
Congress,256-58 (r).
ldargaret Mann Citation in Cataloging
and Classification, 525-31, 551.
Massonneau, Suzanne, 499-512.
Medical libraries, 452-57.
Microforms, 57-62, 7O-gI, 158-90, 2973o8, 422-23 (r) , 423-24 (r), 492-98,
535-4r,548-49.
Micrographic Catalog Retrieval System,
492-98.54V9.
Micropublishin g, 162-7 0, 423-24 (r) .
"Misogynists All; a Study in Critical
Classification," I l 7-21.
Mitchell, Betty J., 215-22.
Moehn, Jeanette M., 32M4.
"More on the Micrographic Catalog Retrieval System," 54849.

.
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Mount, Joan, 359-{3.
Myers, Rose 8., 13242.

N
National Libraries Task Force, 213-14.
National Library of Medicine Classification,452-57.
National Program for Acquisitions and
Cataloging (NPAC) , tg2-94, Z4b-b8.
National Serials Data Program, 144, 2lZ14.
National
Union
Catalog, 94, 209-ll,
345-58.
Nemeyer, Carol A., 35-48.
Networks, 223-28.
"New Parts of the Universal Decimal
Classification," 249.
Nerv York Academy of Medicine, 4b2-57.
Non-book materials, 139-40, 260-63 (r),
472-78,537-39.
North Carolina State Library processing
Center, 364-79.
Nuclear science materials, 399-41 L

o
Ohio State University, 385-92.
Ordering. See Acquisitions.
Orsini, Elaine, 345-58.
Out-of-print book dealers, 2lb-22.
Overmyer, LaVahn, 4lS-21.

P
Pao, Miranda L., 417-18.
Pennsylvania State University, 223-28.
Photocopying, 139, 158-90.
Piercy, Esther, 277-78.
Pirated books. 385-92.
Piternick, George, 556-57, 559-{I.
Plate, Kenneth, 418-19 (r) .
Postal rates. l4l.
Pound, Mary, 143-49.
PRECIS, a Rotated, Subject Index System,553-55 (r) .
Preservation of library materials, 104-O5
(r), 138.
Presidenr's report, 532.
"Problems of the National Library of
Medicine Classification for Serials,"
452_57.

.
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Proceedings of First Seminar on UDC in
a
Mechanized. Retrieual
Srstenr.
25M0 (r).
Processing centers, 3M--7 9.
"The Processing Department of the Library of Congress in 1970," l9l-214.
Public l^aw 480 Program, 194-96.
"Public Service Librarians and Reprints,"
72-75.
Pulsifer, Josephine S., 525-31.

R
Ramapo Catskill Library System, N.Y.,
297-308.
Raney, Carol, 535.
Rappaport, h ed,, 48-52.
Rationalisierung
in
Wissenschaltlichen
Bibliothehen;
Vorschliige und. Materialien,258 (r).
Read,er in Research Methods lor Librarianship, 103-04 (r) .
Reclassification , 24144, 380-84.
RECON, 2oH5,2r3,
282-83, 419-22 (r) ,
528.
Recordings, 26tF-63 (r) .
Regional Groups report, 543-45.
Reichmann, Felix,42?-24 (r) .
Relative shelf location. 475-91.
"Report on Library of Congress Plans
for Cataloging in Publication," 23-27.
A Report on the Role of Microforms in
the Uniuersity of Pittsburgh Libraries,422-23 (t) .
Reprinting,
34-35, 3548, 4&-52, 53-56,
57-62, 6246, 67-72, 72-75, 136.
Reproduction of library materials, 158-90.
Reproduction of Library Materials Section (RTSD).
Annual report, 539-41.
Bylaws,24546.
Nominees, 93.
Research methods, 103-04 (r) .
Resources and Technical Services Division (ALA).
Annual reports, 532-34, 535.
Nominees, 92.
Piercy Award, 522-24.
Regional Groups, 54345.
(See also names of committees and sections.)
Reviews, 10347,255-66, 417-24, bE24Z.
Richmond, phyllis A., I05{6,
150-57,
263-{6.552-55.553_55.
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Rockefeller University, 452-57.
Ryan, Clare E,54546.

s
Saheb-Ettaba, Caroline, 26t)-62 (r).
San Fernando Valley State College, Calif.,

215-22,22H.0.
Schaafsma, Carol, 557-58.
"Scholarly Reprint
Publishing in the
United States: Selected Findings from
a Recent Survey of the Industry,"
3548.
Schrader, Barbara, 34543.
Schubert, Irene, 547.
"Selective Survey of MARC Literature,"
279-89.
Serial Publications
in Large Libraries,
55&-59 (r) .
Serials, 133, 14349, 452*57, 550-51, 55859 (r).
Serials Section (RTSD) .
Annual report, 541-43.
Nominees, 93.
Shared cataloging, 192-94, 345-58.
Shelflists,22M0.
Simmons, Robert M., 241*44,547.
Simple Library Catalogin'g, 106 (r) .
Smith, Richard Daniel, 104{5 (r).
Sophanodorn, Kanchana, 452-57 .
Southeast Asian research materials. 76-91.
Spyers-Duran, Peter, 557-58 (r).
Standardization, 9tt-95, l3A-37, l4O, 14445, 43C-5r, 550, 550-51.
State University of New York, Downstate
Medical Center, 452-57.
Stevens,Norman D., 255-56, 418-19.
Stevenson, Gordon, 309-28.
Stockard, Joan, 279-89.
Stueart, Robert D., 39Hll.
Subject analysis, 105-06 (r), 106 (r),
417-18 (r).
Subject Analysis: Computer Implications
of Rigorous Definition,417-18 (r).
The Subiect Approach
to Information,
106 (r).
Subject catalogs, 297-308, 309-?8, 359-63.
Suljak, Nedjelko D., 5l&-21.
Sullivan, Howard A., 67-72.
Sullivan, Robert C., 158-90, 539,41.
Sullivan, Thomas E., 537-39.
Superintendent of Documents Classificarion,241-44, 547.
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"A

Systematic Approach to Performance
Book
Evaluation
of
Out-of-Print
Dealers: The San Fernando Valley
State College Experience," 215-22.

T
Tauber, Maurice F., 556-57 (r) .
Taylor, Robert N., 558-59.
Technical services, 6712, 2ll-13, 22M0,
258 (r) , 42r-22 (r) , a9-98, 548-49.
Telefacsimile networks, 223-28.
Term systems,39Hll.
Tharpe, Josephine M., a%-24 (r) .
Thesauruses, 399.41l.
"The Treatment
of the American Indian in the Library of Congress E-F
Schedule," 122-28.
Things to Come,438
Tuttle, Helen W., 421-22.

U
U.K. MARC Proiect: Proceed,ings ol the
Seminar on the U.K. MARC Proiect.,
552-53 (r).
"Undertaking a Subject Catalog in Microfiche," 297-308.
Union lists. 144-45.
Universal
Decimal
Classification,
249,
25$€0 (r), 39Hll,
555-56 (r) .
The Uniuersal Deci.mal Classi.fication; A
Programrned, Instructi.on Course, 55556 (r).
University of Chicago Graduate Library
School, 104-05 (r), 266.
Univenity of Pitrsburgh, a22-23 (r) .

v
Veenstra, John G., 54849.
Voigt, Melvin J., tO7 (r).

w
Wang, Sze-Tseng,38F-92.
Wasserman,Paul, 10&-04 (r) , 559-61 (r) .
Wedgeworth, Robert, 437, 438, 546.
Wellisch,Hans,439-51,555-56 (r) .
Welsh,William J.,2C-27, t9l-214.
.

0/0

Wendel, T.M.,56143.
"The West German Book Trade: A Survey of Current Trends," 22M4.
Wheeler, Joseph L., 5, O-12.
"Why
We Must Have Cataloging
in
Publication," 6-12.
Wilson, T.D., 552*53 (r).
Winger, Howard W., lO4-05 (r) .
Wong, C.-C.,35H3.

-576.

Y
"Year's Work" papers, 132*90.
Yen-Ran Yeh, Thomas, 12218, l2L3t.

z
239.9-t97r, 550-51.
285.1-1969,94-95, r44, 4r2.
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Fresh,
newtitlesonMICROFICHE

Austria, Treaties, etc. RECUEIL DES
TRAITES ET CONVENTIONS
CONCLUS PAR L'AUTRICHE
AVEC LES
PUISSANCES ETRANGERES, DEPUIS
1763 JUSQU'A NOS JOURS. Series I,
vols. l-6. I-eipzig (1855-59). Series2, vols.
1.26 Vienna (1877-1912). $140.00.
tsOOKS FOR COLLEGE LIBRARIES
(BCL-7) Selected titles from the "Political Science" chapter.
Send for list of
titles. $475.00.
HORN BOOK MAGAZINE. Vols. 2G45
$104.00.Vols. 46 (1970-) 94.00/year.
HOT ROD MAGAZINE.
Vols. ti-23

(1960-1970).
$118.0o.vols. 24 (197t_) $8.50,/year.
Ho-well,ThomasBavlv. coBBETT's coMpLETE coLLEcrIoN oF srATE TRIALS
AND PROCEEDINGSFOR HIGH TREASON AND OTHER CRIMES. . . . FROM
THE NINTH YEAR OF THE REIGN OF KING HENRY;-AE SNCONO,AD iI63.
:_:.:_G!9898 IVr AD 1E20.1809-26.33 vols.,ptus generalina;x,;d REPORTSOF
STATE TRIALS OF ENGLAND, NEW SERIES,IE'O-5C.SrgS.OO.
National conferenceon social welfare. social welfare Forum. OFFICTAL pRocEEDINGS.[800-41]Vols.l-96. (1E74-1969).
$715.00.
NEGRO PERIODICALS. A_collectionof 40 major Negro periodicalsissuedfrom 1825
,,9.
1960.Incfudes.African !.eposit9rl, Anti-SlaveryRe-portir, Crisis,Iouial;i'nr?*
rytsrcly, National Era and southern llorkman. Send for a complete ttt 6f tities.
$1610.00.
OPPORTUNITY:JOURNAL OF NEGRO LIFE. Vols. t-tE (1923-t940).$60.00.
Prussia,
Landtag.STENOGRAPHISCHE
BERICHTE.lE49:19i0.$t,;O0.dt.
READER'SDIGEST.Vols. 56-97(1950-70).$375.00.Vots. 9E (1971-) gl5.00,zyear.
Ruskin,John.WORKS.39vols.(1903-1912).
$1j0.00.
SEXOLOCY.Vols. I -36 (1933/ 34-1969170).
$199.00.
U.S.Commissioner
of Labor.ANNUAL REPORTS.(188d-1910).
$175.00.
^UrQ.!-ongress.senate.JOURNAL oF THE ExEcurIvE PROCEEDINGSoF THE
SENATE,lst-60thCongresses,
l7E9-1909.$235.00.
u.S. Division of vital Statistics.VITAL srATlsrlcs
oF THE UNITED srATEs.
(1937-1967\.$275.00.
u-.s office of Education.BIENNIAL suRvEy oF EDUCATION IN THE uNrrED
-s6/ SS).$140.00.
STATES.Vols. 1916,/18
To: LBTS-tr'
NCR/Mlcrocard Edltlons
901 26th Street, N.W.
Washirgto4 Ir.C. ?(xB?
Thls ls an order for the followlng

titlcs:

NAME
and TITLE:
ORGANI'ZATION3

ADDBESTS:
n Plcare *nd

your current catalog.

"Fundamentally, the wants of any library's users are easily stated. They
toant what they u)ant-norl." lf you
sometimeshaae trouble meeting these
u)ants,here is a little help from a friend

onAcquisition
Daniel Melcher, who spent twenty-one
years with the R. R. Bowker Company
(where he initiated Books in Print, etc.)
has been a leading figure in the publishing world and a lifelong borrower of
books from libraries. From these two
points of view, he applies his common
sense,wit, business acumen, and knowledge of all aspects of publishing, to the
problems of library acquisition. He offers no pre-packaged solutions but has
many practical suggestions for ways to
dust off time-hallowed procedures, tell
good suppliers from bad, cope with the
bid process,fight city hall and L.C. cards,
keep computers in their place, buy serials
and paperbacks, and much, much more.
Certainly one of the most provocative
and entertaining books on this subjectand one of the most helpful.
ISBN o-838e-0108-s
(7977)
$A.OO

AmericanLibraryAssociation ttl#J,'fitl3;,,

NEW

NEW

NEW

on nricrofilllr
ANTHROPOTOGY
AMERICAN
Old Series,Vols.1-11(1888-98).
ANTHROPOLOGIST.
$40.00.
AMERICAN
ANTHROPOLOGIST.
NewSeries.Vols.1-52(1899-1940).
$200.00.
Vols.
HarvardUniversity.PeabodyMuseumof Archaeology
and Ethnology.MEMOIRS.
1-12(1891-195D.
$135.00.
HarvardUniversity.PeabodyMuseumof Archaeologyand Ethnology.PAPERS.Vols.
1-62(1888-1969).
$480.00.
ECONOMIGS
AMERICANECONOMIC
REVIEW.
Vols.L-30(191140).
$250.00.
ECONOMIC
Vols.1-16(1925-40).
GEOGRAPHY.
$70.00.
ECONOMIC
JOURNAL(RoyalEconomicSociety).Vols.1-50(1891-1940).
$300.00.
(1892-1940).
JOURNALOF POLITICALECONOMY.
Vols.1-t18.
$300.00.
(1886-1934).
1-48.
JOURNALOF ECONOMICS.
QUARTERLY
Vols.
$250.00.
EDUCATION
CHILDHOOD
Vols.1-17(192440).
EDUCATION.
$80.00.
ELEMENTARY
JOURNAL.
SCHOOL
Vols.i-41 (1900-40).
$270.00.
JOURNALOF EDUCATIONAL
PSYCHOLOGY.
Vols.1-31(1910-40).
$150.00.
JOURNALOF EDUCATIONAL
SOCIOLOGY.
Vols.1-14(1927-40).
$75.00.
(1923-69).
MICHIGAN
EDUCATION
JOURNAL.
Vols.1-47
$2i0.00.
SCHOOL
AND SOCIETY.
Vols.1-52(1915-40).
$300.00.
(1893-1940).
THESCHOOLREVIEW.
Vols.1-48
$325.00.
UNGUISTTCS
AMERICAN
JOURNALOF PHILOLOGY.
Vols.1-61(1880-1940).
$230.00.
MODERN
PHILOLOGY.
Vols.1-37(1903-40).
In production.
POLITICAL
SGIENCE
AmericanAcademyof Political and Social Science.ANNALS.Vols. 1-211(1890-1940).
$500.00.
AMERICAN
POLITICAL
SCIENCE
REVIEW.
Vols.1-34(1906-40).
$250.00.
POLITICAL
SCIENCEQUARTERLY.
Vols.1-55(1886-1940).
$300.00.
ZOOLOGY
THEAUK;a journalor ornithology.
Vols.1-68(1884-1951).
$330.00.
JOURNALOF EXPERIMENTAL
Vols.1-54(1904-63).
ZOOLOGY.
$650.00.
JOURNALOF MAMMALOGY.
Vols.1-32(1919-51).
$100.00.
PHYSIOLOGICAL
ZOOLOGY.
Vols.1-13(192840).
$75.00.
MAiItO:LRTS-F
NGR/Microcard
Editions
90126th Street, N.W.
Washington,
D.C.20037
This is an order for lhe following lilles

NAME& TITLE:
INSTITUTION:
ADDRESS:

g

Please send your currenl catalog

Library
of Congress
Catalog
Union
I lrlational
onlr|icrofiche
A CATALOG OF BOOKS REPRESENTED BY LIBNARY OF CONGRESS
PRINTED CARDS ISSUED TO JULY 31, 1942. Ann Arbor, 1942-46.i67 vols.
This is the tirst of three series containing reproductions of printed catalog
cards produced by the Library ot Congress from l89B to 1952. ,,Because of
the immensity of the collections, the excellence ot the cataloging and the tull
bibliographic descriptions, the catalog is an invaluable work in any library
and indispensable in those where research is done.,' Winchell, pp. Z-8.
3699,00

A CATALOG OF EOOKS REPRESENTED BY LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
P B I N T E DO A R D S : S U P P L E M E N T C
: A R D S T S S U E DA U G . t , 1 9 4 2 - D E C . 3 r ,
'1947.Ann
Arbor,.1948.42 vots. The second ot three series (233 volumes
tolal) which essentially list atl books held by the Library of Congress as of
the end ol 1952 except for a small percentage for which printed cards had
not yet been issued.
3199,00

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS AUTHOR CATALOG: A CUMULATTVELIST OF
WORKS REPRESENTED BY LIBRARY OF CONGRESS PRINTED CARDS,
l94E-52. Ann Arbor, 1953. 24 vols. The last ot lhree series which logether
conlain reproduclions ol nearly 3,000,000 catalog cards describing books
held by the Library of Congress.
3119.00

NATIONAL UNIOI{ CATALOG: 1952-55|MPR|NTS: AN AUTHOR L|ST REPRE.
SE'iITING LIBRARY OF CONGRESS PRINTED CARDS AND TITLES RE.
PORTED BY OTHER AMERTCANLIBRAR|ES, Ann Arbor, Edwards, 1961. gO
vols. "This series, supplementary to the regular set, and not included in its
chronological sequence, lists tifles previously included in earlier catalogs with
additional locations, as well as newly repoited tilles, many not repre-sented
by L.C. printed cards." Wincheil, p. B.
ll99.OO

Each section is available for immediate deliveryon 105x l48mm
G" x 6") positive microfiche,
negative microfiche or mrcroopaque cards. Order from NCRI
Microcard Editions, 901 26th St.,
N.ll., l{ashington, D. C. 2 0A3 7.

NtsEMicrocardEditions

NATIONAL UNION CATALOG: A CUMULATTVEAUTHOR L|ST REPRESENTING LIBRARY OF CONGFESS PRINTEOCARDS ANq TITLES BEPORTEDBY
OTHER AI,IERICAN L|BRAR|ES, 195E.62.New york, 1963.54 vols. irt65.0o

NATIONAL UNION CATALOG: A CUMULATTVEAUTHOR L|ST REPRESENT.
,NG LIBFARY OF CONGRESS PRIilTED CAROS ANO IITLES FEPORTED
BY OTHER AMEBICAN LIBRAR|ES, 196!-67. Ann Arbor, Edwards, 1969.
72 vols.
lit93.0o
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The nameof FrancesNeel Cheney
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FUNDAMENTAL
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SOURCES
FRANCES
NEELCHENEY
FUNDAMENTAL REFERENCE SOURCES provides an inrroduction to selectedsourcesof bibliographical,biographical,linguistic, statistical, and geographical information, and offers detailed
suggestions
for eff'ective
useof rhesesourcesin selection,acquisition,
and catalogingof library collections.
As a textbook in library school courses,or in day-to-dayuse by
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Sources-now out of print-and of Winchell's Guide to Reference
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(1971)
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"If everybody

processes books this

way, the first edition of the Ten
Commandments srll/ wouldn't

The continuing
story
o f S p e e d i eS u z i e B a r o n e ,

l,ibrarian,
Clock-watc[er,
andHeroine.

both of you belong, you know.

Episode#619

r-OOOOO-p

How she brohe the cataloging
& processinglogjam, and then
exclaimed: "Nou l'oe sheloed
theproblem.
"Oh,my achingMLSI'grieved

"Why not get your books from

be

ready for circulationl'
"Stuck?" inquired the Man from
Bro-Dart.
"Don't get flipl'Speedie Suzie

Bro-Dart, cataloged and processed
to your specifications? You receive
books ready to circulate, and catalog
cards ready to filel'
So Speedie Suzie Barone tried

responded, deftly attaching spine
labels with one hand and pasting

the Custom Cataloging and

pockets into books with the other.
"If you had to mess around with all

did go right onthe shelf and into

Processing Services. And her books

this stuff, you'd be pretty sticky

circulation.

yourselfl'

get back into circulation herrelf. So

"What I intended to askl'the

o--------taOO OaHf

circulation. That's really where

And Speedie Suzie /a/

much so that she won the Librarian

Man from Bro-Dart explained "is,
what's a nice professional like you

of the Year Award and said, in her

doing in a job like this? Let me take
you away from it all..l'

done it without Custom Cataloging

"And they call ze Speediell'

acceptance speech, "I couldn't have
and Processing Services. Nothing]'
declared Speedie Suzie, "could have

gasped Suzie.

done more to accelerate my career!"

"Perhaps I should clarifyl'
blushed the Man from Bro-Dart. "I

If you uant a beroic solution to
your' bbo k proce ssing needs, uri te :

Speedie Suzie Barone with another

simply want to suggest a means of
getting you into circulation. Aod

despairing look at her stop-watch.

putting books immediately into

l6l,{)
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Thecontinuing
storyof
Big Bill Gordon,
Librarian,
Expert,
Efficiency
andHero

.'--<OOOOO>+

Episode#78:

+--OOOOO>-<

How he gotrid ol the bonouer's
registuationftle, and whg he
said: "EtteryonelouesmA neu
cardtrichs!'
"Man, it's unfairr" brooded Big
Bill Gordon between noontime laps
through the stacks. "The budget is
recession-oriented. We can't hire any
more people. And becausecirculation
keeps going up, the librarians we do
have spend most of their time checking books in and out. What a waste..."
"It sure is," panted the Man from
Bro-Dart. "Why don't you get Sysdac?"
"Never heard of herr" puffed
Big Bill between his 156th and l57th
push-up. "Besides, you know we can't
hire another librarianl'

"Sysdac,"continued the Man
from Bro-Dart, "is our Circulation
Control System. lt eliminates the
borrower's registration file. It
eliminares rc-typing cards. lt eliminates ttbber stamping. It's the only
thing you'll need between now and
the computer.
"With Sysdac,you simply insert
the borrower's library card. The
machine prints up one tab with
borrower's information, and two
tabs with the due-date.The tabs are
the easy-on, easy-off, self-adhering
kind. You put the borrower information tab, and one of the duedate tabs
on the book card and file it. You put
the other due-datetab in the book.
That's it.
"And when the book comes back,
you just pull the tabs off the card and
the book and start all over again.
"And," addedthe Man from Bro-Dart,
"did you know that once you put the
borrower's card in the Sysdacmachine,
it takes iust 3/4 of a second before
the three tabs come out?"
"Not bad,"allowed Big Bill.
"Better time than I can do in the
dash...".
So Big Bill got Sysdac.And all
the librarians got more time to spend
being warm and wonderful with
children, and knowledgeable and
candid with adults. And the public
got what they were paying for:
librarians who were really librarians,
not people spending most of their
time behind the check-out desk
being clerks.
And the Man from Bro-Dart got
a slight concussion from misiudging
the speedof Big Bill's medicine ball.
If 1ot u:ant infortnation oa
Sysdac, u;rite:
Easrern Division:
, Williamsport, PA l77Ol
Western Division:
15255 East Don Julian Road,
City ot lndts.ry, CA 91746
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CTJMT]LATION
OF LC'S "ADDITIONS I"
AND CHANGES''
NOW BEINGPUBLISHED

:i;;i;

Until publication of Gale's cumulation of Additions and Changes to the
L i b r a r y o f C o n g r e s s c l a s s i f i c a t i o ns c h e d u l e s . c a t a l o g e r s w h o w i s h e d 1 o
check current LC cataloging practice in a subiect area had to search in as
many as 31 quarterly supplements to a given schedule. With Gale's
cumulation in hand, users have onlv 2 places to check: the schedule
i t s e l f a n d t h e c u m u . l a t i o no f a d d i t i o n s ' a n d ' c h a n g e st o i t .
The cumulations (one softbound, binder-punChed book for each sched-

Editorial work on the cumulations is being done by the same experienced Gale librarians who produced the'now-completed. Library of
Congress and National Union Catalog Author Lists, 1942-1962:A Master
Cumulation.
Already in print are cumulations covering the following schedules: A
(Gene-ral Works); B-Bf (Philosophy); N (Fine Arts); PA Supplement
(Greek and Latin Literature); P-PM Suppiement (Index to Languages and
Dialects); U (Military Science). PT, S, and V are nearing completion, and
all others are beins edited.
Cumulations covering individual schedules are available separately.
Prices will be furnished on reouesr.
A full set of these time-saving professional tools costs $160.00, including binders. (Most libraries need more than one set, and additiona.l sets
are available at 5120.00each. a 25o/odiscount. )
Please write for a detailed descriotion of the cumulation. the orices of
i n d i v i d u a ls u p p l e m e n l sa. n d i n f o r m a t i o no n a n u p d a t i n gs e r v i c e .

GATERBSEARGH
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